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HYDRANT VALVE

From the President
Dear Friends,
The year began with the successful administration of the Covid19 vaccine among the health care personnel
and frontline workers all around the nation in the first phase. With the general public to follow suit, we are
confident that we can come out of this pandemic successfully. The medical care system and the untiring
efforts of scientists behind the development of vaccine, India got propelled as one of largest vaccine
manufacturers in the world. Let 2021 and beyond prove to be healthier, safer and more prosperous!
Next two months for FSAI is going to be action packed as all our 24 Chapters are gearing up for a unique
event – Mahayatra. Three important events are planned between 22nd & 24th April as part of this mega
event. They are “Fire & Security Industry Expo (FISE), India Fire & Security Yatra(IFSY) India and Finest India
Skills & Talent (FIST) Awards”.
Mahayatra will be the first physical event after almost one year of online programs in FSAI. We are upbeat
that situation could turn to normalcy for organising many more events hereafter. Mahayatra will be held
concurrently at all our 24 Chapters, thereby physically bringing “IFSY and FIST Awards” at the doorsteps of
our beloved members along with the virtual FSIE
Through this type of events, we shall be in a position to ensure that all Covid19 safeguard norms are diligently
followed while offering adequate opportunity for networking across the nation. I take this opportunity
to invite all member organizations to nominate your products or projects in any of the 24 categories as
applicable to your endeavours by visiting www.fistawards.in
Similarly we would request one and all to visit the virtual FSIE wherein we
have participation of various OEM’s from across the globe. Besides, please
watch out for our mailers on webinars and seminars addressing various
interesting topics and register yourselves.
I would also like to notify the members about a couple of excellent
initiatives launched and successfully executed this year at Chapter
level:
 Two day’s “Vaaradhi” an end user ‘connect’ program organized by
the Hyderabad chapter.
 We would also be conducting FSAI Life Marathon - “Virtual Run”
from 14th to 20th April 2021 to coincide with Fire Service Week. The
registration process for the above got kickstarted during the launch
event led by Shri. Krishna Prakash (IPS), Police Commissioner, PCMC
and Brand Ambassador for FSAI Life Marathon. He also signed in as
the ‘first contestant’!
 Installation function of “Women’s Wing” under the Goa
Chapter attended by a galaxy of women leaders including
Smt. Sulakshana Sawant, the first lady of Goa state. This is an
initiative under our Surakshit Naari program.

Yours sincerely,

Suresh Menon

President – FSAI

From the

Chairman’s Desk
Dear Friends,
The second phase of covid19 vaccination drive involving maximum number of citizens across the county is in progress. It
is also a proud moment for Indians that accolades are being received from across the world including the highly developed
countries for the manner and pace with which we had been waging a successful war on the pandemic. Let us keep going
without any complacency when it comes to strict adherence to social distancing, smaller gatherings, continuance of public
health, hygiene, sanitation and use of masks. The important takeaway is to sustain the good behavioral changes which got
deservingly inculcated over a period. A slightly amended quote pertaining to the poor pussy cat who accidentally drank
hot milk from a pan is very apt in this context.
“Once bitten not only twice but always shy!”
It a lighter but important vein, let us spend few valuable minutes talking on the 2021 desk Calendar of FSAI while at
home or office. Each of the 12 sheets is a legendary proof on fire cum life safety, security and associated
technical innovations of yesteryears. The nicely designed as well as colorful pictures and captions of
the archives must inspire us a lot. These are original data treasure bank on ‘world’s simplest looking
‘firsts’ in terms of inventions. They depict Fire engines, Sprinkler heads, Metallic cauldron water
reservoirs, Fire rated steel doors, Detection devices, Cute looking electromagnetic Fire call
points/Announcers, Finger print machines, Imaging devices, Burglar alarms etc., Everyone one
of them need to be looked upon as more than Historical evidences, but Sensitizers. We can and
must strive to modernize even the existing so called High - tech facilities. My earnest appeal
to all readers is to dive deeper into those pages; post queries, seek responses to your fullest
satisfaction, try out to offer addenda, offer quizzing puzzles and discuss among technocrats
through the medium of this Journal. Truly befitting to the Atma Nirbharta mission which is
on the anvil!).
Thanks to the “readers’ effect’ we intend to build up brick-by-brick innovations on Journal quality
There is a ready set of “Thematic Titles” for TEN more editions; will soon be expanded
to at least yet another TEN!. Your opinions matter a lot and kindly extend them for
active consideration. We find enough scope for consultation and consent before
finalization. In fact, I could locate few ‘ready to pick’ topics’ from those
being mooted for the upcoming FSIE seminars. They too will be shared
and compared against the wish list of yours !
The FSIE21 and FIST Awards annual event between 22nd and 24th
of April would be a treat to watch by the lovers of either virtual or
physical events or both. While going through the locations as
depicted in the attached flyers, you may be in for a surprise that
some could be as near to your house as the courtyard. Event
Sponsors and exhibitors can have their ‘field day’ to promote all
genuine products while being engaged with FSIE.
Encourage your family, relatives, colleagues and friends to join the
FSAI; be part of the Surakshit Bharat campaign and contribute
your / their best to society. Remember Spouse Membership
comes under the “Naari Shakti” premium category! Shouldn’t
they be deservedly so?

With warm regards,

Dipen Mehta
Chairman – FSAI Journal

EDITOR’S PAGE
Dear Readers,
Welcome back.
Begin with I feel delighted to notify that this edition is a curtain raiser special for the Annual FSIE & FIST
Awards events coming up between 22nd and 24th of April. Please come forward, be part of this event and help
promote FSAI’s Surakshit Bharat campaign.
Now let me also make it official that your Journal has turned 5 (i.e., passed out a reasonably tough primary
level!). May the secondary, higher secondary, college, professional and the adult education grades covering its
immortal life span prove to be smooth sailing. The other day, I was taking stock of its progress card ever since
the first edition got rolled out at the end of 2015. To be frank, readers being the guardians and teachers of the
publication, the performance rating is highly inspirational and motivating. This inference is based on following
attributes:
® Over the years we had been fortunate to have the patronage of readers’ community at large constituting
FSAI members, Elite group of senior level dignitaries (associated with Governments, MSME’s, other business
Entrepreneurship, Regulatory Authorities, Statutory Officials, Local Administration, Fire/ Life Safety/
Disaster Management/ Security/ Automation/ Transportation Experts, Educational Institutes, Health Care
and Hospitality Sectors, Voluntary Organizations etc. Besides we are highly indebted to the elite authors and
those who sponsored advertisements.
® Inclusion of relevant articles of high quality and scholarly outlook. They include thematic, generic, case
studies, abstracts, opinion columns etc.
® Engagement with renowned authors.
® Inclusion of attractive and appealing mix of regulars and featured columns – like chapter level activities,
contributions from student chapter as well as women wing segment.
® Besides the publication has also been instrumental in developing potential writers. In fact, the current listing
of article subscribers exceed 100.
As part of continual value addition drive, we are in the process of ensuring that all the scheduled themes for the
upcoming 9 editions as listed in page No 78. We also wish to add at least 10 more new themes with immediate
effect. In this context, readers are also requested to name some specific themes of relevance after looking at the
list cited above.
I feel extremely delighted to mention that “Listening to Luminary” column of this edition features an interview
with Mr. Jim Pauley, President and CEO of NFPA.
Besides the contents also include 12 thematic narratives covering the aspects of “School/ Campus Safety and
Safety in Adventure Sports”. Besides there is 1 generic article in addition to all regular featured columns.
Sit back, relax and enjoy the pleasure of reading.
Yours sincerely,

KNK Murthy
Executive Editor

Leader’s Column

Listening to Luminary
INTERVIEW COLUMN, FEATURING

Mr. Jim Pauley

President & CEO of
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

I: Introductory segment about NFPA for the benefit of readers
NFPA is a global self-funded non-profit organization, established in 1896 and located in Quincy,
Massachusetts, USA. It also has international representation, covering the Asia/Pacific region, Europe
and Latin America, countries in the Middle East and North Africa so as to advance the use and
adoption of NFPA codes and standards throughout their territories.
The entity is devoted to eliminating death, injury, property, and economic loss due to fire,
electrical and related hazards.
The association delivers information and knowledge through more than 300 consensus codes and standards, research work,
training, education, outreach and advocacy. Besides, the organization also partners with others who share an interest in
furthering the NFPA mission which is to help save lives and reduce loss with information, knowledge as well as passion.
Catalogue: The NFPA online catalogue provides a direct way for customers to purchase the codes/ standards, companion
products and public education materials.
Website: www.nfpa.org, offers a wide range of building, electrical, fire and life safety content and resources including blogs,
podcasts, videos, white papers, fact sheets, research, NFPA Journal and more.
Codes and Standards: NFPA is widely known as a ‘codes and standards organization’ – that’s the backbone of what they do.
They work to provide society with the information and knowledge which are essential to do a job well and better in today’s everchanging environment. The 300-plus codes and standards are designed to minimize the risks and effects of fire by establishing
criteria for building process, design, service, and installation around the world. The more than 250 technical committees,
comprised of approximately 9,000 volunteers review public inputs and vote on the revisions as part of a consensus process. Very
importantly, all NFPA codes and standards are accredited by the American National Standards Institution (ANSI) and
accepted worldwide.

II: Profile of the interviewee
i) General: Name: Mr. Jim Pauley, President & CEO, NFPA as well as the Serving Chairman on the Board of NFPA
Research Foundation. Native of Greenup County, Kentucky, USA
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ii) Educational: B.S. Electrical Engineering, University of
Kentucky, 1986.
iii) Professional: Worked in Lexington, Kentucky, with Schneider
Electric, a $31 billion multinational electrical distribution and energy
management firm based in France. At Schneider, Jim served as senior
vice president for external affairs and government relations since 2011,
after six previous positions with the company ranging between vice
president to applications engineer.
iv) Immediate past tenure at Schneider Electric: Pauley’s arrival
at NFPA was preceded by a 29-year career with Schneider Electric,
where he served most recently as senior vice president for external affairs
and government relations as a member of the company’s U.S. executive
management team. His professional career journey began in1985
as applications engineer with Square D, an electrical equipment
manufacturer. Schneider acquired Square D in 1991, a move that
provided him with a larger, more international perspective on the
industry, one put to good use in his own career.
At Schneider, Jim also worked in product development and marketing as
well as global standards strategy formulation before becoming director
of codes and standards. He was also the vice president of industry
standards and government relations for a decade before assuming the
senior vice president job in 2011.

“I encourage FSAI
members to check
out that awareness
initiative as well as
the online training,
live virtual training,
and classroom
programs that NFPA
has for those who
work with electrical
components”

v) NFPA specific: After nearly 30 years in the electrical industry, Jim
takes on a new role as NFPA’s seventh president. He started the new
journey on July 1, 2014 and 25 days later celebrated his 50th birthday.
“This appears to be an interesting age when I would decide to go and
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do something else,” Pauley quotes. That “something else” was succeeding the incumbent Mr. Jim Shannon to become the seventh
president of NFPA following a unanimous vote by NFPA’s Board of Directors.
Accordingly, Pauley assumed the new duties after a month-long transition period with Shannon and the association’s executive
staff. In fact, he had a sudden uprooting from native Kentucky—where he was raised in Greenup County, in the northeast part
of the state. There Jim received a degree in electrical engineering from the University of Kentucky—to New England (USA). His
decision to switch jobs after a 3 decade’s long spell over there to move on to the top NFPA job was a little disconcerting to many
of his friends, for obvious reasons. “People would call me up and say two things,” Pauley says. They’d offer their congratulations,
then immediately ask me, ‘You’re not going to become a Patriots fan, are you?’ or, ‘You’re not going to become a Celtics fan, are
you?’ And I would just think, “Holy cow. This is a lot more complicated than I thought.”
Pauley’s mid-life transition isn’t a complete surprise, considering his long affiliation with NFPA. He’s been involved with
National Electrical Code® committees and code-making panels since 1993, and served on the Standards Council beginning
2000, chairing the body since 2008. “I love the NFPA mission and the people I’ve worked with in this organization,” he says.
“After 29 years in the same place, you don’t necessarily go hunting for a lot of different opportunities. But if there was one thing
that was going to draw me away from Schneider Electric it would be the opportunity I’ve been given with NFPA.”

III: Interview Segment
Following are the responses from the dignitary to the questions initiated by
KNK Murthy, Journal Executive Editor at the behest of FSAI
Q: Respected sir, hearty and warm
welcome to FSAI Journal. You have
been very kind to appear in one of
our highly popular and prestigious
columns titled “Listening to
Luminary”. We could infer from the
illustrious profile that you bring in a
rich and long professional expertise
which would prove complementary
while adoring the coveted position of
the President of NFPA. In this context,
let us begin the discussion by seeking
some relevant information about
your transition from the commercial
business management sector to a nonprofit organization. Based on the back
up strength gained all through your
previous careers, what all could be the
major attributes which are likely to
help promote the ‘NFPA global vision’
of eliminating death, injury, property,
and economic loss due to fire, electrical
and related hazards?
R: Prior to coming to NFPA nearly
7 years ago, I concluded a 30-year
career in the electrical field. My father
was an electrician, as was I, and then
I tried electrical contracting before
going to college to obtain an electrical
engineering degree. Once I achieved

that, I began working for Square D
Company, which ultimately became
Schneider Electric.
I was actively involved in the NFPA
standards
development
process
for many years - providing input
and comments, participating on
committees and assuming leadership
roles along the way. Standards support
market standardization and business
innovation; promoting health, safety
and the environment; and saving
time and money for government at all
levels. All these seemed like a fantastic
way to learn more about life safety
and enrich my career. My standards
involvement offered me exposure to all
facets of the building, fire, electrical,
and life safety industries, and helped
me greatly in my external affairs and
government relations role at Schneider
and certainly as I lead NFPA today.
I have tremendous respect for the
value that NFPA brings to the public,
government, and professionals across
the globe. So, having the opportunity
to lead this organization now is an
honour.
NFPA operates with sound business
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practices to ensure that we have the
means to fulfil our mission to help
save lives and reduce loss by sharing
our subject matter expertise and by
proactively addressing new hazards.
The NFPA standards development
process is an example of one of the
most successful and longest running
public private partnerships, and as
such it is critical that we operate in a
way that allows us to continue this
important work.
Q: We are well acquainted with the
great service that NFPA has offered
during the past 125 years. The entity is
widely respected and known, especially
among professionals who are interested
in building, electrical, fire and life
safety attributes. The way every
NFPA standard has been conceived,
formulated,
listed,
compiled,
registered, numbered, stored, and
shared among different stakeholders
is exceptionally unparalleled (again
by any ‘standard of perfection’)! As a
matter of fact, NFPA is a buzzword
among all business management
circles besides those who pursue fire
service/life safety and occupational
health functions as their career.

Leader’s Column

In this context, what are the new
challenges that you are addressing
with amendments/changes in existing
documents or the development of new
standards.
R. Thank you for recognizing the role
that we play as a global leader and
respected advocate for life safety, and
for acknowledging the importance
of standards in the modern world.
Developing and updating codes
and standards is one of the greatest
ways that we can protect people and
property. Our standards development
process is the best because it harnesses
recent thinking, incorporates updated
research as well as applies learnings
from the latest tragedies to inform
guidance on persistent issues and new
challenges. For example, the increased
use of electric vehicles, larger and
distributed energy storage systems, and
taller buildings all present potential
life safety risks. The entire world is
dealing with increases in wildfire loss,
an issue that needs to be tackled with
the use of codes and standards in the
built environment. Our standards
also increasingly play a role in better
protecting first responders during their
all-hazards role.
It is important to note that NFPA
information and knowledge is not
limited to our codes and standards.
NFPA is also well known for the
training, public education materials
and sought-after insights that we
generate. We don’t simply react to
tragedies, we get out in front of issues
and as evidenced over the last year
during a global pandemic, we embrace
our leadership role and provide muchneeded, timely perspective through
a myriad of NFPA channels and
resources.
Q: What types of reviews and research
are being undertaken to ensure that
each standard becomes more reader
as well as user friendly? This is in
relation to a larger cross section of
end users with different educational/
professional backgrounds. They
include Engineering, Technology,
Science, Quality Control, research

work,
Marketing,
Material
handling, Administration, Fire
safety, Occupational health and
Environmental
protection
cum
protection as well as preservation all of
whom have to adopt NFPA codes and
standards and compliance must be
prioritized without any compromise.

that users who are not well-versed in
code books can find the information
they need for any given situation - even
if the information resides in different
codes. Users can bookmark and share
code sections with team members.
I believe FSAI members will find
enormous value in LiNK.

R: NFPA staff members do not write
NFPA codes and standards. Technical
committees comprised of subject
matter experts, with a variety of
interests and backgrounds, are assigned
to standards with a defined scope of
activities. These standards provide
important and relevant benchmarks
for building and life safety, electrical
systems, fire protection systems,
emergency response, community
risk reduction, and many other areas
of focus. Engineers, code enforcers,
building owners, trade workers,
manufacturers, insurance providers,
regulatory agencies and the public at
large rely on our guidance.

Q: Kindly share how our readers can
access various training programs being
offered by NFPA on a regular basis
(both classroom and virtual).

What we have seen in recent years
though is that people don’t simply
want to read a full code book; they
want specific information much
faster via phones, tablets, desk top
computers, and laptops and with an
easy- to-use interface. Stakeholders
want to understand problems and
identify solutions so we developed
NFPA LiNK™, our new digital content
platform. LiNK launched in the fall
and is designed to deliver seamless
code information on demand. By the
end of this year, the full set of NFPA
codes and standards will be in LiNK,
and when new editions are released,
subscriptions will be automatically
updated, and personal notations will
carry over. Enhanced content is also
being added on a regular basis to
provide the context that stakeholders
are seeking.
NFPA LiNK is transforming the way
codes and standards information is
being delivered. It allows people across
the globe to access guidance faster and
easier than ever before in the ways that
best meet their needs. The platform
features situation-based navigation so

R: As the coronavirus gripped the
world, we worked hard to help a
broad range of stakeholders who
were looking to learn about relevant
code requirements for empty office
buildings,
emergency
response,
inspection testing and maintenance,

“My standards
involvement offered
me exposure to all
facets of the building,
fire, electrical, and
life safety industries,
and helped me
greatly in my
external affairs and
government relations
role at Schneider and
certainly as I lead
NFPA today”
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mobile or temporary healthcare
facilities, and other COVID-related
considerations. We produced fact
sheets, NFPA Journal content, blogs,
videos, webinars, white papers, and
podcasts. I am particularly proud
of the way that our training and
certification teams stepped up to meet
the challenges of the times and to help
remote workers learn. As you know,

We don’t simply
react to tragedies,
we get out in front
of issues and as
evidenced over the
last year during a
global pandemic,
we embrace our
leadership role
and provide muchneeded, timely
perspective through
a myriad of NFPA
channels and
resources’

NFPA has a long, storied history of
being a top provider of classroom
training. Over the past five years, we
have collaborated with FSAI to deliver
fire protection training in India so
that members are informed about key
codes including NFPA 13 Standard
for the Installation of Sprinkler
Systems, NFPA 20 Standard for the
Installation of Stationary Pumps

for Fire Protection, and NFPA 72®
National Fire Alarm and Signaling
Code®.
I also encourage FSAI
members to visit our website and look
at the full array of training offerings
that we offer to help them in their
career, because while we continue to
collaborate with organizations seeking
our group training, the global trend is
online learning. We can help FSAI and
their members with online learning
modules, live virtual training, and
certification learning paths. We also
recently introduced digital badging so
that FSAI members can share learning
capabilities via social media and email
signatures. All these educational
tools were in the pipeline prior to the
pandemic but our team accelerated
things to help bridge the knowledge
gap during unprecedented times. It is a
prime example of NFPA’s more nimble
approach to providing stakeholders
with relevant, real world resources.
Q: FSAI is constantly championing
equality, opportunities and activities
for
women
including
highly
demanding industrial employment
assignments such as fire safety. Our
women chapter is also undertaking
different training and awareness
programs. In this regard what are the
specific and exclusive NFPA training
programs which are aimed for women?
NFPA has women working at every
level of the organization, including
many accomplished female engineers
who serve as codes and standards
subject matter experts, researchers,
and industry liaisons. All our training
programs are intended for the full
audience we serve.
In addition, we produce various
research to support women in the fire
service. For example, fire departments
in the United States value the insights
gleaned from our Needs Assessment
for the U.S. Fire Service report. This
report noted that nearly half the
firehouses in the U.S. are close to 50
years of age and therefore not designed
with separate facilities for women. The
U.S. Fire Profile report, generated by
our Applied Research team, shows
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that females still make up less than
10 percent of the U.S. fire service,
with approximately 100,000 female
firefighters working in a volunteer or
career capacity. This information helps
to inform policy making, budgeting,
and recruiting, while another report
on the Patterns of Female Firefighter
Injuries on the Fireground has helped
with standard operating procedures.
Currently, the Fire Protection
Research Foundation, the research
affiliate of NFPA, is looking at
firefighter personal protective clothing
for the female human form, taking into
account design, comfort, and mobility
issues.
Q: Sir, by and large the public needs to
be better motivated, inspired and even
enforced upon to get duly trained on
fire and life safety. They need to obtain
and utilize safety knowledge in case
fire or other mishaps occur and involve
them or others in the vicinity.
¡The expected response actions could
be:
Initial firefighting
Rescue/ First-Aid/ Evacuation of
affected personnel
The locations could be:
¡Homes
¡ Situations could be moving around/
along:
Roads
Shopping destinations
Traveling in vehicles or other modes
of transport.
Being present at large gatherings /
assembly/ congregation locations of
different types.
While lodging in hotels or admitted
to hospitals
Staying put at schools/ campuses etc.,
In all the above scenarios which are the
types of codes, standards, training, or
safety tips NFPA have formulated for
the public domain? Please elaborate.
R: Nearly three years ago, NFPA
introduced the NFPA Fire & Life
Safety Ecosystem™ to underscore that
safety is a system and that we all have
a role to play, including the public. It
is incumbent upon us as individuals

Leader’s Column

and as organizations to educate people
about safety and the important role
that standards play in keeping average
citizens, workers, and emergency
responders free from harm in any
environment. NFPA offers free online
access to our codes and standards for
that reason.

fires can have a significant impact on a
community.

We produce and distribute public
education materials that are used by fire
departments, teachers, and community
organizers to raise awareness of life
safety threats, incident statistics and
prevention tips. We developed NFPA
1300, Standard on Community Risk
Assessment and Community Risk
Reduction Plan Development in
recent years to heighten awareness
of community risk reduction as an
important prevention process for
fire departments and others. We are
working right now with over 300 fireservice agencies in the U.S. as part of a
pilot program to map areas of risk in
communities by offering departments a
custom dashboard that will help them
keep track of and chart areas that have
experienced fires and other types of
emergencies. Using this information,
public safety personnel can then take
actions that will help reduce risk in
communities that need it the most.

Again within a span of three months,
five more patients were killed when
fire broke out in a COVID-19 ward
in a Rajkot city hospital. That incident
was the fourth in the state since the
outbreak began and most likely due to
an electrical short circuit.

Q: Kindly provide insights about
hospital safety, highlighting where
and when fire incidents could have
been prevented, reduced, controlled,
or mitigated. This may entail saving
the lives of patients who are less mobile
and motivating readers to learn about
incidents across our country where
short- and long-term action plans and
execution might have produced better
results.
R: While the coronavirus has affected
the healthcare industry in a way
that modern society has not seen
before, the idea of risk is not new
to medical personnel, those who
manage healthcare properties, or the
patients and visitors who visit medical
buildings. Fires can and do occur in
the medical environment and given
high occupancy rates, foot traffic, and
the vulnerability of patients, hospital

In direct reference to your question
related to Indian experience, In
August’20, eight COVID-19 patients
were killed in a fire in the ICU ward of
a hospital in Ahmedabad.

In January’21, Ten new- born babies
died in a massive fire at a hospital
in Maharashtra. These are just a few
examples of hospital fires in India; I
also infer there had been few more
such incidents in India. Hospital fires
cause loss of life, property, equipment,
essential supplies, and hospital records
– and leave economic and business/
care continuity challenges in their
wake.
Safety is a system that should be taken
very seriously - especially in hospitals
where many occupants will be unable
to evacuate on their own or without
assistive equipment.
In 2016, the US Centers for Medicare
& Medicaid Services (CMS) called
for health care facilities to follow the
2012 editions of NFPA 101® Life
Safety Code and NFPA 99 Health
Care Facilities Code in order to meet
the requirements of the Conditions
of Participation (COP), as defined
by CMS. Health care providers who
participate in federal reimbursement
programs are required to meet
the COP expectations, and then
in September of that year, CMS
announced that its emergency
preparedness rule would require a
coordinated set of requirements to
be established by various providers.
As per the rule, hospitals, transplant
centers, critical access hospitals and
long-term care facilities must carefully
evaluate their emergency and standby
power systems. Specifically, they must

be inspected, tested, and maintained
in accordance with the 2010 edition
of NFPA 110 Standard for Emergency
and Standby Power Systems, as well as
the 2012 editions of both NFPA 99
and NFPA 101. These standards that
pertain to healthcare facilities can be a
tremendous resource around the globe.
Q: What are the important checks and

“Fires can and do
occur in the medical
environment and
given high occupancy
rates, foot traffic, and
the vulnerability of
patients, hospital
fires can have a
significant impact on
a community”

balances to prevent/reduce electrical
power fire incidents that generate
sparks and flames because of unsafe or
poorly designed/maintained electrical
systems, appliances, fittings and/or
fixtures?
R: There are so many opportunities
for risk where electricity or power are
concerned. The breadth of the
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NFPA
Leader’s Column

National Electrical Code®(NEC) or
NFPA 70 is vast, with eighteen distinct
code-making panels developing the
guidance that covers everything from
everyday considerations such as outlets,
lighting and electrical equipment to
emerging issues such as energy storage

“Whether it is
the work we do
to safeguard
the standards
development process
and produce the
guidance you all
need in your roles
or our efforts to
serve modern-day
practitioners with
top notch resources
and research, we are
100% committed
to reducing risk
throughout the
world. There is too
much at stake to do
anything less”.

systems, microgrids, the Internet of
Things, 5G, and Power over Ethernet.
The complicated nature of electrical
systems requires devoted professionals
working with a solid framework.
And that is not merely the NEC –
which we know is not light reading.
Optimal safety is achieved when

NFPA 70 is interrelated with other
key information such as NFPA 70B
Recommended Practice for Electrical
Equipment Maintenance and NFPA
70E® Standard for Electrical Safety in
the Workplace®, and by continuously
building on industry knowledge via
training and education.
In 1976, OSHA approached the
NFPA Standards Council to form
a committee charged with electircal
safety requirements for employee
workplaces. The goal was to establish
a standard for electrical installations
that would be compatible with
OSHA requirements for employee
safety in locations covered by the
NEC. The result was NFPA 70E
which consists of four major parts:
Installation Safety Requirements;
Safety-Related Work Practices; SafetyRelated Maintenance Requirements;
and SafetyRequirements for Special
Equipment.
Electrical injuries can be particularly
debilitating, oftentimes involving
complicated recoveries and lasting
emotional and physical impact. That
is why we are collaborating right now
with the Phoenix Society for Burn
Survivors on a Faces of Fire/Electrical
campaign that features personal stories
from people impacted by electrical
incidents. I encourage FSAI members
to check out that awareness initiative as
well as the online training, live virtual
training, and classroom programs that
NFPA has for those who work with
electrical components.
Q: Serious fire incidents involving
vast volumes of dried out grass, wild
vegetation and trees are occurring
in forest habitats intermittently and
during specific seasons. What’s NFPA’s
take on this serious issue given their
global purview? In India also, we
have great forest reserves. Besides
our landscape is largely tropical and
mostly hot all through the year.
R: We just released a comprehensive
wildfire policy strategy in the U.S.
that will significantly reduce wildfire
risk to communities, calls for policy
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implementation at all levels of
government, and ultimately seeks
to end wildfire destruction by 2050.
Outthink Wildfire™ is rooted in
two realities – wildfires are going to
happen, and the fire service will not
be able to extinguish these fires at a
pace to save people and property in
their path. We propose five tenets
that must be supported by all levels of
government:
1. Require all homes and business
in the Wildland Urban Interface
(WUI) to be more resistant to
ignition from wildfire embers and
flames
2. Current codes and standards, as
well as sound land use practices,
must be appraised on among all
stakeholders and enforced upon for
new development and rebuilding in
wildfire-prone areas
3. Fire departments for communities
in the WUI must be prepared to
respond safely and effectively to
wildfire
4. Government must increase resources
for vegetative fuel management
5. The public must understand its
role and take corrective actions in
reducing wildfire risk
While this is a US-based initiative,
these tenets can be used in other places
that are facing significant loss from
wildfire.
Q: In conclusion, do you have any
additional as well as specific advice,
message or counsel that would benefit
our readers?
R: I would encourage FSAI and its
membership to use the NFPA Fire
& Life Safety Ecosystem to facilitate
discussions, revisit practices, and
proactively work to protect people and
property in India. As NFPA celebrates
125 years of championing safety this
year, I can assure FSAI members that
we will be doing the same on a global
scale. Whether it is the work we do to
safeguard the standards development
process and produce the guidance you
all need in your roles or our efforts to
serve modern-day practitioners with

Leader’s Column

top notch resources and research, we
are 100% committed to reducing risk
throughout the world. There is too
much at stake to do anything less.
Q. Before drawing the curtain, FSAI
Journal administration would like to

gratefully acknowledge NFPA’s kind
gesture of permitting us to share NFPA
Journal contents on regular basis.
R: Thank you for your time today
– and for your interest in all that
NFPA does to reduce risk in the

world. We cannot do the work that
we do without devoted professionals
like FSAI Members. You are the face
of safety in India and what you do
matters.

Sir, Let us profusely and gratefully acknowledge your kind gesture of obliging us through this
enlightening interview session. We appreciate, respect and accept the information as well as
insights shared by you. We are optimistic that the beloved readers will benefit from all your
points of view, thereby getting sensitized to take on higher/ more challenging responsibilities
and facilitate their development as well as growth in whichever career they now pursue or
wish to opt in later. - KNK Murthy, Journal Executive Editor, FSAI
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National Team

Rakesh Arora

Anupam Majumdar

FSAI Regional Director, North

FSAI Regional Director, East

Mr. Arora, CEO & Founder of M/s Pacific Fire Controls,
has an experience of over 25 years in the field of passive fire
protection.

Anupam Majumdar, a Mechanical Engineer, working in
the field of Fire Alarm & Protection System for the last 42
years. He started his carrier for Fire safety system in the year
1979. Worked under various Fire protection organizations
(organization of Turnkey Fire Fighting system provider)
since 1979 to 1989. In his service period, was solely
responsible for Design of Fire Protection System & have
successfully commissioned many Fire Alarm & Protection
Systems. In the year 1989, he start ed his own business in
the name of PERFECT ENGINEERING CO. where he
used take special type Fire Alarm & Fire Protection job.
During these periods he used to undertake total turnkey
system job right from the Design, Supply, Erection, Testing
& Commissioning of fire Alarm & Fire protection job. Few
of them are: ONGC HAZIRA, Gorkha Welfare Center,
LOBP & Tank Farm area at Budge Budge, Kandla Bhatinda
pipe line project of IOCL, 400 KV Substation, Hyderabad,
400 KV Substation at JABBALPUR & ITERSI, 400 KV
BINDHYACHAL Substation, HPCL HALDIA, IOCL
LPG BOTTLING PLANT at THIMAPUR & ERODE,
etc

With his own experience has tried to introduce various
technologies in the fire industry such as fire rated glass,
panic bars, evac+ chair, fire curtain etc.
All these products have been extensively used into the
Indian market & his research & development towards
the new technology have always remained the part of his
energetic working. H
is immense experience in the field comes from participating
and organizing various International business conventions,
exposure to International business, worldwide travel,
business cultural and structuring plus the technical knowhow gained at a global platform level in this new era.
He has visited to various countries as a part of Indian
delegation by UK trade commission, Italian Trade
Commission, South Korea Trade Commission & many
more.
Mr. Arora is also associated with FSAI since 2004 with his
sole aim of creating awareness among the general public
towards fire & life safety.
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After five years of successful work, he stopped to undertake
Turnkey Erection job. From this point onwards he
concentrated only on Fire Engineering Consultancy work
mainly for end user. He is still working as Consultant for Fire
& Safety from concept to commissioning for the end user
for their various Risks. He has credit in conceptualization
of system Design & Engineering for various types of Fire
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Detection & Protection System for IT Building, Calcutta
Airport, Gas Project of Chevron at Sylhet, Bangladesh,
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd, Steel Plants, LPG Plants, Pol
Depots, Various ITC factories for paper & cigarette, Vizag
Refineries, Coca Cola Bottling Plant, printing Premises, He
is also working as Consulting Engineer of Development
Consultants Limited etc.
He is also completed many Fire Safety audit work namely
for Oberoi Hotels, Imperial Hotel, Novatel Hotel, ABP
Printing Plants, Cement Factory at Bangladesh, LPG
Bottling Plants, ONGC Mehasana CTF plant, High rise
commercial & Residential Complex

Centre- “KUSHIO-NU-SARNAMU” for the benefit of
Divyang Children’s with all types of disability (including
mental disability) in his home town of DEESA (Banakantha
District – Gujarat) along-with the NGO-Trust Blind People
Association (BPA) & Deesa Nagarpalika, where more than
100 lesser privileged disabled children’s are provided free
full day boarding, training, education, medical facility,
food etc. without any cost. He also passionately works for
education of lesser privilege children’s in rural area and is
associated with Blind People Association (BPA), Apang
Manav Mandal & various other NGO’s in the Gujarat State
& specially in small towns & villages of Gujarat.

He has attended various seminars as a speaker conducted
by PWD, CPWD, Institution of Engineers of Bangladesh,
etc.

Lakshminarayana P.
Nimit Sheth
FSAI Regional Director, West
Mr. Nimit Sheth is the Founder CMD of Ramana Safety
and Systems (India) Limited., with its headquarter in
Ahmedabad-Gujarat & branch offices spread across many
cities& states of India, partnering and associating with
worlds best innovative technology OEM’s for their technofinancial solutions, systems& services in Life Safety, FireProtection &Security Surveillance – ELV-IBMS & total
MEPF arena with a aim to “enhance standard of living
& quality of life of fellow humans & to protect people,
property, assets & environment and make this world a
better & more safer - secure place to live - in”.
He has graduated in Commerce & has done his postgraduation in Business Management with further diploma
in International Trade. Currently the Regional director of
FSAI, Mr. Nimit Sheth is a privileged Life Member of FSAI
since its inception. Mr. Nimit Sheth was also a founder
President of Young Centre – Ahmedabad & is currently on
Board of Governance (BOG) of various.
He had presented white-papers / articles on innovative
on “Water-Mist Fire Protection Technology - Green
Building System, “Foam based Fire Protection System for
Hazardous Environment”, “Security-Protection through
Glass / Glazing Façade”, “Solar based Perimeter Security
Surveillance System” etc.
Mr. Sheth passionately works on the upliftment of specially
abled children’s (Divyangs) & has initiated a Day Care

FSAI Regional Director, South
Completed Diploma in Mechanical Engineering (Gen) in
1987 from Technical Education Board of Karnataka, later
graduated in Mechanical Engineering (BE Mech) in 1998
from Bangalore University.
Worked as Asst. Design Engineer for 5 years (1987 – 1992)
with SPIE – CAPAG (France), ECC division, crosscountry pipelines. Team member in the project “HBJ”
(Hazira – Babrala – Jagdishpur) LPG gas pipeline project
(1600 kms. apprx.) constructed for Gail Authority of India
(GAIL).
Then joined M/s Alert Safety Equipment (now known
as Tyco Fire & Security) in 1992 as Design Engineer &
handled different portfolios, worked for 11 years.
Have wast knowledge on fire & security systems & NBC,
TAC, and NFPA & FM Datasheets. Also designed and
installed fire & security systems for industries, refineries,
high rise buildings and completed more than 1000 projects.
Joined Potential Service Consultants in the year 2003
(worked for 7 years), worked in Fire protection division.
Completed jobs around 150 million sft.
Founder partner of Ralys Consulting Engineers (started in
2010) MEP consultancy company, specialised in interior
fitout and base buildings, having offices at Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, Mumbai & Chennai. Completed approx.
5 million sft. of jobs and presently have jobs around 12
million sft. in hand.
Past President of FSAI Bengaluru and an active member of
FSAI.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF MASS
NOTIFICATION SYSTEMS ON
SCHOOL CAMPUSES
- Ms. Caitlin D’Onofrio

A mass notification system is
a network of appliances and
devices that work together to
communicate critical information
about emergencies in real time
to large populations in buildings
and/or outdoor areas. These
emergencies may include, but are
not limited to, terrorist activities,
hazardous chemical releases,
severe weather conditions, child
abductions and other situations
that may endanger the safety of
the occupants of a geographical
area,
campus
or
facility.
Communication can be through
voice, text, audible announcement
and/or visual messages.

There are three types of mass
notification systems to take into
consideration, depending on the
targeted audience:
• In-Building Mass Notification
System - a system used to provide
information and instructions to
occupants in a building or other
space using voice communication,
visible signaling and other
communication methods.
• Wide-Area Mass Notification
System - a system that provides
real-time information to areas,
including outdoor spaces in a
contiguous or non-contiguous
campus, region or global
geographical setting. Wide-area

mass notification systems can
employ high-power speaker arrays
as the auditory means for message
conveyance in outdoor areas.
• Distributed Recipient Mass
Notification System - a system
intended to communicate to
targeted individuals, which may
not be in a contiguous area, via
SMS, email, computer pop-ups,
instant message, web-server
delivery, social media, etc.
Mass notification systems for
emergency
communication
became an essential security
feature on school and workplace
campuses in the United States
since the Virginia Tech University
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shooting in April, 2007. In that
incident, the shooter first killed
two people in a dorm room
before proceeding to massacre an
additional 30 people in classrooms
two hours later. Some believe
the two-hour gap between the
dorm shooting and the classroom
massacre provided a missed
opportunity to warn the entire
campus of the dire situation. When
messages were issued, they took
up to four hours to be delivered
to campus personnel. Virginia
Tech quickly implemented a
mass notification system after the
incident to be prepared for future
safety situations on campus. The
system proved to be successful
in January, 2009 when messages
were delivered in minutes after a
stabbing death on the campus.
School and campus safety is an
evolving challenge with new
threats emerging daily. Mass
notification is an essential tool to
keep everyone informed during an
emergency, such as a lockdown,
security situation or natural
disaster. School personnel require
a fast, reliable and effective way to
inform students and staff of any
dangerous situations. A properly
managed
and
implemented
mass notification system is the
foundation of communicating
important safety information to a
large number of devices, platforms
and people to ensure as many
individuals as possible can be
reached in a timely and effective
manner.
As with many other systems and
products, UL and ULC Standards
for mass notification systems are
developed in partnership with a
diverse set of experts to optimize
the impact on safety, security and
sustainability.
UL/ULC STANDARDS
SPECIFICS
Standards for mass notification

systems in the US and Canada
have been developed and
published as national standards
over the last decade. Currently,
UL and ULC Standards have two
Second-Edition Standards for
mass notification systems:
• ANSI/UL 2572, Standard for
Mass Notification Systems
• CAN/ULC-S576,
Standard
for Mass Notification System
Equipment and Accessories
These Standards have requirements
that cover discrete electrical
control units, communication
units, transport products that
manipulate the data packets,
interfaces and accessories for
mass
notification
systems.
These
requirements
address
emergency service personnel
communication system interfaces
used in the performance of their
duties if that communication
equipment is used to interface
with or control the Emergency
Communication Systems/Mass
Notification Systems (ECS/
MNS). A document included with
each of these products provides
information on installation and
intended use, while also describing
the various additional components
needed to form an emergency
communication and/or mass
notification system.
Audible notification appliances
are to be assessed to the following
Standards:
• UL 464 / CAN/ULC-S525,
Standard for Audible Signaling
Devices for Fire Alarm and
Signaling Systems, Including
Accessories
• UL 1480 / CAN/ULC-S541,
Standard for Speakers for Fire
Alarm and Signaling Systems,
Including Accessories
Visible notification appliances and
signaling devices are to be assessed
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to the following Standards:
• CAN/ULC-S526,
Standard
for Visible and Textual Signaling
Devices for Fire Alarm Systems,
Including Accessories
• UL 1971, Standard for Signaling
Devices for the Hearing Impaired
• UL 1638, Standard for Visible
Signaling Devices for Fire Alarm
and Signaling Systems, Including
Accessories, as applicable
These Standards impose a
rigorous series of requirements
for
construction,
product
marking, installation instructions
and protection against injury
to persons. They also include
performance tests for operation
and integrity.
Common requirements include
the following:
• Power Supplies – This
requirement helps to assess
the performance of primary
and secondary power sources,
including primary batteries for inbuilding mass notification system
devices, distributed recipient mass
notification systems and high
power speaker arrays (HPSAs).
• Security and Data Protection –
This requirement helps to assess the
performance of communication
security, stored data security,
access control security, physical
security, physical security attack
tests and audit control.
• Software – This requirement
covers performance on user access
and programming, as well as on
software integrity.
Other tests include the following:
• Harmonic Distortion – These
tests assess the product’s signal
immunity to interference and
ability to perform as intended.
• Variable Ambient Temperature
– These tests assess the suitability
of the product to function while
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exposed to high and low ambient
temperatures, and humidity.
• Endurance Tests – These tests
require that the product shall
not show a manifestation of a
fire or risk of electrical shock and
shall be capable of operating in
the intended manner after being
subjected to repetitive signal
operation.
Products incorporating fire and/
or security signaling functions
or other life safety systems shall
comply with the respective UL/
ULC Standards, CSA Standards
or other standards applicable
to their intended function and
application in addition to these
Standards.

HOW YOU
INVOLVED

CAN

GET

Underwriters Laboratories is
dedicated to promoting global
safety through the development
of consensus Standards that
guide the performance and
sustainability of new and evolving
technologies and services. Our
standards development process
is open and transparent. Anyone
can participate by submitting
a proposal, or by applying for
membership on one of our
Standards
Technical
Panels
(STPs). The consensus-based
process relies on the input of
diverse, knowledgeable experts

who ensure standards are
comprehensive, sustainable and
focused on driving safety in line
with the UL mission statement of
working for a safer world.
If you would like to share your
expertise and help to develop
standards in your industry,
please submit an application
for
membership
through
our Collaborative Standards
Development System (CSDS)
at CSDS.ul.com. If you have
questions
about
standards
development, contact us at ul.org/
contact or Standards@UL.org.
To access UL and ULC Standards
documents, or to sign up for alerts,
visit ShopULStandards.com.

Caitlin D’Onofrio is a project manager with UL/ULC Standards, UL’s nonprofit organization. She currently manages the work of the Standards
Technical Panel (STP) on Fire Protection Signaling Equipment, STP on Mass Notification System Communication and Control Units, ULC
Standards Technical Committee (TC) on Fire Alarm and Life Safety Equipment and Systems, and Standards under the Subcommittees on
Installation and Services of Life Safety Systems, Control Units for Life Safety Systems, and Commissioning.

It is quite impossible for any design to
be the “logical outcome of the requirements”
simply because the requirements
being in conflict, their logical outcomes are
‘impossibilities’
- David Pye (quoted by Henry Petroski) “The Engineer is Human”
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Why It Matters
Sometimes it’s good for safety educators to be reminded
that their efforts make a difference
Part of working in the field of fire safety includes
keeping up with fire-related news and trends. For most
of us, including me, that often means inboxes and social
media feeds flooded with discouraging and sometimes
heartbreaking news: home fires that kill children, new
attempts to legally ban home fire sprinklers, deadly
wildfires sparked by careless human activity. Sometimes
it’s enough to make even the most dedicated among
us wonder if the effort to educate the public about fire
safety makes any difference.
It does. Amid the steady onslaught of catastrophes, it can
be easy to miss the many examples of how our efforts
directly save lives. I’d like to share a few recent successes
with you.
Just after Fire Prevention Week this past October, I was
heartened to read an article in the Daily Record in Dunn,
North Carolina, which chronicled how a five-year-old
girl named Taylor saved the home—and possibly the
lives—of her family. When Taylor saw smoke coming
from the laundry room, she immediately alerted her
grandparents, allowing the family and their pets to escape
before fire spread to other parts of the house.
“We are attributing [Taylor’s actions] to the public
education the young lady received in preschool,” Banks
Wallace, Harnett County’s deputy chief fire marshal,
told the newspaper. Wallace added that the incident
is a perfect example of NFPA’s 2019 Fire Prevention
Week theme, “Not Every Hero Wears a Cape—Plan and
Practice your Escape,” and stressed the importance of the
fire service spreading this message. “In this case, the hero
was Taylor,” he said. The family even had an escape plan,
and used it when one exit was blocked by smoke.
A few months before, a five-year-old boy in Chicago
named Jayden awoke one night to a fire in the kitchen.
He alerted his family and led them all—including two
sisters and three young cousins—safely out of the home.
”Published with kind permission from NFPA”
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“I yelled to my auntie there was fire,” Jayden later told
WGN news. The boy knew about fire safety from school
fire drills and had played video games about escape
planning. One relative told a reporter that Jayden even
knew enough to tell his sister to crouch low to avoid
smoke during the evacuation.
In NFPA’s home state of Massachusetts, the state
Department of Fire Services solicits similar stories
through its “Young Heroes Awards” program. Nearly
400 children have been recognized as young heroes
since the program’s inception in 1995. One of last year’s
recipients was a teenager who helped her brother safely
escape their home when a smoke alarm alerted them
to a kitchen fire. The incident, coincidentally, occurred
during Fire Prevention Week.
These are just a few stories among many. Countless
others will likely never surface—we have no way of
knowing about all of the fires that didn’t happen because
someone took our safety messaging to heart. But just
because we can’t measure these non-fires doesn’t mean
they shouldn’t be acknowledged.
In a world where bad news tends to carry the day, these
stories are powerful reminders that our efforts to educate
the public remain critical for reducing loss from fire and
other hazards. Never lose sight of your impact and keep
the successes in your thoughts, because each one is a life
saved and a family that still has a home. The number of
fire deaths and injuries in the United States has been
reduced significantly over the decades, in large part
because of work being done by fire safety educators with
little fanfare in communities across the country.
There is still much work to do, but in the meantime,
don’t forget how important you are.
Lorraine Carli is vice president of Outreach and
Advocacy for NFPA.
Illustration: Michael Hoeweler
https ://www.nf pa .org/News-and-R esearch/
Publications-and-media/NFPA-Journal/2020/JanuaryFebruary-2020/Columns/Outreach
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Gender Justice for a Better World
Smt. Girija Kumary Thadiyil

made themselves visible in political representation,
scientific research, aviation and space travel. Though
the numbers are not yet reassuring, the change is
promising. A new work culture has evolved, which
demands women and men to spend more time out
of home, in the company of the opposite sex, in
collegiate or functional relationship. In this context,
the traditional gender roles and behavior have become
anachronistic and uncomfortable like straitjackets
that hurt at the seams.

The term “Gender Justice” attained popular usage in
the 1990’s. But we have been debating and discussing
this issue for well over a century. When the functional
division of labour in the primitive societies coupled
with biological difference, created a power structure
placing man at the top, gender was born. In this male
dominated power structure called patriarchy, as the
woman is the marginalized and underprivileged,
women’s issues became the focus of all fora for gender
justice. Feminist movements have helped to expose
the discrimination to women in the name of gender
and dismantle the myth that gender is natural and
immutable.
Gender is like an outfit. Garments are designed
to suit the tastes and needs of time and place, and
styles go on being altered according to changes in
fashion. The traditional outfits of gender are cut out
after set models and values, which are different for
men and women. These patterns shaped the women
as passive, dependent, obedient, subordinate and
accommodating; and men, as assertive, independent,
domineering, smart and adventurous. The male bias is
obvious; and the female model was tailored to fit the
women, whose space was well defined as the home,
and status, inferior to men. Gendering takes place
spontaneously, side by side with the learning process.
All social institutions, including the family, schools
and media foster it.
The new millennium has witnessed a paradigm shift
in the status of women, man – woman relationship,
and career opportunities. The cross – cultural give
– and – takes have put us in a cultural melting pot.
Women have come out of the four walls of the home,
rediscovered and redefined their roles. Transcending
the barriers of gendered distribution of jobs they have
entered domains which used to be male preserves.
This has led to a merging of the private and public
spheres and created revised perceptions about the
roles and rights of men and women. Women have

The first step to gender justice is a radical reassessment
and dismantling of the traditional norms of gender
that narrow women’s freedom and cripple their
identity. Family and society should change in tune
with the times and accept the emerging role of women
as creators of a new heritage. Women deserve more
space, and safe space, in the family and society, to be
empowered as self respecting, self confident and self
reliant individuals. Subtle forms of discrimination
like denial of educational or career choices, economic
dependence, unpaid and underpaid labour and
burden of multitasking still persist, which need be
wiped out. Assaults on the life and honour of women
like sexual abuse and domestic violence are alarmingly
high. Violence against women are often judged in
favour of the assailants with over simplistic comments
and responses like blaming the victim’s dress style as
provocative and bidding women to stay away from
unsafe places and odd hours. Those who pass these
judgments are blind to the truth that they are soiling
their own nests. It is tantamount to admitting that
men are so frail as to lose their sexual control at the
glimpse of a woman’s bare belly, shoulder or thighs.
The rule of the jungle is not the rule of civilized
society; no society can absolve itself of guilt and shame
if its women are to flee from public spaces for fear of
male assaults. In this changed world, women cannot
avoid travelling late or overnight or far and wide, even
across continents for official and personal purposes.
Freedom of movement is their constitutional right,
and it is the duty of the society and government to
safeguard this right.
We have an exclusive department in the ministry
for the welfare of women and children. But it is
worthwhile to examine how effective the system is in
redressal of injustice in the names of gender. Cases of
heinous rapes and other physical assaults like domestic
violence, acid attacks and dowry deaths often end up
with the assailants get away with it unscathed either
for want of evidence or thanks to their political or
economic influence. Even the Nirbhaya gang rape case
which received global attention and media coverage,
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had to fight through seven years of nonstop outcry
for justice to get the accused awarded death penalty.
Justice has yet to open its eyes at the Walayar rape
victims. Two siblings, thirteen and nine year old, were
found hanging dead on the rafter of their home in
the Kerala – Tamilnadu border town near Palakkad,
fifty two days apart in 2017, after alleged rape. All
the suspects were relatives or frequent visitors to
their home. Autopsy report pointed at sexual abuse
but the forensic surgeon’s ridiculously over simplistic
statement that the anal injuries might be due to piles
infection weakened the case and the verdict dismissed
the case ‘for want of scientific evidence.” After three
years of nonstop intervention by NGO’s and the
public, the case has recently been reopened. This is an
index of the sluggishness and systemic dysfunction of
the judiciary in tackling with crimes against women.
85% of rape cases go unreported for many reasons.
Often family honur gains primacy over individual
right and the tendency is to preserve family dignity
at the cost of individual abuse. This attitude is
maintained in cases of sex abuses within the family or
domestic violence also. Another reason for invisibility
is silencing of victims through different means:
bribing, forcibly by threats or blackmails etc. In cases
where the rapists are influential people, reporting the
crime can even lead to callous attempts on the lives
of the victim and family. The Unnao rape case is a
reference.
Rapes, molestations and other physical assaults like
acid attacks against women are practiced also for
reasons other than sexual. Rapes do not just always
“happen”. They can be calculated manipulated
strategies of revenge or torture as we see in many
cases. It can be a cold blooded tactic to drive away a
minority religious group from a locality dominated
by a privileged community as in the Kathua gang rape
case. Asifa Banu, an eight year old girl was abducted,
gang raped and murdered in a village near Kathua in
Jammu and Kashmir in April 2018 by a gang of seven
including a temple priest. The motive was to chase the
girl’s tribe, the Bakarwals out of the village. In some
other cases, it was either a punishment to a backward
community for trespassing or ‘polluting’ a property of
the upper caste. The primitive and barbaric custom of
using physical violence on a female member to punish
a community comes down from the deep rooted ageold patriarchal dictum that the woman’s body is male
property. Subjugative and oppressive acts against
women are therefore treated as normal. A woman
who resists or pleads for justice can be branded as
arrogant and the popular verdict can be she invited
the situation on herself by being provocative. Despite
stringent laws banning dowry, the custom prevails
throughout India under clandestine forms.
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My musings were about some common issues of
gender affecting women in general. There are a lot
many culture specific taboos and oppressions against
women belonging to different religions, regions,
races, tribes and careers. The vast heterogeneity
of these do not allow me to wander into this area
within the scope of this paper. But as the germs of
the malady are deeprooted within patriarchy, the
remedy lies in a thorough reassessment and change
of mindset of both men and women about the status
and rights of women in the family and society. A lot
more of civic discourses and awareness campaigns
at familial to social platforms is needed for evolving
a new consciousness about women, among women
themselves, and the society. A revamping of all the
governmental and non-governmental agencies for
the welfare of women and girls is needed to uphold
the constitutional and legal rights for women
empowerment. Families should reassess their attitudes
towards bringing up girl child and boy child and
abstain from biased preferences. Fora like childline,
sexual harassment committees, women’s cell (the
latter names evoke eerily funny connotations) should
be strengthened to provide empathic platforms for
victims to share their experiences as well as fighting for
justice. No socio – political institution can spare itself
from this responsibility and the pivotal roles belong
to the family and educational institutions as these are
the springboards of nurturing and grooming. Our
youngsters should be groomed with proper training
for healthy relationships and healthy sharing of the
private and public spaces. Instead of segregating
girls and boys in the cages cast by the social myths of
gender, allow them to grow up together in the pastures
of healthy socialization, to promote fellow feeling,
mutual respect and empathy. Mutual respect of the
sexes is the first lesson in healthy social behavior.
Gender justice becomes complete only with the
approval of the rights of the sexual minorities. It
is promising to see that they have begun to make
themselves visible and their voices heard, and that
the government and legal machinery have responded
positively to their calls. Development becomes real,
only when all people, irrespective of race, gender, class
or creed get their due share of resources and amenities
for dignified living; and development becomes
possible, when women and men transcend the bio –
social fragmentation of gendered roles and integrate
into a single identity : a human identity.
Girija Kumary Thadiyil, retired as Professor and HOD
of English from Sri Vyasa NSS College, Wadakkanchery
in Thrissur District of Kerala. Apart from literature,
her most favourite areas of interest are, gender , and
environment . She has a few publications in literary
journals to her credit. A passionate lover of travel and
photography, she shares her retired life between Kerala
and the United States of America.
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Campus Safety….. lets make it
our Priority!!
- Ms. Shilpy Shah
A fire outbreak can happen anywhere, anytime…….it does
not restrict itself to Industries, Hotels/Restaurants or
Hospitals. Fire could happen in schools and Universities
and as children are not groomed for these emergencies
it could result in large casualties. Lack of training and
awareness emphasises that every student, teacher, school
authorities and parents should know how to deal with
emergency situations. Fire Prevention and Fire Safety
measures should be part of the initial school design, and
also followed up with regular maintenance and testing.
Many tragic incidences have happened in Schools, Tuition
classes & Universities resulting in the tragic death of
children and severe injury to many others. It is alleged
that the high death toll was mainly due to the complete
disregard of Building Laws and Fire Safety Regulations
as well as the flouting of rules regarding safety of school
children. The Supreme Court thus pleaded for framing and
enforcement of stringent rules and regulations to ensure
the safety of children. In a school, teachers, children and
the staff are entitled to their security and the institution is
compelled to give them that.
MAJOR HAZARDS ON & OFF CAPMUS:
Hazard Identification Risk Assessment (HIRA) helps
to identify and assess the hazard associated during the

conception of a project so that the risk can be built-in the
design by implementing mitigation measures before start of
the work to have an incident free Campus. HIRA helps to
become proactive rather than just reactive.
A. Electrical Short circuit: This is one of the major
causes ticking a massive fire. Electrical systems should be
maintained and operable in compliance with fire safety
design criteria.
B. LPG cylinders used in Canteen: Kitchen and other
activities involving use of fire shall be carried out in a secure
and safe location away from the main school building.
Flammable and hazardous materials sources should be
limited, isolated, eliminated, or secured. These includes
electrical lines and appliances, heaters and stoves, natural
gas pipelines and LPG canisters, flammable or combustible
liquids.
C. Storage of flammable materials /chemicals used in
Laboratory: The school laboratory provides easy access
to flammable / anhydrous chemicals which can result in
major injury when not used with precaution. All chemicals
to be used only under supervision. The School building
shall be free from inflammable and toxic materials, which if
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necessary, should be stored away from the school building.
Laboratory experiments or pressure vessels should never be
left unattended.
D. Off-campus fire safety: Building heating and fireprevention systems need to be checked annually by fire
officials making sure the building sprinkler system is well
maintained & each bedroom has a working smoke alarm.
There are several safety equipment used to fight emergency
and to reduce accident rate these include fire truck, fire
hydrant, safety hose, water sprinkler, fire alarm, smoke
and flame detectors, foam compound, buster pump,
extinguishers and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
The PPE include safety shoes, goggles, ear muffs, coverall,
rain coat, gloves, helmets, flame rockets etc & their use
should be mandatory.
BASIC & MANDATORY FIRE SAFETY MEASURES:
Educating and preparing Students/Staff for a fire emergency
should be a priority. The following measures will assist in
handling an emergency effectively.
• Display of emergency telephone numbers and list of
persons to be contacted on the notice board and other
prominent places.
• First Aid kits and necessary medicines should be readily
available in the Campus.
• Emergency evacuation plan to be displayed in all rooms &
“Exit” pathways clearly marked.
• Assembly point to be clearly earmarked near the exit gate.
• Provision of adequate capacity and number of fire
extinguishers of ISI marks which are easily accessible. Fire
extinguishers to be regularly refilled & inspected.
• Inspect exits regularly to ensure stairways, doors and
windows are unblocked and working properly
• Detection and alarm systems are in working condition
and Fire alarm to be provided in each floor
• Provision of water tank and separate piping from the tank
with hydrant & hose reel
• Firefighting training to all teachers and students. Fire
Task Force to be constituted and the Fire & Rescue
Department member shall monitor and make fire safety
plan and conduct inspections.
• Fire drills must be held regularly while school is in session.
Students with special needs should be assigned an adult/
student buddy to assist them. The same rule applies to
students in playgroups and preschools.
• Electrical wiring and equipment shall be replaced with
ISI mark equipment and routine maintenance conducted
by the School Management
• No High-Tension lines should run inside or in close
proximity to the school. Steps must be taken to shift them
if they are already there.
• Encourage neighbours to alert school personnel to signs
of vandalism
The Fire and Rescue Department shall frame guidelines
with “DOS and DON’Ts’ for schools and issue a fitness
certificate, which shall be renewed periodically.
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TRAINING & AUDITS:
Teachers along with other staff shall be trained by the Fire
and Rescue Department in providing.
• emergency first-aid treatment
• to handle available safety equipment
• initiate emergency evacuations to protect students/ staff
in the event of fire and other emergencies according to the
Emergency Response Plan
Emergency Response Mock Drills to be conducted at
regular intervals to train the students as well as the school
staff for emergencies.
Safety audits such as electric safety audit i.e checking the
electrical system by an electrician and fire safety audit
which involves checking for possible sources of fire and
identifying inflammable items within the school must be
done regularly.
Fire Safety Day on 14th of April to be observed every
year with awareness programs and fire safety drills.
SCHOOL BUILDING SPECIFICATIONS:
Fire Prevention and Fire Safety measures should be part of
the initial school design & all provisions specified in the
National Building Code of India 2016 to ensure quick
evacuation of children to be incorporated.
The orientation of the buildings to be such that proper air
circulation and lighting is available with open space allround the building. Shrubbery and trees trimmed to keep
areas around the building unobstructed providing easy
access to Fire Brigade in case of fire.
The school buildings shall preferably be a ‘A’ Class
construction with brick / stone masonry walls with RCC
roofing, where it is not possible to provide RCC roofing
only non-combustible fireproof heat resistance materials
should be used.
The nursery and elementary schools should be housed in
single storied buildings and the maximum number of floors
in school buildings shall be restricted to three including the
ground floor.
Two exits or escape routes to be provided & the staircases
shall adhere to provisions specified in the National Building
Code of India 2016.
CLEARANCES & CERTIFICATES:
School buildings should be insured against fire and natural
calamities with Group Insurance of school children.
Every School shall have a mandatory fire safety inspection
by the Fire and Rescue Services Department followed by
issuance of a ‘No objection certificate’ to the School as
a mandatory requirement for granting permission for
establishing or continuation of a School. Conditional
recognition / approval shall never by resorted to for any
school.
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An Inspection Team consisting of experts like a Civil
Engineer, a Health Officer, a Revenue Officer, a Psychologist,
a Fire Officer, a local body officer and a development officer
besides the educational authorities shall carry inspection
and assessment of infrastructural facilities before the
commencement of each academic year. The Team shall
submit its Inspection Report to the concerned along with
the identified gaps & corrective actions needed.
EVACUATION POINTERS:
Students/Staff should be trained on how to respond to a fire
alarm during a school fire drill. Fire alarms are installed in
buildings to warn occupant of a fire, prompting immediate
action and initiate evacuation movement to allow sufficient
time to escape.

• As soon as you hear a fire alarm, leave whatever you are
doing & make way to the nearest exit. Close the door
behind you but don’t lock it.
• Walk calmly out of the building. Do not panic. Avoid
running because it can cause injury.
• It is wise to go to open spaces than staying indoors
or waiting for instructions. Gathering at the Identified
Assembly point followed by head count is a must.
• Listen to directions carefully such as getting in line and
taking stairs. Never take elevators.
• Do not use washrooms or lock yourself in a classroom as
it can lead to smoke accumulation doing more harm than
good.
• Location of 2 closest exits and all possible evacuation
routes, fire protection system, fire alarm pull stations and
sprinklers should be identified & everyone to be acquainted
with its use.
• Stay with your teacher until he/she says it is safe to return
to class.

SECURITY AFFAIRS:
As schooling is necessary, so should be safety. A school has
the responsibility to provide all its staff and students with
a safe environment. Here are a few factors that need to be
looked into at all times, ensuring the Security of all:
1. Security Check:
A thorough security check before entering school premises
is a must. All persons entering the premises (Teachers,
Students, Staff and any other person) should be checked
for any unwanted and threatening items. Many schools
lack this facility, putting lives at risk. Installing an efficient
security check system filters many dangers posed to one’s
safety in school.
2. CCTV Camera Surveillance/ Sensors / Alarms
• A camera surveillance facility provides video proof for
a mishap anywhere. Some may protest this as a breach
of privacy but a school should have them installed
nevertheless, because Personal Security surpasses Privacy,
especially in a school.
• Exterior lighting with timers, motion- or daylightdetection sensors.
• Intrusion alarms on doors, windows, ventilator openings
and roof hatches.
3. Semi Permeable Gate Security:
The entry and exit points should be reinforced with enough
personnel. Only a few permitted vehicles should be allowed
through the gates. A sticker with a QR code might be of
great help to keep security threats away.
4. Security Off Premises:
• Transportation is another important issue. Pooling
and public transportation is a very common method of
commuting from home to school and back. Every school
should provide students and staff with a verified transport
service to avoid any mishappening during the commute
from home to school or from school to home.
• Trash receptacles stored away from buildings to reduce
danger of fire. Locked metal lids for extra protection.
Campus safety can in no way be undermine, it is an
extremely necessary aspect in terms of security and welfare.
A secure environment is a right to everyone & the safety
enforcement is an important factor most parents consider
before sending their children to a particular school….after
all, a child is the most precious gift to a parent.

Ms. Shilpy Shah is a Process & Project Engineering Consultant.
An accomplished professional with adeptness to steer through project life-cycle i.e conceptualize, Engineer, S1. 1ustenance, Engineering Analytics,
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to continuously drive improved efficiency with a demonstrated history of working in the Petro-Chemical/ Specialty Chemical industry. Knowledge
of project management and portfolio management to execute mission critical programs and strategies laid out by senior leadership. Skilled in
Process Design, Safety, Project/Program Management, Business Development with a Bachelor’s Degree in Chemical Engineering from The
Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda.
Currently she is the Joint Secretary of FSAI’s Central Gujarat chapter.
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Campus: A Green Pasture
for Cyber Marauders
- Dr. Pradeepkumar K.
Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) operating through Internet has revolutionized
the world, changing the whole paradigm of
communication and exchange of information. All over
the world, billions depend on the internet to connect,
to communicate, to create and to learn. Internet has
greatly impacted our teaching learning process. But
it is very important to know how to use ICT tools
in a safe and secure manner. Unfortunately it is also
one of the most dangerous zones to tread. Students
form the majority of the victims of the dangers
posed by internet. Cyber-attacks and crimes expose
students to risks such as impersonation, identity
thefts, misuse and abuse of vital information, cyber
stalking and bullying, sexual exploitation etc. It is
therefore of paramount importance to sensitise them
to understand the risks involved in being a netizen of
the 21 century. Only such a citizenry or netizenry can
create a knowledge community for the future India.
Universities and higher education institutions have
developed several programmes in ICT, computer
technology and internet in the curriculum enabling
the students to use cyber world to share information
and generate knowledge. But programmes which
deal with cyber security and safety are very scarce in
Indian universities and colleges. As we have observed
above students are the most vulnerable targets in
cybercrimes. Many reasons can be attributed to this
grim reality. A most important one is the prevailing
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lack of awareness among the students and general
public regarding cyber safety. Once in every blue
moon we hear much hue and cry over some gruesome
cybercrime. But the public outbursts of these kind
are destined to have a short life. We move on a
few days later as if nothing happened. It is highly
imperative to make children aware of the dangers of
unsafe use of internet. Taking into consideration the
fact that students are more prone to cybercrimes, it
is high time that we include cyber safety and ethics
in the curricula of the universities and other higher
education institutions. As in many levels of the
society, girl students are the worst hit section here. So
a mere inclusion in the curriculum alone is not going
to solve the issue. A wide spread campaign should be
envisaged which reaches out to every possible section
of the society.
What are the common threats we face in cyber world?
Most of them belong to the arena of technology which
are designated as cyber-attacks which are intended
for theft—either data or money. Phishing, Denialof-service (DoS), malware attack, password attack
and Cross site scripting attack are some of them.
These types of cyber-attacks are highly technology
–dependent and involve huge investment from the
side of those who orchestrate them. Usually rogue
states, huge business rivals, terrorists and hackers
are found to be behind these types of attacks. From
these facts, we can arguably assume that they leave
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out students and teenagers from their potential
target groups. So what kinds of threat do they face?
Open Colleges, (opencolleges.edu.au) an Australian
online community published a comprehensive online
interactive guide on cyber safety. According to them,
some areas of cyber threat to students are cyber
bullying, identity threat, plagiarism and computer
viruses.
Cyber bullying
Cyber bullying is the most common threat faced in
the campuses. It takes many forms like, cyber-stalking,
harassment, trickery, impersonation, denigration,
outing, flaming and exclusion.
Repeated intense threatening
and denigration intended to
create fear
Outing
Sharing somebody’s secret
embarrassing information or
images online
Denigration
Unfair criticism, gossiping or
slandering on line
Trickery
Enticing someone to share
embarrassing information or
images and then make it public
on line
Impersonation Pretending to be someone
on line to put that person in
a shameful or embarrassing
situation.
Flaming
Heated arguments and quarrels
on line employing vulgar
language
Harassment
Sending insulting and nasty
messages repeatedly
Exclusion
Exclude or persuade to exclude
someone from social media
groups with vicious intentions
Cyber stalking

Social media platforms like Face Book, Instagram
and Twitter, instant messaging apps like WhatsApp,
Telegram, SMS and Email service are the areas where
cyber bullying happens. Studies shows that this kind
of cyber-attack is more prevalent among teenagers.
Refusal or breaking of love affairs, crush, inability
to cop with studies are a few of the common reasons
for profusion of cyber-bullying in our campuses.
Some studies including that of Microsoft (2012)
and McAfee show that in India, cyber bullying is a
common crime in the campuses. The former survey
conducted in 25 countries reveals that India ranks
third in the number of reported cases. It’s a grave
concern for us. How can our young generation be
affected by this?

Experts are of the opinion that cyber bullying can
have very disastrous effects on the victims. As the
attackers are hiding behind the screen, the victims
often feel helplessness and become depressed. They
do not generally share the problem with anyone and
this worsens the trauma. The busy teaching –learning
process in the campus and the unapproachability of
the teachers adds to the woes of the victims. Cyber
bullying can seriously impact the mental and physical
health of the students. This is because cyber bullying
•  undermines  confidence
•  causes stress and hurtful health effects
•  affects performance and attendance in school
•  causes depression and a sense of loneliness
•  causes  suicidal thoughts
The social implications of cyber bullying is also very
pertinent in our community. It promotes bigotry and
intolerance among the younger generations. Social
and racial discrimination is encouraged through
this heinous practice. Thus it is a serious threat to a
polyphonic society like India.
Identity threat
Identity threat is no lesser evil than cyber bullying.
It’s when one assumes the identity of someone else
with duplicitous intentions. OTPs, Passwords, credit
and debit card information, personal identification
markers etc. are stolen for fraudulent purposes by
means of assuming false identity.
Phishing is the most common and widespread method
of identity threat where we give away very crucial and
vital information willingly and unknowingly. This is
done via fake messages that ask us to verify, validate
or check our own vital information like passwords,
account numbers, pins etc. Most often phishing is
done by means of emails or messages with embedded
links. Unlike cyber bullying, identity threat involves
an in-depth knowledge of technology. Students are
often enticed into wrong choices of courses, books
and career options and robbed of their money.
Plagiarism
Plagiarism is the practice of taking another person’s
ideas or words and pass it off as one’s on. Simply put
its nothing shorter than intellectual theft.
Common instances of plagiarism are:
1. failing to give a quotation in quotation marks.
2. Giving incorrect or no information about the
source of a quotation.
3. Claiming someone else’s work as own.
4. Changing words but copying the sentence structure
of a source without giving credit.
5. Copying words or ideas from someone else without
giving credit.
6. Having the majority of work come from a specific
source, whether you give credit or not.
7. Misplacing a citation in your work.
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Plagiarism seriously compromises the academic
progress of the community/nation. An academic
community which tolerates plagiarism cannot make
any lasting contribution in the scholastic domain.
It will create only mediocre people. So it is very
important that effective steps should be taken to curb
plagiarism in campuses.
Legal Remedies
There are many laws and regulations prevalent in our
country meant to effectively restrict cyber threats of
various kinds. Information Technology Act prescribes
punishments and regulations against cyber offences.
The punishable offences are dealt with in various
sections, some of which are listed below:
Section 66A
Section 67
Section 509
Section 507
Section 66E
Section 292 A

Sending annoying, offensive and
insulting communication
Publishing or transmitting
obscene material
Word, gesture or act intended to
insult the modesty of a woman
Criminal intimidation by
anonymous communication
Violation of privacy
Printing, selling, advertising
grossly indecent or scurrilous
matter or matter intended for
blackmail

Creating Awareness
Laws are meant to intimidate and are often retributive.
That’s why it is said that a law abiding society is better
than a society that is ruled by retribution. Creating
awareness goes a long way in drastically reducing
crimes. This is true in the case of cyber-crimes too.
Cyber Awareness Programme designed and executed
by National Cyber Safety and Security Standards
identifies its objectives thus:
1. Release cyber awareness posters to create awareness
among the women and children on cyber safety and
security.
2. Encourage women and children to engage
themselves in promoting cyber safety.
3. Review the existing research on the issues and
dangers women and children face on the Internet.
4. Create guidelines to develop a cyber -security
awareness programme for women and children.
What We Can Do
Parents, teachers and civic society share a great
responsibility to ensure cyber safety of the children.
Cyber safety lessons, like many other things, begin
at home. First lessons of caution, discretion and
responsibility can be imparted by parents. So it is
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important to know what your children do online as it
is to set limits in terms of time and content. Parents
can help their children to:
1. Know the cyber world especially the terms and
conditions for use, privacy settings and policies.
2. Set rules and constraints on self in using the
internet.
3. Think critically when in online and practice civility
and good manners in online communication.
Important: Dos and Don’ts out There
Every person who is a digital citizen should know
what to do and what not to do in the cyber world.
this is specially so in the case of students and more
importantly girl students. Here are some tips for the
youngsters:
1. Value Your Privacy (VYP): do not share vital
information online. An accepted acronym of privacy
is YAPPY. (Don’t share Your Full Name, Address,
Phone number, Passwords and Your plans and
birthday)
2. Think before you post, never resort to slandering
and take a break if you are in a heated argument
3. Know who your online friends are and don’t trust
anyone blindly.
4. Use secure VPN connections and safe browsers and
ensure there is a safe antivirus program.
5. Look for privacy settings and reporting links in
social media platforms, applications and sites and use
them.
6. Practice safe browsing and avoid dubious sites.
7. Be Smart. NEVER agree to meet anyone in person
or send photos. Don’t seek advice or guidance on line.
Support Systems
We can report issues of cyber attacks and malpractice
to the cyber wings of police departments of various
states. In addition to this we can report directly to the
National Cyber Crime Report Portal of Government
of India in the following link:
https://www.india.gov.in/content/cybercrimereporting-portal
Links to some other reporting portals are given below:
http://www.cybercelldelhi.in/
https://cyberdome.kerala.gov.in/reportus.html
http://www.indorepolice.org/cyber-crime.php
These portal not only give reporting facility, but also
provide information regarding procedures for filing
complaints and documents to be produced along
with.
Cyber Security Initiatives by the Govt of India:
CERT -In

The Indian Computer Emergency
Response Team-National Security
Agency tracking cyber security to
create awareness among public.
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Cyber
Surakshit
Bharat
National
Critical
Information
Infrastructure
Protection

Capacity Building among govt
employees and public

Appointment
of Chief
Information
Security
Officers
in govt
offices and
organisations
Personal Data
Protection Bill

To identify and document the
security requirements that arise
with each technical innovation
and to highlight the best practices
for securing applications,
infrastructure, and compliance.

For protecting National Cyber
security of Strategic Areas

To protect Indian users from
global breaches, which focuses
on data localisation and to make
social media companies more
accountable.

There are many agencies governmental, educational
and non-govermental volunteers running web sites
which provide on-site supports, tips and advice, data
support and awareness material on cyber safety of
students and children worldwide. National Cyber
Safety and Security Standards (https://ncdrc.res.
in/ ) , run by the Government of India, mentioned
above is one among the many. Several state education
departments run awareness -creation and capacitybuilding programmes. One can find plenty of safe and
authentic international agencies rendering valuable
service in this domain.

There are reliable, state-of-the-art mobile applications
that ensure safety for students (especially girls) and
parental control which include Beacon, Qustodio,
Kid Logger and Norton Family. In India, apps have
been designed not only to ensure cyber safety alone,
but also to empower children to face challenging
and threatening situations and seek for help and
interference. Some of them are eKavach which
helps in web management and content filtering;
Safe Browser which if installed blocks malware and
dubious contents and sites; IT ACT 2000&CYBER
LAW INDIA is a very useful app for students, teachers
and general public as it gives useful information and
awareness on cyber safety. Almost all Indian apps
and many of the international apps are absolutely
freely downloadable and compatible with all types
of mobile tech-platforms. While many schools and
boards of education abroad devote time and space in
their curriculum (online too) for cyber safety advice
and protocol, we in India have to urgently follow suit.
Next time remember these critical slogans. They will
take you a long way in cyber safety and security.
Stop. Think. Connect
Choose Your Life, Choose Your Security
Smart People Smart Security
Freedom with Security
Control+Alt+Delete when you leave seat
India has a great task of considerably reducing and
effectively curbing the cyber threats looming largely
over the country. Then only we can lead its vibrant
young population to the promising land of future.
Sources:
https://www.parentcircle.com/article/cyberbullyinglaws-and-policies-in-india/
https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed/cybersafety/
https://nielit.gov.in/aizawl/content/cyber-securityawareness-project
https://analyticsindiamag.com/9-cybersecuritypolicies-initiatives-by-indian-govt-in-2019/

Dr. Pradeepkumar K. teaches at SVNSS College, Wadakkanchery, Kerala. He is a writer and translater besides being a People’s
Science Movement activist.
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School & Campus Safety
- Mr. Erphan S Desai
Introduction:
According to the National Fire Protection Association,
fire departments all over the world responded to
an average of 28% structure fires in educational
buildings each year from 2011 – 2019. That’s why
it’s so important to stress fire safety education in our
schools. Nearly 41% of all school fires are started
intentionally needless to say, implementing these fire
safety measures in schools are vital.

In India the worst case of school fire occurred in a
small village of Kumbakonam in Tamil Nadu, were 94
children were burnt to death. The incident took place
on 16 July, 2004 at Sri Krishna Middle School around
10 am when the noon meal was being prepared in
the school kitchen that had a thatched roof. The roof
caught fire when a spark from the burning firewood
fell on it and spread to the thatched roof of the
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classroom where several children were studying. The
surprising fact was that three other schools, namely
Sri Krishna Aided Private School, Sarasvati Nursery
and Primary School and the Sri Krishna Girls High
School, all functioned in the same building where
close to 700 students were studying.
It was only after this incident huge conversation about
fire safety standards in schools erupted which led to
massive uproar from parents and civil society over the
condition in which the school was operating.
Later a commission was set up to conduct an inquiry
into the incident under Justice K Sampath. The
report of the inquiry showed that the violation of
safety norms and poor infrastructure were the main
causes for the tragedy. The school and government
authorities had defied the law at every step by giving
conditional recognition to the school at regular
intervals, stipulating the same condition every
time. The management did not bother to fulfil the
conditions, nor did the government bother to ensure
compliance,” the report says.
After 17 years we find that all the uproar, huge
conversation about stipulated fire safety standards in
Schools and Campus has fizzled out, and we still find
schools and campus across India being non-compliant to
the fire safety norms, this includes schools in metropolitan
and in other cities as well, very sad situation.
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Fire Protection for Schools
Schools must have proper fire protection in place
for the students, staff, and building to be protected.
Depending on the school and the hazards present,
schools will need fire sprinklers, fire suppression, fire
alarms, and fire extinguishers.
• Fire Sprinklers – Fire sprinklers are an important
part of any fire protection system. When a fire
sprinkler system works properly, it can prevent a fire
from spreading to another part of the building and
greatly reduce property damage.
• Fire Suppression – Fire Suppression systems may be
needed in schools in kitchens, laboratories, and other
places with special hazards. Commercial kitchen hoods
are probably needed if your school has a cafeteria that
is preparing large amounts of food. Many schools have
labs with hazardous chemicals. These labs may need fire
suppression systems to effectively extinguish a fire.
• Fire Alarms – In order to alert students and staff of
a fire in a school, a fire alarm system is needed. Fire
alarms give people in the building time to get out
safely by alerting them that there is a fire.
• Fire Extinguishers – Having extinguishers
throughout your school can help prevent small fires
from spreading. If there is a small fire, having a fire
extinguisher nearby can help save lives and prevent
costly property da.
Teaching Fire Safety at School
Staff and students in your school should be educated
on fire safety practices. Make sure that teachers are
educated on how to use a fire extinguisher and the
locations of fire extinguishers throughout the school.
Teach your teaching staff the evacuation routes
throughout the building and make sure they know the
protocol for fire emergencies. Make sure that teachers
communicate to students what they should do if a fire
occurs. Make sure that students know how to exit the
building during a fire and post the evacuation routes
in classrooms and throughout the school. Be sure to
practice fire drills regularly so that students and staff
know how to react during a fire.

Elementary safety tips for schools:
• Exterior lighting with timers, motion- or daylightdetection sensors
• Shrubbery and trees trimmed to keep areas around
the building unobstructed
• Intrusion alarms on doors, windows, ventilator
openings and roof hatches
• Trash receptacles stored away from buildings to
reduce danger of fire. Locked metal lids for extra
protection.
• Encourage neighbours to alert school personnel to
signs of vandalism
Educating and preparing students for a fire emergency
should be a priority.
• Conduct expected and unexpected monthly school
fire drills in which everyone participates
• Inspect exits regularly to ensure stairways, doors and
windows are unblocked and working properly
• Train students on how to respond to a fire alarm
during a school fire drill
• Know locations of the fire protection system, fire
alarm pull stations and sprinklers
• Make sure every room has a map showing 2 exits
• Pair students with specific needs to an adult or
classmate for extra assistance
• Have a predetermined location where students
know to meet once they exit the building and practice
during a school fire drill
• Have a roster to ensure every student is accounted for
• Encourage parents to practice home fire drill and
prepare them in the event of a residential fire.
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Campus Fire Safety
For most students, the last fire safety training they
received was in grade school. It is important that both
off-campus and on-campus students understand fire
risks and know the preventative measures that could
save their lives including safety tips along with smoke
alarms and sprinklers.
According to the Centre for Campus Fire Safety, on
average 10 students die annually as a result of campusrelated fires.

Causes of Campus Fires
The leading causes for campus fires include:
1) cooking (hot plates, microwaves, portable grills, etc.);
2) arson;
3) careless smoking;
4) unattended candles; and
5) overloaded extension cords, power strips, and outlets.

• Never leave cooking unattended.
• Cook only where it is permitted.
• If a fire starts in a microwave, keep the door closed
and unplug the unit.
Smoking
• Smoke outside of the building and always put it all
the way out.
• Use deep, wide, and sturdy ashtrays. Sit ashtrays on
something sturdy and hard to ignite.
• It is risky to smoke when you have been drinking or
are drowsy.
Escape Plans should be known and practiced. Always
know two ways out, no matter where you are.
• Get low and go under the smoke to escape to your
safe exit.
• Feel the door before opening it. If it is hot, use your
second way out.
• Use the stairs; never use an elevator during a fire.
Fire Sprinklers and Smoke Alarms
• Don’t disable or remove batteries from smoke
alarms.
• Don’t hang things on or cover fire sprinklers.  
• When the smoke alarm sounds, immediately
evacuate the building.
The most effective fire loss prevention and reduction
measure for both life and property is the installation
and maintenance of fire sprinklers.
Fire sprinkler systems offer the greatest level of fire
safety because they control the fire immediately in the
room of origin, help limit the spread of fire, and often
extinguish the fire before the fire
Candles are one of the leading causes of fires in
both on- and off-campus dwellings despite the fact
that most colleges and universities forbid candles in
residence halls. Twenty percent of fires in dorm rooms
are started by candles.
• Make sure candles are in sturdy holders and put out
after each use.
• Never leave a burning candle unattended.
• Use flameless candles, which are both safe and attractive.
On-campus fire safety
• Cook only in designated areas
• Keep cooking areas clean and free of clutter
• Never leave cooking unattended
• In case of a fire inside a microwave, close the door
and unplug the unit

Campus Fire watch states that four out of five campus-related fire
deaths occur in off-campus housing, where approximately twothirds of our students live.

Alcohol, Drugs & Fire Don’t Mix
Alcohol or drugs increase your chance of falling asleep while
smoking and reduces your ability to respond to a fire alarm
and escape from a fire.
Preventing Campus Fires & Fire Fatalities
Cooking is the cause of 83 percent of university housing fires.
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Campus lab fire safety
• Never leave lab experiments or pressure vessels
unattended
• Keep flammable gases and chemicals away from heat
Off-campus fire safety
• Be sure each bedroom has a working smoke alarm
• Make sure the building sprinkler system is well
maintained
• Building heating and fire-prevention systems need
to be checked annually by fire officials.
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General college fire precautions
• Identify the 2 closest exits and all possible evacuation
routes
• Know locations of fire alarms and how to use them
• Report vandalized fire equipment to campus security

Essential Constructional Requirements
1. Height of the classroom should not be less than
3.00 m measured at any point from the surface of the
floor to the lowest point of the ceiling. The minimum
headroom such as under the bottom of beams, fans
and lights shall be 2.6 m measured vertically under
such beam, fan or light.
2. The proportion of the breadth (minimum
dimension.) to the length (maximum dimension) of
the classroom should be not more than 1: 1.5.
3. Sill Heights - The sill height for classrooms with
furniture arrangement should be not more than 800
mm measured from finished floor level and that for
the classrooms with squatting arrangement should be
not more than 600 mm
4. Rooms shall have, for the admission of light and air,
one or more apertures, such as windows and fanlights,
opening directly to the external air or into an open
veranda. The minimum aggregate areas of such
openings excluding doors inclusive of frames shall be
not less than 20 percent of the floor area in case such
apertures are located in The wall and not less than 15
percent of the floor area in case such apertures are
located on both side walls at the same sill level.
Fire Protection Requirements
1. The school buildings shall be designed for safety
against fire in conformity to IS: 2406-1963.
2. Adequate first-aid firefighting equipment shall be
provided at suitable positions like corridors, lobbies,
halls in accordance with IS: 2217-1963.
3. The first-aid firefighting equipment shall be installed
and maintained in accordance with IS: 2190-1971t.
4. Approved manually operated fire alarm facilities
shall be provided in every school building which shall
be tested daily during the school term.

Alarm Systems
1. Where buildings are divided by separating walls
into separate fire sections with adequate safeguards
against fire spread from one section to another,
each section may be considered a separate building
for the purposes of application of fire alarm system
requirements based on size of building or population.
2. All alarm systems and equipment shall be of
approved types suitable for the purpose for which
installed.
3. Alarms systems shall be under the supervision of a
responsible person who shall cause proper tests to be
made at specified intervals and have general charge of
all alterations and additions.
4. Fire alarm signalling equipment shall be restored to
service as promptly as possible after each test or alarm,
and shall be kept in normal conditions for operation.
Equipment requiring rewinding or replenishing shall
be rewound or replenished as promptly as possible
after each test or alarm.
5. All manually operated sending stations and alarm
sounding devices in a single system shall be of the
same general type.
Alarm Sending Station
1. Manually operated sending stations shall be
provided near all main exits and in the natural path of
escape from fire, at readily accessible points which are
not likely to be obstructed.
2. Sending stations shall be so located that from any
part of the building not more than 60 m will have
to be traversed in order to reach a sending station on
the same floor or 30m and one flight of stairs to reach
a sending station upon another floor located in the
natural path of escape from fire.
Sounding Devises
1. Required sounding devices shall be used for fire
alarm purpose only.
2. Alarm sounding devices shall be provided of such
character and so distributed as to be effectively heard
in every room above all other sounds.
3. Alarm sounding devices shall be distinctive in pitch
and quality from all other sounding devices.
4. Code signals indicating where the alarm originates
shall not be used except to such extent or as specifically
authorized by the authority.
5. Systems shall be so arranged that no manual
intervention will be required, following the actuation
of a sending station, for causing effective response of
all required sounding devices. No facilities shall be
provided whereby it is possible to control or modify
such response.
Facts & Figures:
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Additional statistics
• Fire sprinklers were not present in any of the 85 fatal
campus fires.
• 70 percent of fatal campus fires occurred on the
weekend (Friday, Saturday and Sunday).
• 67 percent of the victims were males.
• 73 percent of the fatal fires occurred between
midnight and 6 a.m.
• April was the peak month (13 percent) for fatal fires
in campus housing.
Conclusion:
Safety is more a Social Value
Than Just a matter of
Concern, Commitment, Condition, Conformity,
Compulsion or Compliance.
Erphan S Desai B.E.(Mech), A.M.I.(Mech) E, C. Engg, A.M.I.(Fire). E.(Lond ).
Chartered Fire Protection Engineering Consultant
Having 35 years of experience, in Fire Protection Engineering, having knowledge of Fire code, Fire Laws, Flammable materials specifications,
Fire Load calculation, Laboratory scientific methods. Over the period he had put in great efforts and mastered umpteen number of skill/
competency attributes which are the hallmark elements in Fire service, Emergency cum disaster management and /Life safety profession.

‘‘A clever man is the one who finds way
out of an unpleasant situation into which
a wise man would not have
gone himself ’’
- Dan Victorio Segre –“Memoirs of a Fortunate Jew”
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Campus Safety
- Mr. Aditya Prabhu

Introduction
This article goes to signify the importance and need for high level of Safety and personal security standards in
campuses. In the process, various concerns, risks and their causation factors which seriously affect the educational
institutions at large in our country have also been brought out.
Schools and colleges can be classified into broadly 3 categories and the challenges surrounding each of them
could be both similar and different based on specific attributes of the risk pattern
Here comes a tabulated narrative
Nursery and Kindergarten

Primary, Secondary and Higher
secondary schools
Age 2-5 -Infants
Age 6-16 adolescents
Major challenge is related to their Major challenges arise out of
tender age group
Physical violence, external threats,
i): Some could be bit naughty and antisocial activities, kidnapping
consequentially non-compliant.
etc.,
ii): In addition, they are also
ii) This group of students also
vulnerable to child abuse by way
may turn violent and fight with
of luring with attractive materials, each other in school premises.
toys etc., besides being fed by
They could as well indulge in
eatables mixed with sedatives,
non-disciplinary activities, get
physical attack, kidnapping etc.,
provocative etc.,
iii) There could also be social strife
or event terrorist attacks among
civilian population
iv) Additional stress and strain
related consequence; could be
because of pressure from parents
to study better, do better than
other children etc.,
v)Getting addicted to mobile
phone usage, social media chat
and also becoming the victims of
cyber crimes

What are the 5 key areas of focus for primary educational institutes
Challenge
Colleges
Children often cry a lot and this
CCTV camera with Audio
causes a chain reaction amongst
Analytics including video
other children
surveillance
They may wander around without CCTV with motion and size
purpose or assistance
analytics to differentiate between
adults and children
Improper behaviour of some staff Forensic audit of regular
towards children
recordings to ensure improved
behaviour including awarding of
strict penal actions.

Colleges
Age 17-25 adults
Major challenge is on mental
approach while entering
adulthood.
Challenges could be ragging
(which of course is strictly dealt
with by universities and number
of offences have largely depleted
over the years), smoking/ drug
addiction, violent behaviour,
negative influences and overall
safety of the students in the
campus
(iii) to (v) of left column are
equally applicable to this segment
also

Colleges
Senior school staff must plunge in
quickly and help the lower level
teaching and administrative staff
to handle the situation
Enabling staff to take immediate
steps to guide the child back to
school
Enabling the staff to pick up
important observations needing in
minutes when screening of video
recordings go on for hours
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Transparency of data feed to
parents

Secure cloud portal where parents
can log on and see their child

Drop off Points Traffic
Monitoring

CCTV analytics to ensure
traffic control and drop off
without affecting general public
movement

What are the 5 key areas of focus for school level educational institutes
Challenge
Technology Stack
Using students own Mobile as a
Use ofMobile Enabled Access
tool for access control & digital
Control linked to College
ID
Timings and areas of access
Screening of the students before
they enter

Application of Baggage Scanner,
DFMD, Narcotic Scanner and
tools that enable us to identify
what students carry inside
Facial Recognition today carries a
Facial Recognition to check
and find out whether that touts
lot more weightage than security.
are not mingling around with
It allows us to monitor whether
students and college professors
people are moving and offers an
easy investigative tool
Ragging, Violence, Drug Abuse,
CCTV + Video Analytics +
Sexual Assault etc are some of the Physical Screening Solutions
more serious issues faced today in installed in a unified platform
college campuses
enables us cover these issues
effectively
AI & ML driven custom analytics Getting trained on your IP
for specific event related incidents CCTV system and acting as your
(suicide, attacks etc)
eyes is no longer a challenge.
Using Neural networks, CCTV
cameras can now act as your eyes
and inform in real time
Education campus and Impact of Covid-19
Challenge
Technology Stack
Temperature detection
Standalone Temp Screening
Terminals with Mask & Face
Recognition and / or thermal
cameras at entrances
Mask Detection
IP CCTV camera with video
analytics to detect students not
wearing a mask
Social Distancing
IP CCTV camera with video
analytics to monitor that people
maintain social distance
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Today, if you are able to provide
this, parents would be more
comfortable especially with their
tender and adolescent age groups
children.
Providing technology that
provides real time update to
parents on traffic, routes to avoid
and time to drop
Solution
Ensuring only those students
enter the campus who are eligible
with phot id cards /moving in
the campus only during assigned
schedule timing etc.,
Weapons & Drugs are two of
the most challenging aspects to
capture in educational campuses
like college
Facial Recognition technology
allows investigations in real time
and aids a lot in forensic evidence
Real time analysis of outcomes
based on Video Analytics,
Perimeter Screening, Physical
Screening etc provides data for
informed decisions
The CCTV cameras can be
trained to count people, identity
them, catch their moving patterns,
notice violence etc which can then
be used effectively for campus
safety
Solution
To ensure no student comes with
running fever in the campus
To use IP CCTV camera as an
analytical proactive tool for mask
compliance
To use IP CCTV cameras with
neural networks for social distance
compliance
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People Count

IP CCTV Neural AI Counter
to count number of students in
classroom, cafeteria, library, halls
etc

To ensure that the number of
students in a specified area are less
than the safety threshold

Closing Notes
Dealing with campus safety is a combination of emotional, mental and security measures that need to be
taken considering the average age of the student. The solution should induce discipline and compliance
without being too imposing. A fine balance of solutions with an affordable price tag needs to be implemented.
Relying on proactive intelligence in campus security is a much better solution to working on reactive systems.
Reference Images :
Video Analytics in Campus Safety
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Mobile Access | Changing the rules of traditional access control

Aditya is a successful technology entrepreneur with a laser sharp focus on digital transformation of facilities, that reduces energy, manpower and overhead
costs while providing a smart customer journey for the 3O`s – Owners, Occupants & Operators. His business acumen to increase the opportunity cost / sqft
has resulted in the running of 3 successful companies in this domain. Having co-founded all of them, he acts as the Group CEO.
Secutech, established in 2001, is a leading Master Systems Integrator with 150+ personnel, 6+ Offices, 27+ Awards and a marquee customer list like
Google, Cisco, Reliance, Tata, Adani etc, in the ELV domain covering technology that pans IoT, IBMS, Safety, Security, Unified Communication, IT
etc. www.secutech.in
Thirdwave, established in 2019, is a leading value added partnership company focused on representing challenger brands in India in the domains of IoT,
IBMS, Safety, Security & IT. www.mythirdwave.com
O3i, is a software & product development company that has its own IoT platform, gateway, smart sensors and controllers. O3i is a leading OEM in the
IoT domain with customers like Google, Cisco, Reliance, Tata etc. www.o3i.io
Aditya continues to Stem his passion by Innovating in Solving Real World Problems in Buildings using IoT based Technologies that Drive Operational
Efficiency, Reduce Manpower Costs and Improve Energy Costs.
His Entrepreneurial Spirit, Positive Approach & Dynamic hands on Leadership have made his ventures the powerhouse of Technology in its domains
today.
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Fire and Life Safety in
School Building
- Mr. Subhash Rane
First major fire incident in school, we observed at the
Rajiv Marriage Palace in Dabwali, District Sirsa in
Haryana. The local DAV Public School was holding
its annual prize distribution function. A synthetic
tent, which had been set up inside the building,
caught alight when an electric generator shortcircuited. The fire spread quickly and blocked the
main entrance; many of the deaths were caused by
the resultant stampede as 1,500 people tried to escape
through the single exit door. At least 400 people died
in the fire and another 160 were injured, half of them
with serious burns. Some sources estimate that up to
540 people were killed, 170 of them children and rest
were the adults.
Second major fire incident was on 16th July 2004
at Kumbakonam school which happened in the
Thanjavur district of the Indian state of Tamil Nadu.
A total of 94 students of the primary section of the
Krishna English Medium School were burnt to death
in their classroom as the thatched roof caught fire.
After this incident In April 2009, the court directed
all the States and Union Territories to implement the

safety measures prescribed by the National Building
Code of India, 2005 for all government and private
schools. The court pointed out that 27 States and
UTs had admitted that many schools did not meet
safety standards of National Building Code. It noted
that the majority of the schools had not installed even
the basic fire extinguishing equipment; neither did
they have emergency exits. They have welcomed this
court’s guidance in achieving improvement.
The court directed all the States and Union
Territories, before granting recognition or affiliation
to the schools, the States/Union Territories must
ensure “that the buildings are safe and secured from
every angle and they are constructed according to the
safety norms incorporated in the National Building
Code, 2005.
We all are aware that as per National Building
Code- 2016- part –IV- classification of buildings
Educational Building categorized in Class –B which
includes any building used for school, college, and
other training institutions involving assembly for
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instruction, education or recreation for not less than
20 students. Buildings and structures under Group B
shall be further subdivided in B-1 Schools up to senior
secondary level, Subdivision B-2 All others/training
institutions and if residential accommodation is
provided in the schools/ institutions that portion
of occupancy shall be classified as a building in
Subdivision A-3. Various active and passive safety
recommendations suggested for Educational Building
where there height restriction is there of 30 mts for
educational building and recommended minimum
staircase width 1.5 mts for school building. Active fire
fighting requirements are given in Table 7 where water
tank capacity is suggested from 10,000 lits to 50,000
lits as per height criteria along with smoke detection
system, manual call points, extinguishers, Hydrant
system, Hose reels, Fire pumps etc but sprinklers are
not recommended other than basement if is more than
200 sq.mts in area. Installations of various florescent
pictorial evacuation signages are very important part
for educational building.
Other than above NBC-2016- Part-IV also
recommended following few points from fire and Life
safety point of view such as, Buildings intended for
educational occupancy shall not be used for storage of
any hazardous material.
Every room with a capacity of over 45 persons in area
shall have at least two doorways.
Exit doors shall be operated by panic bars except that
doors leading from classrooms directly to the outside
may be equipped with the same type of lock as is
used on classroom doors leading to corridor, with no
provision whatsoever for locking against egress from
the classroom.
A building, which will have only the first floor and
is accessible to not more than 20 pupils at any time,
may be used for school purposes with the exceptions
of Exterior walls or parts of walls which are less than
900 mm from adjacent property lines shall have no
openings therein and Classrooms may have only one
exit not less than 900 mm wide.
Rooms or areas for use by the preschool, kindergarten,
and Class/Grade 1 students shall be located on
ground floor/level of exit discharge. Rooms or areas
occupied by Class/Grade II students shall be located
not above one floor higher than ground floor/level of
exit discharge.
The naturally ventilated exit staircases may not
require provision of fire door. However, fire door shall
be provided for all other staircases and pressurized
staircases.
Storage of volatile flammable liquids shall be
prohibited and the handling of such liquids shall be
restricted to science laboratories only.
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All exterior openings in a boiler room or rooms
containing central heating equipment, if located below
an opening in another storey or if less than 3 m from
other doors or windows of the same building shall be
protected by a fire assembly and Such assemblies shall
be of fixed, automatic or self¬ closing type
According to National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) most of the school fires occur during the
day, especially around lunchtime, Half of the fire in
schools were intentionally started, One-third of fires
occur in school bathrooms, Around 10 percent of
fires begin in the kitchen or cafeteria, For pre-schools,
around 66 percent of fires occur between 6 a.m. and
3 p.m. It seems that there may be few truly fire-free
places for students within their educational buildings.
According to the National Disaster Management
Authority of India (NDMA) every school has
to strictly abide by certain rules and regulations
to prevent fire outbreak and ensure safety. Fire
Prevention and Fire Safety measures should be part
of the initial school design, and also require regular
maintenance and testing.
Fire safety in schools is often a neglected element in
many Indian schools and there are no rules that are set
in place for checking this aspect. The government does
not enforce fire safety and most schools still function
without even the basic safety amenities. This has
come to light especially after the fire disaster which
happened in Kumbakonam school in Tamil Nadu.
A fire outbreak can happen anywhere and at any time
including school-Colleges. Hence, it is important
for every student, teacher, school authorities and
parents to know how well the school is prepared to
deal with emergency situations, but because of other
interests and assigned responsibility fire safety is
often neglected.
Every school including preschools has to ensured for
following few points as a safety measures• Minimum 2 exit doors of 1.5 meters width shall be
kept for each class room.
• Minimum 2 separate staircases of 1.5 meters width
for each floor.
• Portable fire extinguisher and dry sand buckets
should be provided at a travel distance of every 15
meters.
• Minimum Two numbers of ABC/Dry powder
extinguishers has to keep in laboratory and gas bank,
water type extinguishers for every 600 sq meters area
with minimum four numbers on each floor and Co2
extinguisher for electrical mains.
• Hose Reel, Wet Riser, Down Comer, Yard Hydrant,
Fire Alarm, Water Storage Tank, Fire Pumps has to
provide as per requirement and advice of the fire
department
• Underground/Overhead water storage tanks
exclusively for firefighting should be provided.
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• Emergency lighting with battery backup has to
provide in corridors and staircases.
• Flammable and hazardous materials sources has
to maintain limited and stored isolated including
electrical appliances, heaters and stoves, natural
gas pipelines and LPG canisters, flammable or
combustible liquids.
• Keep Exit routes are clear to facilitate safe evacuation
in case of fire or other emergencies.
• Frequently Check Detection and alarm systems are
working.
• Fire extinguishers are regularly refilled.
• Keep all firefighting materials and equipment
maintained all the time.
• Electrical systems are maintained and operable, in
compliance with fire safety design criteria.
• Exit and Evacuation signages shall be display at
prominent places.
Here are few points school authorities need to keep
in mind • Training has to impart about first aid fire fighting
and emergency procedures to all staff. Make sure
faculty and staff members are familiar with your
school’s fire safety systems.
• Cooking should be done in segregated safe place
away from class rooms.
• Good housekeeping should be ensured
• Has to develop school fire safety plans that fit your
campus best and Fire drills must be held regularly
at least once a term and at different times of the day
while school is in session.
• Regular fire drills have to conduct so that students
become familiar with getting organized for evacuation
and following escape routes. Fire safety lessons need
to be reinforced with practice.
•  Has to hold unscheduled fire drills. Such unexpected
practices at different times of day and under different
conditions gives staff the opportunity to pin-point
any problems with your plans, and it helps children
learn to stay calm during an emergency.
• In each classroom, identify children with special
needs. Set up a buddy system that supports kids who
need extra help during practice drills or actual school
fire emergencies.
• Children naturally get excited during a fire drill.
Teach them to remain calm so that they can face a real
emergency without being frightened.
• Designate areas outside the building as safe zones for
holding in place after an evacuation. Teachers should
use rosters to confirm an accurate head count for each
class. Make sure students understand that they should
never try to go back inside until they’re given the allclear.
• Let students know how important it is to always
practice fire safety and how much you appreciate
them for behaving, helping buddies and following the
rules.
• Every room in the school should have a map posted

identifying two ways out.
• Maps have to display in each classroom that has to
show two different escape routes in case of a school
fire.
• Every student, teacher and other staff in school must
be aware of the safety precautions and steps to follow
in case of fire outbreak.
• Throughout the day, week and school year teachers
and staff has to keep a vigilant eye on fire exits,
stairwells and alarm stations so that they don’t become
blocked.
• Safety audits such as electric safety audit such as
checking of the electrical system by an electrician and
fire safety audit which involves checking for possible
sources of fire and identifying inflammable items
within the school must be done regularly.
Basic fire safety if in case of fire outbreak in school –
Training should be given at induction on basic fire
safety matters such as the actions to take in case of
discovering a fire or on hearing the fire alarm, location
of the fire exits and assembly point.
• As soon as you hear a fire alarm, Students and staff
has to make sure to go to the nearest exit. It is wise to
go to open spaces than staying indoors or waiting for
the instructions.
• Students and staff have to listen to directions
carefully such as getting in line and talking stairs.
Never ever try to take elevators, if you have any.
• They have to walk calmly out of the building,
following teacher or a volunteer. Do not panic. Avoid
running because it can cause injury.
• Students and staff has to Do not use washrooms or
lock yourself in a classroom as it can lead to smoke
accumulation doing more harm than good.
• Students have to stay with teacher until he/she says
it is safe to return to class.
Also Enhanced training has to impart to personnel
who may be required to act as fire wardens or use the
fire extinguishers provided on the premises.
In addition to the Fire safety Training procedure
and evacuation plan, school should have a fire safety
policy which has to include• A brief outline of the relevant legislation and the
guidance available.
• A Statement of Intent regarding fire safety.
• Allocated responsibility for fire safety to a named
person.
• Policy for planning fire safety arrangements
including Annual Maintenance contract of fire safety
systems.
• Fire safety training policy for employees upon
induction, for staff required to perform additional
duties such as Fire Wardens/Marshals and/or
firefighting.
• The specific role of the fire warden/marshal in the
evacuation plan and firefighting within the premises.
• Fire evacuation arrangements.
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• The means for summoning the fire service.
• The specific arrangements for evacuating people with
disabilities including those with learning difficulties
and the writing of Personal Emergency Evacuation
Plans.
• Note should also be made of the management of
electrical equipment including items brought in by
staff or other users of the facilities etc.
• Arrangements for signing in and out of the school
for visitors.
• It is always important to maintain a ‘fire log book’
where all testing and training is recorded; this should
be kept available for the enforcing authority to
examine should they visit, it is a simple method of
proving compliance should there be any problems.
• The prevention of fire in schools is an ongoing
process that should be reviewed regularly.

The fire hazards may be reduced to a minimum if
implemented effective and sustained school fire
safety programs. School activities should be so
planned that the creation of fire hazards will be
reduced to a minimum. Schools must step up and
take responsibility and ensure that all possible safety
precautions are maintained.
Government Authorities has to add Theory and
practical Fire Safety Training in syllabus such as
Basic Own life safety Training at Primary school
Level. Evacuation and Rescue like life safety Training
at secondary school Level and Basic Fire Fighting,
Medical First aid, Rescue like subjects has to add in
College education.

Rane Subhash Kamalakar is a graduate in Chemistry with GI & MI from the Institutions of Fire Engineering (India and UK respectively) along with
Advanced Diploma in Industrial Safety and MBA in Business Administration as well as Master’s degree in Disaster mitigation. He possesses hands
on experience in firefighting from Kitakyu city (Japan) besides being a lead auditor on all types of ISO standard series.
His experience encompasses working at senior positions with Mumbai fire brigade, Mumba, MIDC, CIDCO, INOX, Mumbai international
airport. Currently associated with M/S. COTONICA Inspections as their Fire service advisor, auditor and tutor.

“We can pull and haul and push and drive,
We can print and plough and weave and heat and light,
We can run and race and swim and fly and drive,
We can see and hear and count and read and write…..
But remember please, the law by which we live.
We are not built to comprehend a lie,
We can neither love nor pity not forgiveIf you make a slip in handling, you die.
- Rudyard Kipling, “The Secret of the Machine”
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School & Campus Safety
- Mr. M.M. Bhuskute

Synopsis
Individual as well as group Safety cum security
aspects of little children as well as seniors undergoing
school education and college students have become
matters of serious concern. Increasing number of
accidents besides child/gender abuse, mental torture
and physical attacks bear testimony to this fact.
Fortunately, “Ragging” which was hitherto a serious
menace is mostly under control. They also include
suicide attempts and deaths.
The problems and causation factors could be
multifarious – e.g.,
¾¾ Unsafe as well as insecure school/ campus premises
(including hostels) surrounded by a number of
hazardous conditions.
¾¾ Transportation related hassles for day scholars who
need to undertake long travels.
¾¾ Poor behavioural attributes.
¾¾ Individual cum group rivalries (including social
and even politically motivated at times).
¾¾ Show of physical strength or one up man ship.
¾¾ Mental cum physical stress arising out of study
work load as well as result expectations (some time
aggravated by institutions and/or parents).
¾¾ Adverse Domestic challenges etc.,
¾¾ Above all there are equally serious cyber security
related tangles arising out of the indiscriminate use
of social media platforms like face book/ twitters/
blogs/ internet with frequent as well as unlimited
usage of computers, tablets, mobile phones etc.,
Whatever they be the end results – sometimes very
tragic too - are in front of us. They include Serious
injuries, Disabilities, Health deterioration, Addiction
to narcotics/drugs, Symptoms and aggravation of
psychiatric ailments, Loss of lives and assets.
Introduction
This article is a modest attempt to highlight most of
the above issues, followed by facilitation of healthy
deliberations and arriving at most suited remedies or
solutions as deemed fit.
On record, in last 14 years, the Central Board of

Secondary Education (CBSE) has issued eleven
separate circulars emphasizing the importance of
school security and student safety.
It has laid down brief adversaries on fire/life safety
management, safeguards against building cum
structural work risks, traffic problems, violence,
misbehaviour and many other serious aspects already
touched upon in the synopsis.
Sequential agenda
Let us take on the “School issue” first. As per the latest
circular issued by the Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE) in September 2017, any violation
or lapses with regard to student safety and their wellbeing in the premises can lead to disaffiliation of the
concerned institutions from the Board. The is against
the backdrop of a series of incidents which occurred
across the country, including the murder of a sevenyear-old boy in a reputed school in Gurugram to be
followed by yet another brutal rape of a five-year-old
girl by an employee (peon) of a school in Delhi.
CBSE had reiterated that the onus on keeping
students safe within schools would ”solely be with
school authorities”. This will help bring up the basic
issue of safety and security of children in schools to
centre stage.
Most important among the safeguard requirements at
educational institutions include:
¾¾ Installation of CCTV cameras at all vulnerable
areas within the school and strict watch and control on
entry and movement of outsiders within its premises.
¾¾ Ensuring that the non-teaching personnel like
office staff, care takers, housekeepers, messengers as
well as drivers /conductors/ helpers of school owned
vehicles or even authorised outsourced transporter
agencies be inducted through proper training,
appraisal, counselling etc., including the issue of good
code of conduct to be complied with.
¾¾ Schools need to constitute joint level committees
with membership from staff, parents and students for
discussing on complaints and their redressal.
¾¾ There could also be internal committees address
complaints if any regarding gender harassment, child
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abuse etc., which fall under the purview of Protection
of Children from Sexual Offence Act, 2012.
While these directives demand for a fair amount of
accountability from schools, a holistic approach to
tackle the student safety issue is a prime necessity.
Schools must recognise the power of vigilance as the
key to safety.
This calls for a proactive collaboration on establishing
and monitoring safety procedures applicable to
infrastructure, resources, transport, as well as the
emotional and physical well-being of children
within the school campus to create a safe learning
environment.
FIVE major factors which can be attributed students’
safety & security
1. Physical
• It is essential to keep the school environment
including buildings, hostels, playgrounds, laboratories,
swimming pool, computer rooms, libraries, toilet
blocks, recreation facilities, gardens/ lawns, school
buses, parking lots, offices, visitors’ lounge and overall
surroundings safe and secure.
• The buildings should be built to ensure ”life safety”
with more of hazard resilient features
• School administration, staff, teachers as well as
students need to be better trained and prepared to
respond to any man made or natural accidents or
emergencies including major occurrences
CBSE has made it mandatory for its affiliate schools
to have their buildings designed to be earthquake
impact resistant and equipped with basic fire safety
equipment.
• The schools must do a balancing act with reg. to cost
reduction/ control while dealing with environmentfriendly technologies without compromising on
structural soundness, stability and safety of the
buildings
2. Psychosocial
• Just like physical, psychosocial aspects are equally
important.
Children who are victims of abuse or violence show
symptoms of insecurity, depression, dissociation,
withdrawal, loneliness, helplessness, lack of emotional
intelligence, and assertiveness.
Emotional and psychosocial maltreatment can
tarnish a child’s sense of own reliance factor with reg.
to personal safety. Schools must provide the right
ambience to develop and enrich talents to facilitate
the total development of a child’s personality.
• The schools must be vigilant and constantly be
on the lookout for any forms of abuse - physical,
emotional, or gender based. The staff should be
trained to understand key indicators of child abuse,
and be prepared to respond instantly by addressing to
their changed/ inappropriate or panic behaviour
• The policy framing process of schools must follow
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the prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery
(PPRR) model of risk management. In matters
pertaining to child safety, this model would help the
school administration to be vigilant
The security cameras can be effective in school safety
investigations, or even act as deterrents to such
behaviour
3. School transportation
• In 2014, CBSE made it mandatory for all school buses
to install GPS devices to ensure safe transportation of
children to and from schools
• However, the actual need of the hour is to provide
the school administration with an ‘easy-to-use’ and
ensuring safety of children vis-à-vis real time bus
fleet management and provide parents with constant
updates of their children’s whereabouts
With GPS integration, the performance of the driver
can be gauged, while the live vehicle tracking app
assures the parents of their child’s safety at all times.
4: Anticidence verification of staff
When it comes to hiring teachers, administrators
and other school staff, there are many good reasons to
conduct their pre-employment checks.
Verification aspects must encompass residential data,
past employment, and ensuring about the absence of
past records or even ongoing investigations against
criminality if any.
This will help the management in screening people who
are likely to come in contact with students within the
school premises, including teachers, administrators,
physical training coaches, housekeeping staff, helpers
and volunteers
5. Visitor management system
• Generic tags for visitors and handwritten temporary
in- out permission slips for students won’t really serve
the purpose of recording and analysing information,
• A digital visitor management system with visitor
biometric sign-in information with photo ID badges
can adequately increase the level of security in schools
• The schools can easily collate information on entry/
exit of students, staff, contractors, volunteers, parents,
other visitors during the sign-in/sign-out process.
The system can even automatically mark student
attendance and send the reports directly to the
parents, using a simple mix of GPRS and SMS/email
notifications
The available devices range can vary among RFID
(Radio Frequency Identification) sim cards,
fingerprints and facial recognition. They eliminate
the maximum possibilities of unauthorized entry into
school premises.
Here are some important aspects on which the school
must own responsibility.
Since children spend a substantial part of their day in
school, it is imperative that the ambience in schools
remain positive as well as nurturing, and student
safety is ensured along with an inherent feeling of
safety and protection among the kids. Therein they
enjoy a sense of security in the company of care takers.
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Safety and learning go hand-in-hand. Students who
feel that they are not adequately supported and safe
at school, both physically and psychologically, cannot
concentrate on studies and learn to their fullest
potential.
Have one or more self-defence items with you. There
are many to choose from, but the best are distance
weapons that enable you to protect yourself from a
distance. These include the obvious pepper spray to
less obvious items like defensive/tactical flashlights
that are extremely powerful and have a strobe function
to disorient an attacker.
Fire safety is important and should be taken seriously
in an academic environment, especially if little kids
and teenagers are around. While most schools in the
US and other parts of the world carry out fire safety
drill periodically, it is likely that nothing else is done
to improve the fire prevention system present or to
actively prevent fires from occurring
and making sure that everyone has a firm grasp of
school fire safety.
Even if you have solid fire prevention and evacuation
plan in place, it is important that you review from
time to time to ensure that it is comprehensive and
up to date. It is also a good idea to take a close look at
established policies from a new perspective.
In this article, we are going to be looking at why fire
safety is important and should be taken seriously in
the school environment and some fire safety tips for
schools.
Why fire safety is important in schools
School fire safety is of critical importance for
one obvious reason-tens or hundreds of kids are
present and a fire, irrespective of its size can be very
disastrous. As you know, most of the furniture in a
classroom such as desks, chairs, and tables are made
from combustible materials like wood or plastic. The
chemistry laboratory is a high-fire risk zone, as it
contains large quantities of flammable liquids. A fire
in such a place can easily go out of control and cause
large scale damage within minutes. And even worse,
claim the precious lives of students. Another high risk
but often ignored area is the canteen, as there may
be large containers of LPG and other combustible
materials that can easily start a fire.
Fire safety tips for schools
While no two schools are exactly the same, steps can
be taken and plans can be made to make them safer. As
a school director, it is your responsibility to develop a
comprehensive fire safety plan that will suit the needs
of your campus. Below are some effective tips you can
incorporate into your fire safety program.
Clear access to Exits and alarms
This is an important job that can easily be taken care
of by staffs and teachers. They need to ensure that fire

exits, alarm stations and stairways are clear at every
time of the day. Doing this will make it easier for
students to exit to safety without any hindrance in the
event of an emergency
Review and Update your fire prevention policies
Regardless of how solid or concrete your fire
prevention and control plan may be, it may have some
loopholes or blind spots that you may not be seeing
at the moment. Fire prevention is an ongoing process
that should be updated and reviewed on a regular
basis
Keep in mind that you and your staffs don’t have to
create a fire prevention plan and teach your students
about fire safety all the time. Reach out to the local
fire department
in your area, as they offer educational programs for
campuses or schools. Even more, they can help refine
your fire prevention policies.
Empower your students
Make your students understand why it is important
to practice fire safety at all times. Don’t forget to tell
them how much you appreciate them following the
rules, behaving properly, and helping their classmates
When your students know that they are learning
something that can potentially serve them in college,
they will take pride in being part of the school fire
prevention and safety program.
Buddy system
A buddy system is great for helping kids with special
needs. Identify kids with special needs in each
classroom and set up a buddy system to support
these children who may need extra help during a fire
emergency and during practice drills.
Make familiarity a requirement
Make sure your staff members clearly understand your
school fire safety plans and systems. When everyone
has a firm grasp on how security lighting, sprinklers
and are working, it will be easy for them to spot a
problem or an irregularity before it gets out of hand.
Evacuation routes
Post clear maps in every classroom that shows two or
more escape routes in the event of a fire. Clearly explain
to students that stairways and hallways need to be free
from obstructions at all times. Don’t hesitate to ask
your students to help back -up the efforts of your staffs
to keep evacuation routes free from obstruction and
safe.
Order over excitement
As you probably know, children usually get overly
excited
during a fire drill. Make it clear to them that their
safety depends on how well they follow the rules and
how orderly they are. Carefully explain to them why
they need to stay with the group and keep their place
in line. Teach them to remain calm during fire safety
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drills so that they won’t be frightened in the event of
a real emergency.
Designate a safe area outside the school building as a
safe zone everybody can run to when there is a fire.
The safe zone should be a good distance away from
the building and should be accessible.
Headcount
Teachers should take a head count of everybody in
the safe zone to see if everybody is present. To ensure
that the headcount is accurate, teachers should have a
list of all the students in their class. Do well to make
students understand that they should never go back
to the building to collect anything until they are given
the all-clear.
Practice fire safety drill often
Irrespective of how solid your fire safety plan and
prevention plan is or how well you teach fire safety,
lesson need to be reinforced with constant practice.
Hold fire drill at least once a month so that every
student becomes familiar with following escape routes
and getting organised for evacuation.
Shake up the routine from time to time
Hold unscheduled fire drills at different times of the
day, a couple of times a semester. This is likely going
to give staffs an opportunity to narrow down the
loopholes and help kids learn to stay calm in the event
of a fire emergency.
Make good use of online resources
Figuring out how to teach little kids about fire safety
can be challenging and frustrating, as they may not
fully grasp the damage it can cause. Instead of racking
and cudgelling your brain trying to figure the best way
to teach your students about fire safety, make use of
online tools and website (FireSafeKids.org) that have
fun games and activities that can help kids learn about
fire safety while having fun.
Final note
Fire safety is paramount in any academic institution,
especially for little kids. While fire drills are important,
they aren’t enough to mitigate the risk of a fire in the
school environment. This makes it critical for school
directors to go the extramile by installing High-Tech

fire detection devices followd by evaluating escape
routes and safety zone while shaking things up from
time to time. Ofcourse, doing this might be difficult
and expensive to save the least but it will go a long way
in reducing the chances of a fire erupting in the school
premises.
Fire safety is important and should be taken seriously
in an academic environment, especially if little kids
and teenagers are around. While most schools in the
US and other parts of the world carry out fire safety
drill periodically, it is likely that nothing else is done
to improve the fire prevention system present or to
actively prevent fires from occurring
and making sure that everyone has a firm grasp of
school fire safety.
Even if you have solid fire prevention and evacuation
plan in place, it is important that you review from
time to time to ensure that it is comprehensive and
up to date. It is also a good idea to take a close look at
established policies from a new perspective.
In this article, we looked at why fire safety is
important and should be taken seriously in the school
environment and some fire safety tips for schools.
Concluding remarks
There is a need for applying the Hazard Identification/
Risk Assessment (HIRA) technique followed by
implementation of control measures in schools as
being practiced in many other occupational fields
Higher Management, Teaching fraternity, Staff
administration, Outsourced service providers and
students at large can be engaged in this process. The
attributes must cover a thorough initial inspection –
to be complemented through periodical review of the
same – on probability factors of higher risk potentials
which are conspicuous. They may include safety
aspects of building and associated facilities like class
rooms, laboratories, conference halls, access systems
like staircases including lifts, escape routes, refuge
areas, canteens, libraries etc., to name a very few. In
addition, electrical and vulnerable Fire hazardous
situations arising out of highly combustible materials
must also be given high priority. Such exercises must
culminate at improving the situations reducing the
risks to an acceptable level.

‘‘Stay safe, healthy and Secure”

Mr. Bhuskute is a Risk Management, Fire & Safety Consultant having professional experience of 47+ years, giving his advisory services to insurance
companies, reputed groups of industries, Fire Protection System Engineers and Various project consultants. He is an accredited professional for
advice & approval of Fire Protection Systems and recognized by all major government & private insurance companies. He conducts fire safety
efficacy study and safety audits, He has been a visiting faculty at various fire & safety educational institutions at Nagpur, Ahmedabad, Pune, Jodhpur
& Indore. He also delivers lectures on various subjects of fire protection and risk management. He is currently the Chairman of Ethics Committee,
of FSAI national team and member of FSAI Guajarat Chapter.
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“Mobile App & VR Simulator”
related to Fire & Life Safety
(Courtesy - Directorate of Fire and Emergency Services, Goa)
Mr. Ashok Menon, Director {Fire & Emergency Services
(Goa)}, Chief Advisor (FSAI Goa Chapter) and Editorial
Board Member FSAI Journal has been kind enough to
contribute this narrative to our Journal considering its
fairly adequate linkage to “School Safety” which is an
important paired theme for this edition. The directorate
had recently launched a “Mobile based App and a
VR Simulator pertaining to Fire Safety and Disaster
Management. Besides their existing website (www.dfes.
goa.gov.in) has also been revamped to offer better online services to society in this task.
The App facilitated simulator segment covers the
‘preparedness’ aspect of Major fires as well as Natural
calamities like Floods, Earthquakes etc., (which come
under the ‘disaster category’. This can provide important
tips for citizens in relation to reduction, control and
mitigation aspects in addition to the creation and
development of corresponding action plans. The App is
also downloadable on Android system from the Google
play store.
The system shares various data and information on
the disaster scenarios mentioned above including fires
involving electrically operated appliances, Cooking
devices, highly combustible materials like Clothes, Oils,
Gases etc., and many others (especially being found in
residential cum commercial zones)
In fact, the ‘learner friendly’ training simulator comprises

of an integrated user-behavior analysis technique.
This deals with Multi - Sensory Virtual Scenarios. One
State- of – the art VR simulator has also been deployed
to sustain interest and creating a feeling of engagement
among participants (who could be both students and
adult rural population). As per need, the facility can
as well be contained in Mobile vans and pressed into
service. This paves the way for carrying them around in
Village panchayats and residential zones and extend door
step service.
The training modules consist of virtual scenarios like fires
in kitchens depicting alarm actuation, use of portable
extinguishers, evacuation drills, first aid administration,
specifics of children/women safety etc., to name a very
few.
The extinguisher application device coupled with HVC
Vive’s VR Headsets allow the trainees to grasp and learn
the subject using the PASS Technique. This will help gain
such a hands-on experience as if they are undertaking the
task in a ‘realistic’ scenario.
Beyond all, the techniques mentioned above provide a
‘safer alternative’ to get adequately prepared for a real
accidental situation, should it unfortunately occur.
Thereby the duly trained personnel shall be able to
handle the problem safely as well as successfully!
The indicative images as served below can take the
readers through a fairy tale journey on Fire and Life
safety mission.
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Safety Tips for Adventurous Feats
- Mr. Arpit Shah

There is hardly any feeling that can
compete against adrenaline rush you
get by immersing yourself in some sort
of an adventure. Trekking? Camping?
Rock Climbing? Skydiving? Bungee
jumping? River rafting? Or be it just
simply getting lost into the wilderness.
The definition of adventure can vary
from person to person and no matter
how energizing these adventures can
get, you cannot overlook the risks
associated with it. But oftentimes
we are so blinded to experience this
amazing feeling that we let our guards
down and forget some basic safety
tips that are crucial for our adventure
to be a success. Being in the adventure
travel industry for well over two
decades now, I have crossed path with
numerous adventure enthusiasts and
heard quite some interesting stories.
Stories which make me wonder what
if they knew about this beforehand?
Based on my experience, I am
going to share 10 safety tips which I
recommend everyone to run by as a
checklist before they set out for the
next adventure of their life.
1. Get a “buddy”
Solo might seem fun but if you are
not an avid enthusiast, it is always
recommended to take a friend along.
This way you always have a company
and if anything goes south, you have
someone to lean on.

2. Know what to expect where you
are heading
Most of the times, travelers go solely
by their past experiences and face
unexpected outcomes upon arrival.
Carefully research the itinerary ahead
of time and keep a mental tab of
what to expect. Check for safe routes,
climatic patterns, animals and such
other basic information.
3. Avoid venturing off the beaten
path
If you are trying something for the
first time, stick with the beaten path.
Taking the road less travelled has put
many people in difficult situations.
4. Trust your guts
Your body and brain are apt enough
to anticipate and protect you
from potential dangers. Trust your
intuition if something doesn’t feel
right, and don’t be too proud to alter
or turn around your plan.
5. Know physical limitations
You should not put yourself though
something which your body and
mind cannot endure. Just because
someone around you can do
something does not mean you have
to push your boundaries. Not being
realistic about your capabilities puts
you and others at risk.
6. Get an insurance
If you know there’s a significant risk
involved, it never hurts to sign up
for travel insurance. It is a premium
worth paying for the peace of mind.

7. Let someone know where you
will be
Before setting out, make sure you
share your itinerary with friends
or family. It might come in handy
to keep your location shared with
someone. That way if something goes
wrong, or you go missing, you can be
easily found.
8. Be alert
Enjoy everything around and even
try to capture it but be mindful and
aware of your surroundings. Getting
a photograph or selfie for a few likes
is definitely not worth risking your
life for.
9. Pack smart
Pack efficiently versus trying to fit
your entire closet in to your bags.
Think beyond the basics and include
extras like medication, safety gear,
backup devices, etc.
10. Have an emergency plan
There is no hard and fast rule about
what will happen when. You may
have endlessly researched your
plan but always be prepared for the
unexpected. Think of what could
go wrong and try to come up with
exit plans for such situations before
setting out.
Now that you have checked off all
the points from the list, go ahead
to have fun and relish the feeling of
accomplishment! Stay safe and keep
adventuring!

Arpit is an entrepreneur by profession, a hardware engineer by qualification, and a travel enthusiast at heart. Discovering his love for nature and
travel at a very young age after being introduced to Himalayan trekking, he co-founded Camp Wanderers in 1994 for people alike. Over the past two
and a half decades, Arpit and his team have been successful in introducing the concept of Experiential Traveling to more than 25,000 Wanderers,
helping them explore destinations with specially customised itineraries that offer an opportunity to immerse themselves in the richness of a different
experience, all the while ensuring minimal environmental and ecological imprint.
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Adventure Sports
vis-à-vis Safety Concerns
- Mr.Arvind Bijwe
Introduction
Adventure Sports is gaining popularity across India.
Besides, “Running, Ultrarunning, Trail running,
Long-distance cycling, Open water swimming etc.,
are also among few of the outdoor activities which are
gaining momentum. The number of aspirants to be
part of these events and numbers are also increasing
every year. It’s a good sign that such initiatives facilitate
enhancement of fitness, agility and creation of better
health consciousness of people. Ultimately, they lead
to improved mental stamina and overall life style of
the community.
Last few years witnessed tremendous rise in the number
of amateur athletes. Now a days, fanfare on adventure
sports is not restricted to very young age groups –
kids, pupils, students or those from campus. Many
people above 35 (both males and females) are also
found enthusiastically engaged in feats like trekking,
paragliding, rafting, long-distance running, cycling,
or swimming etc., Members of families, residential
zones, professional friendship groups, social clubs feel
more interested to convert conventional holiday gala
weekend celebrations to adventure sport outings!
Discussions on Safety management being the topic
under review for this article.
Safety aspects are equal or more important when it
comes to a number of nuances associated with risk
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factors arising out of any occupation, business entity
or domestic cum societal activities. In this context,
those who ignore safety aspects (especially knowingly
or even willingly) are condemned to become the
victims of accidents and their consequences – at time
serious too. When it comes to adventure sports the
risks could be higher risk factors as compared to what
all listed above.
Accordingly, it is very important that one should
never forget the basic tips and guidelines to remain
safe and healthy while venturing into the domains of
adventurous activities. They are virtually endurance
tests. Therefore, one must follow all safety measures
all the time. Even a single lapse of aberration could
prove costly for own future or life. Besides it can put
the entire family and friends in shock and jeopardy.
The subsequent utterances on the negativity of the
chosen sport will not serve any purpose and shall lead
us nowhere. Yes, definitely the hazards are many as well
as varied. They depend on the activity under reference
and could result in traumatic impacts, abrasions, cuts,
drowning, altitude sickness, etc.
Participants may be challenged physically, including
becoming exhausted. Feelings of muscular strain
are common; tendons get affected, adverse effects
of extreme temperatures (heat or cold) like bristles/
burns/frost bite/ cramp are felt. Dehydration can
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also get manifested. Accordingly, it is very important
that one must be well prepared and follow all safety
guidelines.
Following are a few important Safety guidelines,
cautionary warning and ‘easy to follow’ tips. These
are based on my own association and dealings with a
number of different outdoor sports.
PLAN YOUR ADVENTURE TRIP PROPERLY
• Know Your Limits. Know your friends & family’s
usual activity/fitness level and plan your outdoor
recreation activities accordingly.
• Always Carry a First Aid Kit.
• Use Protective gear. Keep Equipment in Good
Shape. Do contact the concerned government agency
including the forest service of that country; park
service etc. to get all the details of the place you will
be visiting for your adventure tips. Ask their advice
and tips on lodging, best restaurants, sightseeing,
safe routes, favourable campsites, climatic patterns,
wild animals, and other such basic information. Do
carry mobile phones with power banks. Do preview
the route and obstacles in the route map and plan
accordingly to overcome them.
What to wear [Safety Gears]
• Suitable protective clothing for your activity and
anticipated conditions.
• In wet environments, hypothermia can be a real
hazard–be sure to take wetsuits and a dry change of
clothes.
• Sturdy boots.
• Protective eyewear and sunglasses.
• Sunscreen.
• A hat for sun protection even on overcast days.
Never move alone
The ideal safe group size is 4 people for all adventures.
Take the preliminary responsibility for your own
safety and be self-reliant.
Only participate in activities if you and all members
of your group have the right skills and experience.
Make sure your leader has enough experience. Your
leader should be able to get you there, but more
importantly, get you out of the mountains/Jungle
safely in the event of an emergency.
Know the proposed route and stick to it.
POTENTIAL HEALTH RISK TO BE KEPT IN
MIND
Before heading for any kind of adventure trip, do
consider all the health risks you and your family may
face. Therefore, do collect updated information on
recommended vaccinations to be taken before going
on an adventure trip anywhere in the whole world.
You may also look for the history of recurring diseases
in that area and take vaccinations or medications

accordingly. Do always carry a first aid box and other
allergy medications along with you.
Let me also share few tips as part of your training
activities. It may not be restricted to activities like
Trekking, Rock Climbing, Paragliding, Whitewater
Rafting, Paddling, Snorkelling, Scuba Diving,
Kayaking Or Canoeing, etc you need to follow the
safety norms. It’s equally important that one needs to
follow all safety measures during practice sessions or
training activities. There have been instances where
simple activities like running and cycling, athletes
lost their lives or injured themselves for not following
safety measures.
Safety tips while running - Run during daylight hours or wear reflective gears.
Make sure that drivers can see you if you’re running
at night. For example, you could wear reflective
materials.
- Stay on the sidewalk or shoulder of a road as much as
possible. Run facing oncoming cars.
• Run with a buddy. If you are running by yourself,
tell someone your intended route and when you plan
to return.
• Take your mobile phone with you in case of
emergencies.
• Don’t wear headphones. It would restrict your
hearing sensation of a sound - either from the
mechanical sound or that of a blowing horn of
speeding vehicle – when it approaches from behind.
This could prove to be imminent danger to your life
safety
Safety tips which are relevant to different sports like;
a)Cycling
Get trained
If you are new to the world of cycling, then it is
extremely important to get trained. If you already
own a cycle, it’s a good idea to get to know it better.
For instance, understand its specifications like front &
rear wheel brakes [Left /right braking combinations
are different in Indian and imported cycles], changing
gears, Saddle height, etc.
Play by the rules
Getting good training to ride skilfully is mandatory
and so is knowing the traffic rules. There are a
bunch of crucial signals and riding rules that must
be understood and implemented to be a responsible
Cyclist on the road.
Safety first
Ensure that you have proper safety gear in place and
take necessary safety precautions before riding a bicycle.
Wearing a helmet is not only a compulsion for cyclists but
is also an extremely crucial safety gear that could save your
life in the event of an accident. In addition to this, keep
emergency contacts saved in your phone on speed dial.
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Take it easy
Whether you are a novice or a pro at riding, this rule
remains the same for all. It is not a secret that the risk
factor involved in riding a bicycle is much greater than
driving a car. So, you need to take it easy on a busy
road. You are in a way responsible for the safety of
yourself as well as others on the road.
Take these first steps before hitting the roads with
your cycle and you’ll be all sorted out. Yes, Indian
traffic could be maddening but keep your cool and
enjoy your ride!
b)Deep water swimming • Never swim alone. First and foremost, never under
any circumstances ever swim alone. Did I mention
never-ever? Would you SCUBA dive alone? Of course
not! Whenever you’re in the water, always swim with
a buddy, even if there is a lifeguard. A lifeguard cannot
be considered a buddy because his primary duty is
to protect and prevent hazardous situations for all
patrons, not just you.
• Check water conditions before entering. Is it safe
for everyone to swim? Is the water quality poor or
dangerous? Are there any indications that signs could
be missing? Could those have been signs warning of a
“No Swim” area? Survey the area before you enter and
know what to look for.
• Have a plan for emergencies. What is your plan
should something happen to you or your buddy?
Does someone else know where you’re going? Will
someone be watching from shore, ready to take action
in the event you need assistance? Plan for everything
and eliminate as much uncertainty as possible.
• Understand currents, rip currents, and such.

Currents are another variable of open water swimming
versus pool swimming. Sometimes you won’t know
how strong or which direction the current pulls until
you get in the water.
Car/ Motor cycle Race –
• If you are not well, DO NOT ATTEMPT especially
if you:
• Have any health concern or recent ailment than
particularly consult your doctor
• Start feeling unwell when you are doing activities
then STOP and tell the people around you about the
problem without hesitation.
The risks in nature are real and range from extreme
temperatures, injuries, wildlife encounters, navigation
errors and more. But, many of these risks can be
managed proactively by taking steps before you go
and knowing what to do while you’re out there.
Honestly, there is a high likelihood that nothing
serious will ever happen to you in the outdoors. But,
like insurance, it’s best to have a plan and resources
available in that rare moment when the unthinkable
happens.
Half of all of those injuries can be prevented with
proper use of safety gear and changes to the playing
environment. Following sports rules can help prevent
injuries, too. Most sports injuries occur due to the
following: Lack of education and awareness about
safety precautions and potential injury.
Practice safety; Maintain good health cum fitness and
enjoy adventure sports to brim.

Arvind Bijwe Sports Ventures : Founder -One Life Club -Gymnasium & Wellness Club in 2008.Co-Founder -Runbuddies Club -National level
Sporting Event Management Company .Co-Founder –“Sportian -Nurturing Champions” –
Had Set up Sports Management Complex which conform to International Standards and facilities like Olympic Size Swimming
Pool, Indoor Swimming Pool, Diving Pool, Fitness Studio, Squash Court, Cross Fit studio, Gymnastic Arena etc. Besides he is
also racing event organizer including marathons, Travel adviser etc., Also contested in a number of state/national level marathon
events as well as cycling. Had won number of awards and accolades.
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Applications of Artificial
Intelligence in Fire & Safety
- Student Chapter Contribution from S.P.I.T Mumbai

Overview of the applications of AI in mitigating the
dangers due to fire
In this article, we’ll look at how techniques like
computer vision, machine learning, and deep learning
can help the front line workers to make more informed
decisions in a stressful situation. The data coming
from the sensors would have a positive impact — both
in terms of rescue time and the life safety of the victim
as well as the fire respondent.
What is AI?

This stage also includes the cleaning of the acquired
data for a better understanding.
3. Act. AI allows the machine to take actions in the
physical or digital world based on that perception or
comprehension.
4. Learn. AI enables a machine to continuously
optimize its performance by learning from the success
or failure of its actions. This helps in obtaining better
accuracy overtime of the machine.
The figure below depicts the process involved while
applying AI into the real environment.

Any system that utilizes AI possesses the following 4
stages:
1. Sense. AI lets a machine perceive the world around
it by acquiring and processing images, sounds, speech,
text, and other data. Sensing of data can take place
through various sensors available in the surrounding
or by utilizing the data available on the internet.
2. Comprehend. AI enables a machine to recognize
patterns and context in the information it collects, just
as humans interpret information by understanding
patterns and context in their perception of the world.

AI for front line workers
A common problem faced by the fire officials when a
rescue operation is underway in a place that has been
engulfed with flames and smoke is poor visibility.
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It becomes difficult to notice objects like a door,
staircase, or any obstruction in their path of rescue,
causing a delay in executing the rescue operation. Such
issues are concerning, especially when a life is at stake.

To solve this issue, a simple computer vision
technology is employed. By mounting a camera on
top of the helmet, data from the camera is used to
enhance the vision of the fire officials. The flow of the
overall process would be as follows. The image frames
from the camera are sent to a processor for computing
simple matrix operations. The processor will carry out
edge detection and contour detection operation using
various filters like a Sobel operator. The output from
the processor will be published in AR glasses of the fire
official. The view of the AR glasses would be similar to
the figure above. With this simple algorithm, the fire
officials can discern the surrounding efficiently. This
makes it easy for the firefighters to identify objects
around them, thereby expediting the entire process of
salvation.

Apart from vision-related problems, the heat from the
flames can cause suffocation, seizures, and even heart
attacks. So much so that most cases of fire official
deaths are due to one of the above-mentioned threats.
To mitigate such dangers, an IoT (Internet of things)
based solution can be put in place. Sensors like oxygen
level detectors are used to check if the oxygen level of
the firefighter is in the normal range. ECG sensors
can understand the extent of physiological arousal
that someone is undergoing to better infer about
someone’s psychological state. Body temperature
sensors monitor the change in temperature of the
human body to ensure that the temperature range
is within the safe bracket. With a plethora of data, a
recommendation system warns the official in case of

an anomaly in the data. A machine learning model can
be used to classify the data from various sensors in the
range-safe, danger, and needs immediate attention.
Many algorithms can be used for this purpose, like
decision trees, random forest, ANNs, K-means
clustering, and so on. The flow of data is as follows.
The data from sensors is given to the processor. The
machine learning model gives a probabilistic output
or a categorical output. The output data can be used
by the supporting team to warn the officials in case of
danger by communicating with them over a call.
AUDREY
AUDREY strands Assistant for Understanding Data
through Reasoning, Extraction, and synthesis. It is
an AI solution developed by NASA. In the previous
section, we have discussed how some sensors can
alleviate a stressful situation by understanding the data
from the body of the respondent. However, AUDREY
analyzes surrounding data and recommends the safest
plan of action. For example, if AUDREY senses a
high level of toxic gases like carbon monoxide, it can
caution the respondent suggesting him to be more
vigilant. Using artificial intelligence, AUDREY can
collect data on temperatures, gases, and other danger
signals and guide a team of first responders safely
through the flames.

Leveraging AI to fight wildfires
Two approaches are used to fight forest fires using AIimage-based and sensor-based.
Image-based approach:
In an image-based approach, a convolutional neural
network is trained to detect the fires. The process
involves preparing the dataset, annotating the
dataset, training the model, and testing the model
for validation. The deep learning model is usually
deployed on drones which are used for surveillance
purposes to detect the presence of wildfires. The task
is very similar to that of an object detection model.
Once the model has learned the features of the flames
from the data and its annotations, it can be used for
the detection purpose. The most commonly used
model is MobileNet because it offers good accuracy
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with less computational complexity owing to the
use of depthwise convolution. This can be further
extended to detect the severity of the incident by using
the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. This approach is
similar to what the famous YOLO model uses. The
drones detect these flames and warn the authority to
take the necessary action. In this way, deep learning is
used to mitigate the extremity of the catastrophe.

Sensor-based approach:
In a sensor-based approach, a variety of sensors
present in the forest make a cumulative prediction
about the occurrence of forest fires. Sensors are
used to measure the amount of carbon dioxide,
hydrogen sulfide, carbon monoxide, and oxygen in
the atmosphere. This data coupled with variations in
the surrounding temperature along with the change in
humidity level is used for the detection of wildfires. In
this approach, the machine learning model is trained
on millions of datasets and is competent to make
accurate predictions. When an anomaly is detected by
the ML model, it raises an alarm to warn the forest
officials. Again, classification models like the random
forest can be used to detect forest fires. An advanced
application of the same concept would be to predict
the occurrence of the next forest fires. This is a time
series problem and can be solved using deep learning
models like Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) or
recurrent neural network (RNN).

Through semantic segmentation and contour
detection techniques the camera easily detects the
presence of fire and smoke.

Drones also come with pre-installed loudspeakers
to alert the nearby residents about the outbreak of
fire. Thus early alerting the nearby habitats prevents
the loss in the life of the people residing in the area.
Researchers are working towards producing sounds
that could alert the animal habitats living in the place.
This could save their lives and preserve the ecosystem
of the forest.

Certain drones come with equipped fire fighting
extinguishers that can be poured in place of extensive fire.
These drones play an important part in controlling the fire
until the firefighting personnel takes control of the area.

Use of Drones in wildfires
Drones and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
have shown tremendous scope for early detection,
mitigating, and prevention of occurrence of forest
fires. With high-resolution cameras installed on
them and with the use of thermal imaging, they can
spot areas that require exigent attention by the Fire
department. Thus diverting and concentrating the
firefighters into more serious spots and mitigate the
damage caused at an early stage.
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Using AR/VR based technologies
In order to become a proficient and professional firefighter,
one has to go through rigorous training. Sometimes this
training can be life-threatening and can injure an individual

for a lifetime. Moreover, carrying out fire drills requires
large spaces and equipment which are quite expensive.
Thus, with the emergence of AR/VR technologies, a
young and inexperienced firefighter can train himself by
experiencing the same drill via a virtual environment. The
experience gained would be equivalent to the groundwork
carried out by these fighters on a regular basis and helps
develop critical skills and prepare for the situations they
will face in the field. This solution proves to be time-saving,
environment-friendly, pocket-friendly, and a much safer
solution.

Conclusion
Therefore, AI has an enormous potential to grow in the
domain of fire and safety. These are just a few applications
that can be employed to protect the environment and the
lives of the people from a mishap.
Contributed by M/S. Vedant Kumar & Siddhant Kumar
from students’ fraternity with guidance from their
professor, Dr. Surendra Rathod.

Dr. Surendra Rathod is professor in Electronics Engineering Department at Sardar Patel Institute of Technology Mumbai. He has 22 years of
teaching experience. He is the FSAI student development chair of FSAI Mumbai Chapter. He is actively involved in many social and FSAI activities.

Vedant Kumar is a student of the Electronics and Telecommunications Engineering Department at Sardar Patel Institute of Technology Mumbai.
He is the Secretary of the FSAI student chapter of SPIT. He has been involved with FSAI for the past 2 years and has conducted various events like
the ‘Ganpati Mandal Audit’ and has also been involved in the webinar sessions.

Siddhant Kumar is a final year Electronics engineering student at Sardar Patel Institute of Technology. He has been associated with FSAI for over 2
years and is also the Head of Operations of the FSAI students chapter of SPIT. He takes initiatives in various FSAI events such as Ganpati Mandal
Audit and conducting online webinars.
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Question / Answer Debate CorneR (QadC)
- 2nd episode
Again our heartiest welcome to all at QADC. As expected and pointed out in the inaugural number, the response to
this Debate column is quite encouraging. Accordingly, we wish that more readers come forward to share answers for the
relevant questions being initiated by the expert panel. As you would be aware we have started posting the same questions
intermittently through flyers so that readers definitely get to watch and read them. Now it is our earnest wish that everyone
to be associated with this noble endeavour. In the process it shall ignite our minds and subsequently sensitize the brains
thereby ensuring spreading more awareness on a given attribute related to Fire/Life safety and/or Security concern among
the stakeholders at large.
Question No. 2
(Continuation of ‘Hospital’ relevant safety aspect as already covered in first question)
Q2. How does improper Earthing in any building affect
the working of the Fire Alarm, CCTV Access control and
other Safety systems. How do you overcome it?

the following manner for safety systems:
Improper earthing can cause failure of components, data
corruption and shock hazards.

There are five responses to the above question and
responders’ names are indicated at the bottom of each
answer.

i) Most of the safety systems have electronic panels using
power supply which ideally requires no earthing and
has enough isolation with AC mains (single phase) for
any approved system

A1: Residual current accumulation due to earth fault affects
the working of low voltage equipment. Improper Earthing
in any building not only poses the hazard of electric shock
with even probability to subsequent electrocution but also
results in malfunctioning of Fire Alarm, depiction of hazy
CCTV images. Besides they can also lead to Poor Access
control on all other safety related control safety systems.
Since all the above instruments and highly sensitive,
even small proportions of grounding interruptions
can seriously affect their functionality and operational
outputs. Accordingly, ensuring the proper installation and
functioning of a proper Earthing system conforming to I.S.
3043 is one of the proven and effective remedies.
Complementary to that, efforts must also be put in to
avoid the interference with the magnetic circuits. In this
context, use of shielded cables with enhanced fire resistance
characteristics must be used for Fire Alarm, CCTV, Access
Control and other fire /security system components.
Additional safeguards could be:
i) Connecting all safety systems cables and power supplies
from a common point into DVR (Digital Video
Record) and get them duly fixed.
ii) It is to be ensured that the earthing and insulation of
the conductors are very reliable to prevent failure or
even disturbance.
iii) Periodic maintenance of earthing is to be done and
variations if any (as observed) need to be identified and
set right.
Answered by:
Mr. Ulhas Vaire
A2: Implication of improper earthing can be addressed in
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ii) Now the panel body will require earthing if it is metallic
and mains supply gets rooted to the panel as per
standards. It should have a separate instrumentation
earthing. Ideally it will not be required if conductors
are not exposed unless abnormal emission calls for
earthing protection
iii) Some systems will require earthing for the cable
screen/ shielding which should constitute a separate
instrumentation earthing at the panel or at the cable
junction box, or both.
iv) Under no circumstances, operator should touch any part
of the exposed electronic component without standing
on a mat equipped with antistatic characteristic as well
as wearing a static resistant wrist guard (gloves).
v) Field devices requiring local power should be both
power limited cum fail-safe and should not require
separate earthing.
vi) DC Relays switching mains power should be rated for
proper isolation. The enclosure should have separate
earthing and ideally away from the electronic panel.
It is also pertinent that instrumentation/safety system
cables are laid in separate trays as per standards.
Answered by:
Mr. Tapas Chatterjee
A3: Optimal operation of safety systems requires that a
“low-noise” environment be present. Noise is present
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in all electrical systems and is caused by the operation of
different devices in close proximity within the facility. In
fact, this can cause spikes in the voltage or current. Noise
in an electrical system can also definitely impact reliability
especially with reg. to sensitive electronic equipment.
• If the Earthing system is not installed properly it
can cause significant concerns such as formation of
‘grounding loops’ and noise which can cause system
lockups and data communication failures.
• In case of improper earthing we will be facing critical
failures of CCTV and electronic devices, especially
during lightning. Even the Surge Protection Devices
(dedicated to outdoor electronic devices) in place may
not be adequate enough to protect the system. Frequent
failures can cause damages amounting to millions of
Rupees
• In case of improper earthing, insulation inside the
equipment can also fail and consequently there
are chances of voltage releases from equipment at
dangerous levels.
• Additional safeguards could be:     
• Installation of an isolated grounding system
to ensure that the facility provides a low-noise
environment for computer and data systems
• Ensuring the proper earthing as well as  insulation
of the conductor to avoid the lines disturbance.
• Establishment of a robust system on periodic
maintenance of earthing and its strict compliance
Answered by:
Mr. Sankalp Thakkar
A4: If earthing is properly provided (and maintained/
checked regularly for its healthiness) Electrical safety is
mostly assured. This is enabled through the incorporation
of an automatic and immediate isolation system for
equipment in case of any inadvertent failure in the circuit.
There could be two possibilities through which such a
safeguard is achieved:
a) If electrical equipment is properly earthed, its circuit
breaker will immediately trip and faulty equipment will
be isolated
b) Now assume that the electrical equipment is not duly
earthed - like earthing wire is let loose or disconnected.
If so, and in case a person (standing on the ground)
accidently touches such equipment, person may get
heavy shock which may lead to serious Injury or fatality
depending on operation of circuit breaker. In this
scenario, If the equipment is connected through an
ELCB, such an accidental probability can be prevented/
reduced to the minimum because the above technique
is highly fool proof.
There are two main advantages associated with ELCB
provision:

a) In case of any disturbance/ damage to the primary earth
system, the equipment trips and power supply gets
totally isolated
b) In case the main earthing system is let loose and
connectivity snapped and someone happens to touch
the ‘live’ metallic part, again the ELCB will trip and
isolate the power supply to the equipment. This action
also takes place very fast which may otherwise cause
injury.
CAUTION - Once a month ELCB is to be switched off
manually to ensure the fast operation (in mille seconds).
If MCB is not tested, a sluggish operation may become a
causation factor to slow down a fast operation.
All said and done, we should never get carried away just
by the success rate of added safety features like MCB,
ELCB etc., A robust primary earthing system is always the
best safeguard and no compromising on that! Additional
devices can definitely be considered as a complementary
and not a substitute for a permanent earthing system.
In addition, the use of three pin socket and top
assembly conforming to BIS must be adhered to. This
also encompasses the strict usage of green colour coded
insulation protection to depict earth connectivity wiring
as per National Electrical Code (NEC).
Answered by:
Mr. N.N. Parekh
A5: Over current possibility, reverse current flow
possibility, overheating due to excess current leading to
leakage, sparking and subsequent fires with or without
shock injuries are potential consequences.
Accordingly, following protection measures would
constitute the recommendations:
i) Installation of ampere surge protection devices
(MCCB, fuses, ELCB etc., ) to each distribution box
ii) Provision of earth pits pertaining to the type/class
1 conductive body frame through 3-pin plug top &
socket within distribution box and
iii) Fixing of lightning arrestors along tallest building
structures with separate earthing connection for each
pit.
iv) Regular inspection and maintenance are also to be
executed to ensure the un interrupted functionality
and integrity. Occupants must also know about their
significance and according the importance and necessity
to maintain them intact without getting damaged.
Answered by:
Mr. Girish Yadav
Foot note: In fact, three separate full fledge articles have
also been received from a couple of authors in the form of
addenda to the answers against both the first and second
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question that appeared in the previous edition. We feel delighted
to publish them herewith.
Segment A
Question No. 1 under reference
{appeared in previous (Jan-Feb’2) edition}
Q1: We have observed several recent fires in Hospitals
particularly designated for Covid Patients and faced several
avoidable deaths. Majority of accidents happen in the ICU
Wards where we cannot switch off power and presence of
Oxygen is making fire more vulnerable, what could be the
right steps to avoid such incidents?
Addendum Contributed by Mr. Iswar Iyer
A1: Gujarat: Fire breaks out at Covid-19 ward of
Vadodara hospital
A fire broke out at the Vadodara Municipal Corporationrun SSG hospital on Tuesday, Sept 2020 where 272
Covid-19 positive patients were undergoing treatment.
The fire broke out in one of the ICU wards on the first
floor of the Covid-19 isolation building, fire officials said.
Though no one was injured, all 39 patients from the ICU
ward have been evacuated. Three patients have been shifted
to GMERS Gotri hospital as they were critical due to their
ailment.

Leaks from damaged hoses, pipes, connections, and valves
Valves being left open either deliberately or unintentionally
Poor ventilation in the area where the Medical oxygen is
being used.
Pressurized oxygen can raise the oxygen level in a room
quickly. One liter of pressurized oxygen in a tank at 2,200
psi (150 kg/cm2) which is equivalent to 5 cubic feet (142
liter) of oxygen gas. If this were released into 12x12 foot
room, it would immediately raise the oxygen level from
21% to 21.5%. During respiratory distress, oxygen flows
from a patient’s mask may reach 100 liters per minute or
more.
The document Fire Hazards of Oxygen and OxygenEnriched Atmospheres published by European Industrial
Gases Association (EIGA)
is the most common
international standard for bulk gas associations, covering
the EU, Asia, and Japan.
It defines oxygen enriched atmospheres as exceeding
23.5% at sea level or whose partial pressure of oxygen
exceeds 175 mmHg.
Because oxygen is required for fire, increased oxygen levels
in an enclosed room means fire can start more quickly,
spread faster, and burn hotter than in rooms filled with
fresh air.

Fire officials said that the blaze was caused by a short
circuit in the wiring of one of the ventilators in the ICU.
The incident occurred shortly after 7pm when one of the
ventilators in ICU-2 sparked and burst into flames. The
staff on the floor are said to have immediately doused
the fire with an extinguisher, thus saving many lives and
preventing the fire from spreading to the other units.

The increasing number of COVID-19 patients have
resulted in some hospitals moving patients from private
rooms to wards.

The fire problem in oxygen enriched atmospheres

Oxygen Enrichment Safety: RACE

There has been a steep increase in ventilators in hospitals
to both provide mechanical breathing assistance and
supplemental oxygen to patients who have difficulty
breathing is a common occurrence in late-stage COVID-19
patients.

Hospital personnel should follow the RACE (rescue,
alert, contain and evacuate) procedure if a fire occurs in an
oxygen-enriched environment:

This has increased the risk of fires due to oxygen enrichment
in enclosed areas. The oxygen used with a ventilator may be
supplied by stand-alone pressurized tanks or by connection
to a hospital-wide bulk oxygen source.
In either case, the oxygen ventilator, tubing, and connections
to the ventilator have the potential to leak oxygen into the
room resulting in oxygen enriched air.
During ventilator use, manifestation of ‘oxygen enriched
air’ could result from:
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Even if all the oxygen ventilators are working properly,
several of them in a single room/ward could increase the
oxygen level and pose a potential file hazard.

Rescue patients in the immediate area of the fire. The person
discovering the fire should perform the rescue if possible.
Alert other personnel to the fire so that they can assist. The
discoverer should also let others know of a fire by crying out
“Fire in room XXX” while rescuing the occupants.
Other personnel hearing the alert should relay the
information to the facility switchboard or other alarm
system.
Contain the fire. Shut the door after rescuing the occupants
to slow the spread of smoke and flame. Close fire doors. If
oxygen and/or medical compressed air is in use in the room,
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shut off the zone valve controlling those gases to that room,
and immediately assist all affected patients.
Evacuate other patients and personnel in the areas around
the fire. Facility personnel trained in fire emergency
procedures should respond to the initial alarm to assist in
evacuating patients to safe areas.
Additional tips and best practices in a potentially oxygen
enriched atmosphere:
• Fire needs a spark/ignition, fuel and oxygen. Since
anything non-metallic is a potential fuel and oxygen
enrichment is potentially possible, pay attention
to any source of sparks or ignition in the room like
defibrillators, electrosurgical equipment, lasers, light
sources or flames.
• Medical personnel using ventilators should be trained
on proper operation of the device,
• especially in regards to connecting and disconnecting
the machine from oxygen sources.
• Never force a tube connector into another connector.
Make sure they are designed to mate
• properly for a proper seal.
• Know where the emergency oxygen shut-off valve is.
• Know where the nearest fire extinguisher, fire alarm,
and fire escape is located as well as the proper procedure
for contacting Fire brigade in case of fire.
• Know how to cut off electrical power to the ventilator
• Triage and preparation for evacuation should occur
as soon as it is apparent that there is a risk of it being
required
• Provide fire sheets at each bed space

to the back of wheelchairs).
The position of the holder needs to take account of how
close the cylinder is to the patient. The holder should ideally
keep the cylinder upright so that if there is an ignition its
impact would be minimized.
Although cylinder holders and brackets are available,
a suitable design is dependent on the specific bed or
wheelchair being used.
*Avoid placing the cylinder on the bed next to the patient if
at all possible; use extra care when there is no option but to
place the cylinder on the bed.
There are times when there is no option but to place the
cylinder on the bed or stretcher. If this is the only option,
setting up and turning on the cylinder before putting the
cylinder on to the bed will minimize the potential risk of
injury to the patient.
When a patient is administered O2, some O2 may leak out,
rendering the zone O2-rich near the point of application. If
an AC operates in that zone, it becomes vulnerable to fire.
In addition to following the procedures to protect patients
and staff from fire caused by a potentially oxygen enriched
atmosphere, an oxygen enrichment safety alarm can be
used.
The safety alarm automatically sounds if the oxygen level in
a room rises above 21% (normal) air.

Suggested best practices when setting up and
administering medical gases. (Excerpted from : Anesthesia
2013, 68, 102–118- Fire on an intensive care unit caused by
an oxygen cylinder, P. Henrys BOC Ltd Guildford, UK)

The oxygen enrichment safety alarm will include a sensor
unit to be mounted inside the
room as well as a remote display that can be mounted
outside the door to warn of high oxygen levels before
entering the room.

1. Set up the cylinder for patient use before placing it
close to the patient.

Many practices in Indian hospitals are unacceptable from a
fire hazard point of view.

The most likely time for an ignition to occur is either when
the valve is initially turned on or when a flow is selected.
Hence the advice is to:
a) connect the tubing and oxygen delivery device to the
cylinder.
b) slowly open the cylinder valve.
c) select the prescribed flow rate.
d) if required, check the gas is flowing.
f ) fit the oxygen delivery device to the patient.

The list recommendations in NFPA 53 and NFPA 99 are
not followed in Indian Hospitals
NFPA 53: Recommended Practice on Materials,
Equipment, and Systems Used in Oxygen-Enriched
Atmospheres- Current Edition: 2016
NFPA 99: Standard for Health Care Facilities- Current
Edition: 2021

2. Place the cylinder in an appropriately designed
holder.
Where possible, cylinders should be placed in holders
designed to be fitted, ideally, to the bottom of the bed (or
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A2: The DP3 Model to understand fire protection in an
ICU

The word ‘fire’ forms an image of destruction, panic and
trauma; All these are multifold when the point in case is a
hospital. The fire in a hospital, especially in Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) has certain complications which are unique to
it and need in-depth understanding of the science behind
it to suitably design and properly equip the ICU with
necessary fire protection systems. To understand these
aspects in layman’s term, enabling better understanding by
everyone, the author has developed an easy-to-understand
proprietary model called ‘DP3’, which is an abbreviation
for:
Design – Prevention – Detection – Protection –
Departure – Post Fire
Let’s explore it in detail:
Design: It all starts with design, which is way more
important in case of an ICU as retrofitting later is generally
not possible or difficult. Principally, the walls should be
fire retardant and entrance should have fire door. All holes
through which incoming and outgoing electric cables,
gas lines, and Oxygen lines are passing should be aptly
closed using fire sealants. The ventilation design should
incorporate self-closing dampers and duct detectors. An
important aspect is that Oxygen lies should be under
semi hermetic enclosures so as in the case of fire, Oxygen
is suddenly not released in ICU, especially if it’s under
negative pressure (which is one of the key requirements for
COVID ICU).
Prevention: The main fire risks in ICU are because of
Oxygen rich atmosphere, frequent hand hygiene and
medical procedures using IPA / Iodine based solutions, and
presence of electric & laser sources, which completes the fire
triangle. It’s essential to break this triangle by not allowing
all the three to be in contact with each other by executing
a comprehensive risk analysis and not deviating from
standard operating procedures. Some of the mechanisms
which aid in this are self-closing or remote operated Gas/
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Oxygen valves, and robust electric connections.
Detection: The detection is manly achieved through
provision of smoke / heat detectors, Oxygen detectors
and hydrocarbon detectors. The detectors, through the
control panel, are connected to alarm as well as shutdown
mechanisms. An important point to consider is that the
monitoring of these detections should be done from a
remote, safe, and always manned location. In any case,
the panel should never be present in the area which it is
supposed to be protecting.
Protection: The protection starts from the bed; it should
have fire blankets below the mattress, to use in the case of
evacuation. It should also have a provision of emergency
supplies, which should be checked and replenished on
routine basis. Further, the bed should have provisions
of emergency power supply (using batteries) and small
Oxygen source, which can be independently used. Another
aspect is adequacy and placement of fire extinguishers –
Clean Agent Type fire extinguishers are suitable for ICU,
they should be placed in such a way that location is easily
visible, approachable, and reachable in quick time. Another
important aspect is maintenance and training in use of fire
extinguishers. The schedule of maintenance and training
should be promptly followed as it could be decisive during
fire breakout.
Departure: This is one of the most complex operations in
case of an ICU as patients are not only dependent to be
moved, there are many on body or on bed contraptions
which need to be properly removed or replaced with
alternative sources. The idealistic situation is that ICU is
situated on ground floor, so that only horizontal evacuation
is required. However, that’s not the case in reality as most
ICU are on higher floors and vertical evacuation is very
much required and hence dedicated fire lift and ramps
(with provision of rails for bed) are must. The emergency
lighting distribution, glow tape guidance and proper
signage is yet another important aspect in design for
departure. Apart from these, ELBA, Escape Masks, Escape
Chutes, and Specialized Evacuation Charis are required
in sufficient number as per the design density. Usually,
the principle of Reverse Triage is adopted in deciding the
priority of evacuation from an ICU but it could differ on
different locations and proper evacuation training with
understanding of such priority should be provided to
concerned personnel. For reverse triage, or any such similar
systems, beds can be color coded with tags (this should not
be obvious to patients / outsiders and should only be known
to emergency teams). Finally, there should be provisions to
convert the post recovery area or any other identified area
to temporary ICU for taking in the evacuated patients, on
short notice.
Post Fire: There should be special arrangements in place if
everything covered above has been done and
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yet fire has taken place. These include arrangement of
transferring patients to alternate hospitals in tie-up, proper
communication channel with local fire department and
post fire root cause analysis.

Grounding is a term used rather exclusively in North
American to indicate a direct or indirect connection to
the planet Earth or to some conducting body that serves
in place of the Earth. 1

Adopting this six-step model, a hospital can assess the
adequacy of installed system and status of emergency
preparation. However, this is just a guideline model and not
to be used as the standalone tool. For complete evaluation
of Fire Risks in an ICU, proper fire risk assessment and
audit from an expert is a must. This model can serve as the
benchmark for pre-audit and post-audit readiness of the
systems.

Earthing serves to drain away unwanted currents, to provide
a reference voltage for circuits needing one and to lead
lightning away from delicate equipment.
In a successful grounding and bonding system, electromagnetic
interference noise is carried to ground along a shield that
protects data from being impacted by that noise during
transmission.
Causes and effects of ground faults on FAS, CCTV,
Access Control and other instrumentation systems and
steps to overcome.

Mr. Ajitesh Sharma
Segment B
Question No. 2 (This edition)
Addendum Contributed by Mr. Iswar Iyer
Q2: How does improper earthing in building affect the
working of the Fire Alarm, CCTV, Access Control system
and other safety systems. How do you overcome it?
Before we take on the response part to the above question,
it is important to understand the difference between
bonding/grounding and earthing.
Bonding is a method by which all electrically conductive
materials and metallic surfaces of equipment and
structures, not normally intended to be energized, are
effectively interconnected together via a low impedance
conductive means and path to avoid any appreciable
potential difference between any separate points and also
eliminates static discharge between devices.
The bonded interconnections of any specific electrically
conductive materials, metallic surfaces of enclosures,
electrical equipment, pipes, tubes, or structures via a
low impedance path are completely independent and
unrelated to any intended contact or connection to the
Earth.

Fire Alarm System
Most fire alarm control panels are designed to monitor and
detect potential problems in the wiring including short
circuits, ground faults or poor connections.
A ground fault in a Fire alarm panel occurs when a
energized conductor has inadvertently made contact with
another electrical circuit or ground, which can occur
through a grounded conduit such as a building frame or
equipment. The return path of the current experiences a
fault through the grounding system, creating an accidental
grounding of the conductor.
Ground faults often occur due to a breakdown of insulation,
a direct short circuit, crushed or pinched wires, or wires
that become exposed to water. Electrical wires can short
circuit by touching another electrical circuit, anything
metal in the building structure or an electrical junction box.
When a protected circuit is exposed to external voltage, it
can become either partially or completely grounded.
Insulation breakdown can occur from poor installation that
leaves wires exposed to volatile situations such as vibrations
in a building. For example, when wires are installed over
ceiling panels they can fall and settle onto metal building
framework and may come in contact with the building’s
metal structure that is bonded to the Earth. Ground faults
can affect both positive and negative leads, and the metallic
shield around communication wires.

Earthing is a term developed by the United Kingdom
and part of the British Electrical Code and is employed
in Europe or other countries that employs International
Electric Commission (IEC) standards.

Normally a single ground fault does not disable the fire
alarm circuit. However, a multi-ground fault condition can
disable an alarm circuit or notification circuit. This could be
limited to a single circuit, a zone or building wide. The results
of multiple grounds vary.

The term “earthing” in European or IEC countries is
synonymous with the term “grounding” in North America.

If an initiation circuit is grounded the ability to detect an
alarm event may become inoperable.
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If a notification circuit is in ground fault the ability to
send audible, visual or mechanical warning tones may be
incapacitated.
It is important to realize that the event of the ground fault
itself will not damage the equipment.
While in ground fault the equipment is vulnerable to
another electrical path subject to electrical noise, stray
voltages, or voltage surges. It is this electrical noise, stray
voltage or surge that damage the fire alarm equipment,
including CPUs, Microprocessor Power Supplies,
Addressable Loop Boards with signaling line circuits (SLC)
and Addressable Field Devices.
It is a violation of building code requirements to leave your
fire alarm system in ground fault mode, as this can leave
your building and occupants unprotected from reliable fire
detection and warning.
A qualified fire inspection technician will know how to
use a reliable volt/ohm meter to measure resistance for
proper diagnosis and troubleshooting. When servicing a
fire alarm system that has not been inspected regularly there is
a possibility of multiple ground faults.
A skilled and licensed fire system technician will begin with
the fire alarm control panel and a process of elimination to
locate the fault or multiple faults.
All the low voltage / instrumentation system, sophisticated
electronics, controllers, cards, sensors are connected to
Instrument grounding system which is also called as “clean
earth”, this is to protect from induced noise current in the
system/loop.
CCTV System
Outdoor CCTV security cameras can be prime targets for
lightning. A lightning strike can destroy the camera and
can damage the control console with energy flowing back
through the coax and camera power wiring.

flowing downward and outward through any path to earth
ground. A support pole develops a high L di/dt peak
voltage drop along its length to earth ground. A large
steel reinforced structure can conduct the energy to earth
ground through its steel reinforced concrete footers and
electrical ground system. A camera mounted and grounded
to a building with steel reinforced construction will usually
have less inductance to ground than a camera mounted on
a self-supported tower or pole. Less inductance to earth
ground means less peak voltage at the camera.
A camera mounted on a building should be grounded
to the building’s structural steel as near to the camera as
possible. Use 38 mm copper strap for grounding. If the
camera is mounted on a metal pole, it should be grounded
to the pole and a proper ground system installed at the
base. When mounted on a wooden or other insulating
support, the camera should be grounded to a minimum 76
mm copper strap running from the camera mount to the
ground system installed at the base. An additional 3-inch
copper strap would run from a lightning rod or diverter to
the ground system at the base. Separate the two straps on
opposite sides of the pole and connect only below grade.
Side mounting the camera or providing a diverter above the
camera provides some additional protection from a direct
strike.
A lightning ground system would be capable of dispersing
large amounts of lightning energy (usually electrons) into
the earth very quickly. The faster it disperses electrons, the
less time there is for damaging surges to flow in the coax
and power wiring back toward your operating console.
‘Ground loops’ can occur whenever long video coax runs
are used. The symptoms include horizontal black bars
(60 Hz hum bars) moving vertically through the picture.
Ground loops are created when a potential difference exists
between grounds and the coaxial cable is grounded at both
ends. Current will flow through the coaxial cable shield and
induce an opposing flow in the center conductor.” 2
Access Control
Shielding data cables and avoiding ground loops
Cables with cores that carry data have a conducting
wrapper, accompanied by a naked grounding wire, between
the cores and the outer plastic casing. When the naked wire
is grounded properly this wrapper “shields” the cores from
electrical interference. Without shielding, the integrity of
the data signals is threatened.

Figure1
When lightning strikes a tower or other large structure,
there is a high peak voltage at the strike point with current
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A common installation error (particularly in cases where
the reader-end and the controller-end of the cable are
handled by different persons) is to ground the shielding at
both ends. If the two grounds are not of identical potential,
there is a possibility of current flow through the shielding,
which can disrupt the signals in unpredictable ways, cause
malfunctions in the access control hardware and even
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masquerade as software errors. This phenomenon is known
as a ground loop.

The earth pit must have a small earth resistance (much less
than 1 ohm). usually, the earth resistance can be measured
by a three-probe method.4
Without an effective grounding system, we could be
exposed to the risk of electric shock, not to mention
instrumentation errors, harmonic distortion issues,
power factor problems and a host of possible intermittent
dilemmas. If fault currents have no path to the ground
through a properly designed and maintained grounding
system, they will find unintended paths that could include
people.

Figure 2. Avoiding a ground loop
5: Access controller 6: Shielding around cable 2: Reader
With readers it is especially important to follow the
manufacturer’s instructions as regards grounding (earthing)
the device and its cable shielding.
Failure to ground components correctly can result in
damage to those components and to malfunction of
the access control hardware, which can masquerade as a
software error. 3
DCS
Improper earthing or grounding of Distributed Control
System (DCS) or Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
may result in either maloperation of the control system or
a controller or failure of electronic cards or sometimes even
embedded software gets erased.
In the case of DCS or PLC each cubicle is having a ground
bus bar to which the controller chassis, shields can be
connected. These bus bars are then returned to a final
ground bus bar from where the connection is then taken to
earth pit or earth grid.
Grounding has a key role in the correct operation of the
electrical systems, either power or electronics, as well as
protecting people.
System grounding helps detect and clear ground faults.
• Equipment grounding provides a return path for
ground-fault current.
• Bonding keeps electrical continuity and conductivity.
• Static grounding prevents the build-up of static
electricity reducing the chance of fires or explosions
where hazardous materials are handled.
• Lightning protection grounding helps protect
structures and equipment from direct strikes.
• Overhead ground wires and surge arresters, connected
to ground, can limit dangerous system overvoltages to
safe values.

However, good grounding isn’t only for safety; it is also
used to prevent damage to industrial plants and equipment.
A good grounding system will improve the reliability of
equipment and reduce the likelihood of damage due to
lightning or fault currents.
Poor grounding can contribute to downtime in electrical,
cable and telecom utilities. Beyond that, a lack of good
grounding is dangerous and increases the risk of equipment
failure. Without an effective grounding system, we could
be exposed to the risk of electric shock, not to mention
instrumentation errors, harmonic distortion issues,
power factor problems and a host of possible intermittent
dilemmas. If fault currents have no path to the ground
through a properly designed and maintained grounding
system, they will find unintended paths that could include
people.
Because of the importance of earth grounding, The
International Electrical Testing Association specifies
ground electrode testing every three years for a system in
good condition with average up-time requirements. In
addition, these organizations have recommendations and/
or standards for grounding to ensure safety:
OSHA (Occupational Safety Health Administration)
NFPA (National Fire Protection Association)
ANSI/ISA (American National Standards Institute and
Instrument Society of America)
TIA (Telecommunications Industry Association)
IEC (Intl. Electrotechnical Commission)
CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization)
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
References:
1. Understanding the Differences Between Bonding,
Grounding, and Earthing, Larry Ray and S. Frank
Waterer, EC&M Magazine.
2. CCTV Cameras Have Special Protection RequirementsHi-Tech Security Solutions.
3. Access Control by Example -Bosch Security.
4. David Brown, David Harrold, and Roger Hope, “Control
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Engineering: Control System Power and Grounding Better
Practice,”
5. The Basics of Grounding Electrical Systems- Lorenzo Mari
6. Why Ground, Why Test ? -Fluke article
7. Earth Ground Resistance Testing can Improve UptimeJit Patel

Mr. Iswar Iyer
Fire Protection Professional &
FSAI Journal, Editorial Member

Tailpiece:
The following quote from Mr. Vinayak Sane, Moderator,
Q/A Debate Column on the above narrative says it all for the
benefit of our beloved readers.
“The write-up from Mr. Iyer would actually educate the
system integrators more. It is being observed that usually
the aspects covered in his narrative related to the effects of
improper Earthing are missed out. In fact I have seen that
relevant safety systems are not being commissioned because of
this lapse.”

‘‘There is no dearth of creative innovation and using many things around
us differently to suit fire safety needs also!!’’
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National & Chapter level Activity report
The association has delightfully witnessed the resumption of few field level awareness programs between Jan. and
Feb.’21. In this reg. adequate compliance of all pandemic safeguard restrictions with reg. to social distancing and smaller
gatherings were strictly adhered to. Besides, regular webinar sessions covering presentations and panel reviews could
also be duly sustained. In addition, there were active participation by senior level FSAI officials in few of the discussions
organized by other professional service groups and societies other than to TV debates (specially related to Hospital
Safety). The execution of ‘Vaaradhi’ (An industry ‘end user connect’ initiative) by the Hyderabad chapter, launching of
“on-line” registration for ‘FSAI Life Marathon (virtual) and induction of an exclusive “Women wing’ at Goa chapter can
be considered as landmark events.
The participation in webinars during first bimonthly spell of the year was closer to 3,000. Precedingly, the uninterrupted
execution of around 160 programs since 2020 was indicative of the overall appeal and popularity of the sessions which
were held. The registration and participation by around 38, 000 stakeholders till date also bears testimony to its success
rate. The tabulated sheet of the Jan-Feb online program schedule which could duly be carried out is given below.
Sr. Date Program attribute
No.

Name(s) of Faculties/
Panel M/S

1

“Electrical short circuit fires in
Hospitals II’’
8/1 LUDO (Let’s Do) Three hacks
for overcoming Exam. Fears in 30
minutes
8/1 Vaaradhi event A
9/1 Perimeter Security Surveillance
20/1 Electrical Safety Audit
21/1 Launching of “Virtual” Marathon
run registration
22/1 Vaaradhi event B
2/2 Contracts & Claims Management
in Fire & Security Industry
4/2 CPR in Adults (Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation)
5/2 Public/Private partnership and
Community Monitoring

S. Gopa Kumar

National/
No. of
Chapter
Participants
(As applicable)
Ahmedabad
312

Dr. Rakesh Arya

National

233

Yogesh Wani
Kapil Gajanan Jani
-

Hyderabad
Chennai
Ahmedabad
National

131
309
-

Vijay Krishna Boddu

Hyderabad
Bengaluru

350
142

Dr. Geeta Fernandez

Nashik

253

Manjunath Singe, IPS
(Keynote Speaker)
Pankaj Dharkar
(Moderator)
Panel;Puneet Garkhel,
Aditya Prabhu & Ramesh
Prabhu

Mumbai

203

9/2

Dipen Mehta

Central
Gujarat
Chennai

529

-

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13

5/1

Provisions of National Building
Code 2016 on Fire safety
13/2 Fundamentals & Design of
Kitchen Hood Protection for
Commercial Kitchens
26/2 Installation of FSAI Women’s
Wing - Goa Chapter followed
by Panel Discussion on ”Make
Goa Safer for Women” - The Way
Forward

Ms. Rakhi Deepak
Galaxy of dignitaries
consisting of Chief guest,
discussion panel and
speakers (Separate report
being included)

364
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Reports on few of the highly significant events

VAARADHI

In the context, the event cited above was an earnest
initiative for bridging the gap between a “Continually
evolving Technology” and the “End users” with regard to
Fire cum Life safety and security concerns. It was organized
in an exceptionally unique “question answer format”
wherein response to a number of queries, concerns and
anxieties pertaining to following aspects got delightfully
shared. They included the questions received in advance
as well as spot level interactions between the seekers and
providers as cited above
Following could be just a few from an array of attributes
which were open for discussions from the marathon

sessions spread over two days.
• Firefighting pumps, piping, and sprinklers
• Fire detection and emergency evacuation systems
• Electrical safety
• Hospitals fire safety
• Mechanical ventilation and pressurization systems
• Fire doors and compartmentation
• IBMS
• IP CCTV systems and video analytics
• Access control systems
• Nurse call systems in healthcare institutions

Installation of Women Wing at Goa Chapter
Safety, Security and Well-being of Women community is
a significant attribute among the notable service functions
falling under the domain of FSAI. In this regard, an
exclusive National level Women wing got established
in Oct, 2020 under the then Lieutenant Governor of
Puducherry, Dr Kiran Bedi.
In sequel and considering the specific initiation from
the Goa region, the FSAI Goa chapter had the honour
of opening the first chapter level “Women wing” under
its aegis. Accordingly, the installation ceremony got
solemnized on 26th Feb 2021 at GCCI.
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Smt. Sulakshana Sawant, first lady of Goa and President
of the Goa State Self Help Group Association graced the
occasion as Chief Guest. She highlighted a number of
efforts being rendered by FSAI at the national and state
level under the able leadership of Dr. Jennifer Kamat and
her able team including Mr. Ashok Menon, Honorary
advisor to FSAI and Director, Goa Fire and Emergency
Services. She exuded confidence in the working of the
and promised total solidarity and support to it from her
organization and society at large. She also congratulated
all officer bearers and wished then continued success in
accomplishing objective of creating a Goa which is totally
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safe and secure for all its citizens and specially the women
fraternity
The investiture ceremony included administering of
oath by the Chapter president followed by an acceptance
speech by the elected chair of the “women wing”
Ms Deepali Naik (Director- Directorate of Women &
Child Development) who has accepted the position of
Chairperson for two segments of Goa –North & South
Other office bearers are:
North:
¾¾ Ms Ketaki Gadekar Chair.
¾¾ Ms Neelam Narvekar, Co-chair
¾¾ Ms Shruti Kotkar- Secretary
¾¾ Ms Rahila Khan and Ms. Dikshita Desai Executive
Members.
South:
¾¾ Dr Sneha Bhagwat, Chair
¾¾ Ms Renu Chopra, Co-chair
¾¾ Ms Flory Gracias- Secretary
¾¾ Ms. Sarojani Desai and Ms.Surekha Katkar -Executive
Members.
The welcome address was delivered by Ms Rakhi Deepak,
National Secretary-FSAI.
Mr Ashok Menon, Director-Goa Fire & Emergency
Services introduced FSAI and explained its objectives and
functioning.
Ms Koyeli Dutt, National Chairperson, Women’s Warrior
explained about the Suraksha Nari initiative.
Dr. Jennifer Lewis Kamat, FSAI Goa Chapter President
administered the oath to the office bearers.
In addition, Dr. Jennifer and Mr Ashok gave few highly

illuminating observations on the concept of installing this
unique ‘women wing” in the region.
The above function was preceded by special talks and
panel discussion under the banner of MAKING GOA
SAFER FOR WOMEN- THE WAY FORWARD.
It was graced by
• Sayonara Telles Laad- Member Secretary-Goa State
Legal Services Authority
• Ms Sayonara highlighted the laws and legalities for the
safety of women.
• Dr Vidhya Gaude, Chairperson- Goa State Commission
for Women
Ms Vidhya highlighted the role of the State Commission
for Women in protecting women.
¾¾ Ms Deepali Naik, Director- Directorate of Women &
Child Development
Ms Deepali highlighted the various schemes and
government initiatives for the self- empowerment of the
women of Goa.
The moderators included:
¾¾ Ketaki Gadekar -North Goa Chapter Chair and
¾¾ Dr. Sneha Bhagwat- South Goa Chapter Chair.
Besides
The whole session compering was smoothly and
effectively executed by Ms Ketaki Gadekar and Mr. Vinod
Rodrigues, Secretary, Goa Chapter proposed a hearty vote
of thanks.
Bank of Maharashtra offered sponsorship support for the
endeavour.
There was a participation of 75 personnel.
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FSAI Life Marathon Launch
Every year, FSAI along with Pune Fire Brigade organizes
Marathon to create an awareness about Fire Protection,
Life Safety and Security. After successful completion of
three editions in 2017, 2018 and 2019,
In sequel India’s First ever Multi-City Virtual Marathon
was launched on 21st Jan 2021.
It was kickstarted by Mr. Krishnaprakash, Commisioner
of police PCMC and brand ambassador for FSAI Life
Marathon, inagurating the event and registering his own
name as first participant.
Being the first Indian:
i) Government Servant, Civil Servant and Uniformed
Services Officer, including Armed Forces and Para Military
Forces, to earn the Iron Man title and
ii): RAW finisher (Race Across The West) - 928.41Miles
Cycling, his association as role model for Health awareness
creation among society will prove to of immense strength
. Prakshji’s inaugural address provided the required punch
for every one to remain energetic, fit and fine all through
the life.
Others who participated, expressed motivational views and
conveyed their blessings included:
S/Shri. Suresh Menon FSAI National president,
Pankaj Dharkar (FSAI Advisory, Governing Council
Member and Chair for FSAI Suraksha Index (FSI),
D K Shami (Fire Advisor, Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt.
of India),
Santosh Warick (Chief Fire Officer MIDC, Mumbai),
Hon. Ashok Menon (Director of Fire, Fire & Emergency
Services, Goa),
Kiran Gawade (CFO PCMC), Hon.
Arvind Mandke (Chief Fire Officer CIDCO – Mumbai),
Kailash Hirawale (Chief Fire Officer Mumbai Fire Brigade
– Mumbai),
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Vishwas Mote (Asst. Commissioner BMC –Mumbai),
Deepak Ghosh (Division Fire Officer - Mumbai Fire
Brigade) and FSAI Chapter Presidents and Secretaries
representing various states.
This year’s event is planned between 14th & 20th of April
2021 as part of the Commemoration week of National
Fire service day. The proceeds of the registration will be
dedicated and utilized for the welfare of the front line
Covid19 frontline warriors of the country as a befitting
noble gesture from FSAI.
The participants can run / walk at any place & time on
specified day (as per the guidelines laid by the respective
local authorities). Participation in Groups NOT required
so that social distancing is maintained for safety.
This Virtual run will be conducted across all 24 FSAI
chapters across India. This would ensure large participation
and this would give opportunity to FSAI to create
awareness regarding Fire Life Safety and Security across
sections of life.
All through 2020 during the pandemic situation, we have
witnessed the dedication of some individuals across India
to lead and exhibit exemplary work towards helping the
society in whatever feasible way they can. They are in
true sense COVID 19 Frontline Warriors of our society.
Henceforth there would also be strategic partnership
between FSAI and the fire brigades administered by various
local administration like various Municipal corporations
and associated departments in towns, talukas and villages.
FSAI gratefully acknowledge support being rendered to
the event by following sponsors.
M/S. Lehry Valves, Orient Fire Curtains, SAFEX and
Shivananda Electronics.

Readers' Feedback
Abstracts on FSAI Journal

1

Thanks to the Editor, Sri K. N. K. Murthi sharing the Jan-Feb 2021 issue of FSAI Journal, I could wake

1.FSAI as a as professional and voluntary organiza on
up from my slumber to refresh back on my exciting
years.
As a and
Life more
Member
of several on Fire
is tryingprofessional
to generate
more
awareness
cum Life safety, Personnel as well as asset security
professional bodies, I do receive regular News Letters and Journals/Magazines. The difference that
along with a number of automa on a ributes with reg.
I find with FSAI Journal is the depth of coverage,
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of the pandemic
had done on
several
possesses very high standard as gauged against similar
programmes on line and I find a dedicated technical
COVID 19
Tech Force
alsoonal
actively
Journals
- atisNa
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Interna to
onal levels.
minimize the impact of the pandemic. I also find already India Fire Safety Yatra being planned for April
Mr. Mohan Mithagre,
2021 with both online and off line activities. The arrangements of the papers in the magazine as well
HSE Consultant
as the print quality and layout are of a very high order of excellence. One can only say that continue to
keep up the good work to stimulate the professional thought process among the professionals so that
we can move towards a safe and secure world 1.
ofDear
healthy
happy
living.Thanks for sending me a sample issue
Mrand
KNK
Murthy,

of the
FSAI Sep-Oct
issue.and
All the
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in all
thefields
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will be technology
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controls, social media and decisions based onwith
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on matters
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as Public
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on of Covid-19,
Restart Safety
review and
of chemical
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than 13
ar cles and is by any standard is very high a number
fortheir
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technical
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andsecure
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I wish FSAI Team the best of the year ahead in
to build
a safe and
homefor
as anyone
well as in the ﬁeld
of Fire and Suraksha. In fact, I would say, you should name this
safe environments and work places.
magazine, “Fire and Suraksha Journal”. My best wishes for
con nuing your mission of enlightening the readers and making
Ananthraman
ananthramans@gmail.com
the world a safer place to live in.
Mr. R. Muthukrishnan,
Process Safety consultant
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Fire Safety Practices

Fire safety practices
Common symbol depicting all classes of Fire

A: Solids, B: Liquid; C: Gases; D: Light Alkali metals, E: Electrical;
F: Food articles like cooking oil

Hydrant connections, Couplings/ Hoses and Hydrant line valves
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SECURITY & Safety Practices

security & safety practices
Standard signs to warn against cyber crime
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INVITING
ADVERTISEMENTS &
ARTICLES FOR OUR
FORTHCOMING
FSAI JOURNAL...

FORTHCOMING ISSUES
May-June 2021

Applications of Different Types of Drone Technology 			
in Fire Protection & Life Safety.

July-Aug 2021

Occupational Stress Management Associated with Computer 		
Application (Display Screen Engagement, Secretariat Work, BPO Night
Duties Etc. & Notifiable Diseases)

Sep-Oct 2021

The Challenges of Green Building Meeting Fire Safety
Requirements

Nov-Dec 2021

Performance V/s Prescriptive Design - Way Forward Working

Jan-Feb 2022

Combating Increasing Threats from Chemical and Biological Hazards

Mar-Apr 2022

Are Electric Cars more Dangerous than Internal Combustion
Vehicles?

May-Apr 2022

How to Navigate around Bird Nets, Dish Antennas,
Solar Panels to Save Lives

May-June 2022

Emergency and/or Disaster Management & Case studies

July-Aug 2022

Safety & Security Concerns of Differently Abled and Remedial
Measures
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Commemorating

Joint Initiative of

Virtual Run
to support COVID-19 Front line Warriors

42KM | 21KM | 10KM | 5KM | 3KM Fun Run / Walk
DATES: 14-20 APRIL 2021
Register on-line
@ http://www.fsailifemarathon.com
Event Sponsors

Organising Partner

FSAI Marathon is organised to create an awareness about Fire Protection, Life Safety & Security and to
commemorate Fire Service Week (14th - 20th April 2021). After completion of two editions in 2018 and 2019, we
are pleased to announce India’s First Multi-City Virtual Challenge with a cause to support COVID 19 Front-line
Warriors. All the proceeds from registrations will be dedicated towards activities to support COVID 19 Front-line
Warriors across all FSAI 24 Chapter locations across India.
As a responsible citizen, to avoid crowding, maintain self-distancing, this year we are organizing Virtual Run
from 14th April 2021 till 20th April 2021 across India. Runners can run any day and at any time following the rules
laid down by the respective governments / local authorities.

Venue: @ your location and as per your comfort
Virtual Run Distance Categories
42KM | 21KM | 10KM | 5KM | 3KM Fun Run / Walk

Virtual Run Registration Categories on-line
@ http://www.fsailifemarathon.com
 FREE (Deliverables: E-Certificate for Participation)
 INR 100/- + GST (Deliverables: E-BIB + Finisher E-Badge + E-certificate)
 INR 250/- + GST (Deliverables: E-BIB + Finisher Medal (Physical) + E-certificate)
 INR 450/- + GST (Deliverables: E-BIB + Finisher Medal (Physical) + E-certificate +
			
Limited Edition FSAI T-shirt + E-certificate + Souvenir Mask)

Mahesh Gavhane
Chairman
FSAI Life Marathon

Shivaramakrishnan V.
Vice Chairman
FSAI Life Marathon

For more details: Mr. Kishore | media@fsai.in | +91 6374212141

Our Vision...
Surakshit Bharat...

DONATION
Wallet
& UPI

Stay Safe... Yet Connected...
Visit FSAI

INDUSTRY’S
BEST OF THREE
AT ONE GO...

Fire & Security
Association of India

F S AI ’ s

presented by

22-24 April 2021
Virtual On-line Expo

Biggest Fire &
Security Expo of
India
	Live Technical
Sessions and
Seminars from
across the country
	Live online Quiz
sessions with
exciting Prizes

23 April 2021
On-site & Virtual

	India’s First multilocation Expo
post COVID with
thousands of
Professionals
	Live Booths and
Exhibits across 24
Cities
	Live Seminars,
Quizzes and
exciting Prizes

23 April 2021
On-site & Virtual

24 Categories across
Fire & Security
domain
	Awards Night Show
simultaneously in 24
venues across India
	India’s First multilocation Show
	Nominate @
www.fistawards.in

INVITING DELEGATES. VISIT www.fsai.in

INDIA’S LARGEST
EVENT FOR FIRE SAFETY
SECURITY & BUILDING
AUTOMATION

5TH EDITION

22-24 April
Virtual On-line Expo
presented by

INVITING SPONSORS
The 5th Edition of FSIE is scheduled to
happen Virtually (Online) in 2021
Online stalls using the latest virtual exhibition platform having advance features
Live Video Calling with Exhibitors ¡ Live Chat with Exhibitors
One click Brochure download in visitor’s e-Briefcase
Live quiz sessions and Lucky Dip Prizes option at all premium booths. This shall
ensure good regular traffic at all times during the expo.
¡ 3 days full of High Octane Technical Sessions and Panel Discussions.
¡ The exhibitor stalls and the technical sessions shall be available online for a month
even after the event.
¡
¡
¡
¡

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
PRESENTING PARTNER
@ rS. 5,00,000/¡ Large Logo on Homepage with link
to Exhibitor website
¡ Speaking Slot: Inaugural + 1 Technical
Session (30 Min.) + 3 Slots in Panel
Discussions
¡ Logo Presence in Social Media tweets
¡ Priority Listing on Exhibition Platform
¡ Logo Presence on Promo E-mailers
¡ Premium Booth Package
¡ Logo on Registration Page
¡ Post Event Archieve for 30 Days

PLATINUM PARTNER
@ rS. 3,00,000/-

GOLD PARTNER
@ rS. 2,00,000/-

¡ Medium Logo on Homepage with
link to Exhibitor website
¡ Speaking Slot: 1 Technical Session (15
Min.) + 2 Slots in Panel Discussions
¡ Logo Presence in Social Media tweets
¡ Priority Listing on Exhibition Platform
¡ Logo Presence on Promo E-mailers
¡ Premium Booth Package
¡ Logo on Registration Page
¡ Post Event Archieve for 30 Days

¡ Small Logo on Homepage with link
to Exhibitor website
¡ Speaking Slot: 1 Slot in Panel
Discussion
¡ Logo Presence in Social Media tweets
¡ Priority Listing on Exhibition Platform
¡ Logo Presence on Promo E-mailers
¡ Premium Booth Package
¡ Logo on Registration Page
¡ Post Event Archieve for 30 Days

FSAI Member - Rs. 40,000/NON Member - Rs. 50,000/¡ 3 Company Videos Upload (Product / Corporate)
¡ 5 Brochures Upload
¡ Chat Option (Guest & Exhibitor)
¡ Stall Location Priority
¡ Feature to add Company’s Social Media Handles
¡ 6 Banners Upload ¡ 3 days of Digital Expo
¡ Live Video Calling with Exhibitor (New)

STANDARD
BOOTH
PACKAGE

PREMIUM
BOOTH
PACKAGE

booth pricing
FSAI Member - Rs. 25,000/NON Member - Rs. 35,000/¡ 1 Company Video Upload (Product / Corporate)
¡ 2 Brochures Upload
¡ Chat Option (Guest & Exhibitor)
¡ Feature to add Company’s Social Media Handles
¡ 3 Banners Upload
¡ 3 days of Digital Expo

presented by

- India’s first multi-location expo post Covid
with thousands of professionals
- Live booths & exhibits across 24 cities
- 	live seminars, quizzes & exciting prizes

23 April 2021
On-site & Virtual
(24 Chapters)

INVITING SPONSORS

INDIA FIRE & SECURITY YATRA 2021 (IFSY)

¡ IFSY allows 1-1 interactions with the visitors physically present at venue with
technical seminars in all 24 chapters (Hotels / Clubs / suitable locations) across
the country simultaneously.
¡ Entry by pre-registration only. Only meaningful visitors shall be screened &
issued entry passes before the date of expo. The entry shall be permitted in slots
of 2 hours each between 10.30 AM – 6.30 PM only.
¡ The IFSY Booths shall be retained during the evening FIST Awards and 2 Entry
Passes per booth shall be issued so that IFSY participants at that location to
attend the FIST-2021 awards and the networking Dinner & Cocktail function with
the top builders, architects, Consultants and Fire & Security heads of that city.
¡ In view of COVID-19 restrictions due precautions shall be taken in terms of social
distancing and 100 / 50 people or as per the city Covid-19 guidelines.

@ rS. 1,50,000/- full Chapter
@ rS. 1,00,000/- sub-Chapter
¡ Logo on Homepage with link to
Exhibitor website
¡ Speaking Slot: One exclusive
Technical Session (15 Min.) + One
Slot in relevant Panel Discussion +
Quiz on the Stall
¡ Logo Presence in Social Media
tweets
¡ Priority Listing on Exhibition
Platform
¡ Logo Presence on Promo E-mailers
¡ Premium Booth Package
¡ Logo on Registration Page

PREMIUM
BOOTH
PACKAGE

PRESENTING PARTNER

booth pricing

STANDARD
BOOTH
PACKAGE

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

FSAI Member - Rs. 1,00,000/- chapter
NON Member - Rs. 1,25,000/- chapter
FSAI Member - Rs. 75,000/- sub-chapter
NON Member - Rs. 1,00,000/- sub-chapter
¡ 12 Sq.m. booth space
¡ Larger Branding at site
¡ Standard Furniture (4 Chairs, 2 Tables, Facia,
Lights, Two Centre Tables
¡ Stall Location Priority
¡ 3 Standee Space on the Venue
¡ 1 Day Event ¡ Company Name on the Facia

FSAI Member - Rs. 75,000/- chapter
NON Member - Rs. 1,00,000/- chapter
FSAI Member - Rs. 50,000/- sub-chapter
NON Member - Rs. 75,000/- sub-chapter
¡ 6 Sq.m. booth space
¡ Smaller Branding at site
¡ Standard Furniture (2 Chairs, 2 Tables, Facia,
Lights, One Centre Tables
¡ 1 Standee Space on the Venue
¡ 1 Day Event ¡ Company Name on the Facia

MOST AWAITED INDUSTRY AWARDS
Fire & Security
Association of India
KNOWLEDGE
Partner FIST 2021

presented by

23rd April 2021
On-site & Virtual (24 Chapters)

HURRY! LAST DATE EXTENDED
TO 21ST MARCH 2021

NOMINATE TODAY
FOR DETAILS & TO DOWNLOAD THE FORM VISIT US @ www.fistawards.in
AWARD CATEGORIES

¡ PROJECT OF THE YEAR (Safe and Secure) - 8

Commercial / Educational / Manufacturing / Hospital / High Hazard / Hotel / Residential Complex / Retail
Facilities

¡ PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY - FIRE SAFETY - 3

Product of the Year - Fire Suppression - Active and Passive / Fire Detection

¡ PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY - SECURITY - 3

Product of the Year - Video Surveillance System / Access Control Systems - Hardware / Software and Physical
Security

¡ Product & Technology - Made in India - Fire Safety - 3

Product of the Year, Made in India - Fire Suppression (Active/Passive) - Fire Detection, Innovative Product of
the Year, Made in India - Fire Safety

¡ Product & Technology - Made in India - SECURITY - 4

Product of the Year, Made in India - Access Control Systems (Hardware / Software) - Video Surveillance
(Hardware / Software), Innovative Product of the Year, Made in India - Security / IoT Platform

¡ SPECIAL RECOGNITION - 2

Best Work From Home Solution - Safety and Security, Special Recognition of Frontline Warriors

¡ STUDENT PROJECT - 1
Student Project of the Year

FOR MORE DETAILS, CALL US @ +91 9352970001

partners / booth partners
@ MAHA YATRA
Presenting Partners
FSIE-IFSY-FIST 2021

Presenting Partner
FIST 2021

Presenting Partners IFSY 2021
KNOWLEDGE
Partner
FIST 2021

PLATINUM Partners FSIE 2021

gold Partner FSIE 2021

gold Partner FIST 2021

BOOTH PARTNERS IFSY 2021

BOOTH PARTNERS FSIE 2021

R

MEDIA PARTNERS

For more details: Ms. Renu Saldanha | +91 98440 05709 | renu@fsai.in

Our Vision...
Surakshit Bharat...

Stay Safe... Yet Connected...
Visit FSAI

Visit: www.fsai.in/journals

FSAI Memberships

Fire & Security
Association of India

New
Memberships for
Women
Power...

FIRE & SECURITY ASSOCIATION OF INDIA (FSAI) is a non-profit organization
established in 2002. It represents the Fire Protection, Life Safety, Security, Building
Automation, Loss Prevention and Risk Management domains.
“The question isn’t who is going to let me; it’s who is going to stop me.” Ayn Rand
The quote above wonderfully summarizes importance of women power. We at FSAI
are also blessed with some such great examples who are shaping our efforts to make
our country safer. We need more of such brilliant minds to gather more mass to this
already rolling movement. You are important in every stage of life be it a home front
or be it office front or be it your own stint, you have always outshined and worked like
an anchor to our lives!
This is a call to invite you for much larger and better society cause to make homes and
workplaces safer from fire and security hazards. So what’s holding you back, do join
us and help us to go miles with your force!

MEMBERSHIP

RAKSHA

MEMBERSHIP
(FOR LADIES)

1

YEAR
Admission Fee

SHAKTI

MEMBERSHIP
(FOR SPOUSES OF MEMBERS)

3

YEARS*

No Admission Fee

No Admission Fee

INR. 1,000/-

INR. 1,625/- (INDIVIDUALS)

NO. OF Participants

1 Participant

1 Participant

Access to Webinars

YES

YES

Access to Chapter Events

YES

YES

Access to National Events

PAID BASIS

NO

FSAI Journal (Digital Copy)

YES

YES

FSAI Newsletter (Digital Copy)

YES

YES

Networking Opportunities

YES

YES

Access to Youtube Channel

YES

YES

PAID BASIS

PAID BASIS

Discount in Advertisement

NO

NO

Discount in Exhibitions

NO

NO

Discount in Sponsorship

NO

NO

Access to Leadership Programs

NO

NO

Voting Rights

NO

NO

DIGITAL CERTIFICATE

DIGITAL CERTIFICATE

Members Directory

NO

NO

Access to Database through Log in

NO

NO

Branding of Company Logo on website

NO

NO

Fee

Skill Development/ Trainings/Certification

Members Kit
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* oR TILL THE VALIDITY OF THE SPOUSE MEMBER

DELIVERABLES

Quiz

Thematic

1|

Covid19 vaccine manufactured by Serum
Institute of India is identified as …….....

Series No. 13
Top three scorers shall be awarded with “Certificates
of Honour” in Gold, Silver & Bronze categories. Besides
all other participants shall receive “Certificate of
Appreciation” (digital – duly encrypted). Kindly look
for the full answer keys in the next edition and compare
where we stood.

6|

.......….is known as the ‘Father of Finger Prints’.

A) Covid barrier

C) Covidcare

A) Francis Galton

C) Pierre Curie

B) Covidshield

D) Covidguard

B) Michael Faraday

D) James Watt

2|

This symbol is popularly known as …….........
Diamond.

7|

Nitrogen produces …........... effect during
firefighting.

A) Smothering
B) Cooling

8|
A) NSC

C) NFPA

B) NBC

D) NASA

3|

.............. Point is the main attribute associated
with classification Hydrocarbon Liquid as per
Petroleum Act.

A) Freezing Point

C) Auto Ignition Point

B) Boiling Point

D) Flash Point

4|

World’s first modern sprinkler got installed in a
theatre at…..

A) London

C) Luxembourg

B) Leningrad

D) Los Angeles

5|

This symbol is indicative of ….............. alarm.

C) Starvation
D) None

…......... institute Tests and Certifies Flame
Proof Fittings in India.

A) Central Electricity
Board

C) Central Mining
Research station

B) Bureau of Indian
Standards

D) Council of Science
and Industrial
Research

9|

Second ‘S’ in PASS display on extinguishers
stands for ..........….

A) Swing

C) Sweep

B) Swipe

D) Swoop

10|

This symbol is indicative of …............

A) Hacking

C) Child abuse

B) Virus

D) CCTV

11|

FM 200 has been considered as a substitute
against ........…. extinguishing medium.

A) Fire

C) Cyber Crime

A) Foam

C) Halon

B) Burglar

D) Gas Leakage

B) Dry Chemical

D) Water Fog

Please select the most appropriate / correct choice from the multiple options and fill in the blanks.
You can send the answers by email (murthy@fsai.in) or WhatsApp (+91 98255 61699). While sharing the answers,
please ensure to mention your Name, Profession, Company, Phone, Email & FSAI Membership Number.
S ERIE S 1 2 AN S W ER K EY:
1-D | 2-B | 3-C | 4-C | 5-C | 6-D | 7-A | 8-D | 9-C | 10-C | 11-A
It is gratifying to note that Shri. Kamlesh Kumar Chauhan, Dy. Engineer, Gujarat State Electricity Corporation Ltd., (GSECL) had ticked on all the ‘right’
options and scored a perfect 100%. Accordingly, he is eligible for the special Certificate of Honor in ‘Gold’ category. Hearty congrats Shri. Kamleshbhai

FIRE & SECURITY ASSOCIATION OF INDIA

No.19/1, Kannadasan Salai, Behind Natesan Park, T. Nagar, Chennai - 600 017.
Tel: 044-42128535. Email: administrator@fsai.in

www.fsai.in

APPLICATION FORM FOR MEMBERSHIP

CORPORATE / MSME / PROFESSIONAL / INDIVIDUAL / RAKSHA / SHAKTI / STUDENT
I / We hereby make application for Membership in the FIRE & SECURITY ASSOCIATION OF INDIA and agree to be governed by its
Constitution, By-Laws and Rules.
Member Name ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Corporate / MSME / Professional / Individual / Raksha / Shakti / Student (strike which is not applicable)
I / We send herewith DD / Cheque of Rs._____________(Rupees ___________________________________________________)
in favour of “FIRE & SECURITY ASSOCIATION OF INDIA”. Alternatively wire transfer to: Fire & Security Association of India - ICICI
Bank Ltd - West Mambalam, Chennai-33 - SB A/c No.602301184287 - NEFT / RTGS / IFSE Code: ICIC0006023.
FSAI Goods & Services Tax No: 33AAATF1715F1ZB - FSAI PAN No.: AAA TF 1715 F

Corporate MSME* Professional Individual	Raksha	Shakti^	Student
(1 year) (1 year) (2 years) (3 years) (1 year) (3 years) (3 years)
Please tick applicable Membership
Admission Fee (one time) 	Rs.17,250/-	Rs.10,750/Membership Fee	Rs.8,250/-	Rs.7,250/-	Rs.15,500/-	Rs.3,250/-	Rs.1,000/-	Rs.1,625/-	Rs.770/Total	Rs.25,500/-	Rs.18,000/-

-

-

-

-

-

Renewal Membership Fee 	Rs.8,250/-	Rs.7,250/-	Rs.15,500/-	Rs.3,250/- Rs.1,000/- Rs.1,625/-	Rs.770/International Annual Membership Fee

		USD 500/-

* Document proof of being an MSME (Micro, Small & Medium Enterprise) to be submitted along with the Application Form.
Fees mentioned above are inclusive of Goods & Services Tax @ 18%. ^ Or till the validity of the spouse member.
Name

: ________________________________________________________________________________

Designation

: ________________________________________________________________________________

Address

: ________________________________________________________________________________

		________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone

: __________________________________ Mobile: ______________________________________

Email Address

: __________________________________ Website: ______________________________________

Signature of Applicant

: ________________________________________________________ Date: __________________

Names of other Directors : ________________________________________________________________________________
Constitution of Firm

: _________________________________________________________ Yr. of Est.: _______________

Nature of Business

: ________________________________________________________________________________

Your Contribution to FSAI : ________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVES (only for Corporate Members / MSME):
Name 1

: __________________________________ Mobile: ______________________________________

Designation

: __________________________________ Email: ________________________________________

Name 2

: __________________________________ Mobile: ______________________________________

Designation

: __________________________________ Email: ________________________________________

Please indicate if you are a member of any other Association_______________________________________________________

10|2020|Ver4.0

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
1. Date of Receipt

: ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Bank Draft / Cheque No. : ______________ for Rs.______________ drawn on _____________________________________
3. Membership No.

: ________________________________________________________________________________

4. Date of Joining

: _____________________________ Due date for Renewal: ________________________________

APPROVED BY

:

Follow FSAI on:

National President /
Chapter President

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fsai

National Secretary /
Chapter Secretary
https://www.twitter.com/fsaiindia

National Treasurer

https://www.facebook.com/fsai.india

”This is a ‘tear off ’ sheet to facilitate the dispatch of your response to FSAI”
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1. Name ………………………………………………………………………………...............................................
2. Type of Membership: Corporate

msme

Professional

Student

(Tick mark as applicable)

3. Membership No. ..................................................……………………………………………..…………………
4. Correspondence Address ……………………………………………….....……………...................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….......................
.....………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………................
………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………..................
5. Occupation ………………………………….....……………………………………………………....................
6. Name of Organization …………………….....……………………………………............................................
7. Contact (a) Landline ……………………………………………… Office/Residence
		

(B) Cell ……………………………………………………

6. Email ID …………….……………………….…………………………………………………………………….
7. Issue No. or Month/Year ………………...………………………………………………………………………
8. Title of Article/Feature ….……………...………………………………………..………………………………
9. Author of the Article (wherever applicable) …………………………………………………………………
10. In case the query is about product and/or service, name of advertiser
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
11. Query:
(I) …………….………………………….……………………………………………………………………….....
(Ii) …………….………………………….…………………………………………………………………………
(Iii) …………….………………………….………...………………………………………………………………
(Iv) …………….………………………….…………………………………………………………………………
12. Any other suggestions , remarks or additional inputs which in your opinion can facilitate continual
improvement with respect to quality of contents, design, narrative, appeal and enhancement of
satisfaction level.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Please send the filled-in feedback form to : (A): Editor: murthy@fsai.in (B): Chairman : dipenmehta.fsai@gmail.com

ORIENT

FireCurtains
India

5

years of
NG NO. 1
BEI

Indo British
Joint Venture
310 Projects
and

3500 Fire Curtains
Fire compartment specialist
Fire curtains tested from Warrington UK to
BSEN 1634

UL 10 D

Our Clients

Orient Fire Curtains India Pvt. Ltd.

Plot No. 137/1 & 137/2 Budhpur, Nearby RG Farmhouse & Cloud Party Hall
Alipur, Delhi 110036, Website: www.firecurtains.in

Contact:
+91-8826700881

